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Chapter I: Introduction 
The Christian movement known as evangelicalism possesses a long and complex history 
or theological and practical development and expression. Through the years, the term 
evangelical has carried a wide range of meanings. 1 While modern day evangelicalism is by no 
means a monolithic movement, its foundation across the spectrum lies in its af1irmation of three 
major theological principles: "(1) the complete reliability and final authority of Scripture in 
matters of raith and practice; (2) the necessity of a personal faith in Jesus Christ ... ; and (3) the 
urgency of seeking actively the conversion of sinners to Christ."2 The first theological truth is 
the most important for the question at hand. 
The Evangelical Understanding of Scripture 
The great diversity among evangelicals makes any effort to define the "evangelical" 
understanding of Scripture a difficult task.3 Realizing thi s, evangelicals have at various times 
come together to formulate statements of faith distinctive enough to distinguish themselves from 
1 For the sake of this thesis, the term evangelical is defined according to its genera l use within Western 
scholarship. The term "evangelical" has been appli ed in other parts of the world to all Christians who are not 
Roman Catho lic and to the followers of Martin Luther to distinguish them from Calvinists during the Reformation 
(Richard Quebedeaux, The Young Evangelicals: The Story of the Emergence of a New Generation of Evangelicals 
IN~w York: llarpcr and Row, 1974], 3). All other uses ofthc term, as well as its association with nco-
evangelicalism. arc outside the scope of thi s thesis. rurthermore, the terms evangelical and fundamentalist are not 
S) nonymous. The fundamenta list movement is more narrow and hard-l ine in its definition of the faith, leading a 
former President of Ful le r Theological Seminary to label it "orthodoxy gone cul tic" (Richard J. Moux, The Smell of 
Scnl'dlll'f.· What evangelicals Can Learn from 7'heir Fundamentalistlferitage fGrand Rapids: Zondcrvan, 2000], 39). 
Its posit ions arc adequately defined in 7'he Fundamentals, a series of essays compi led over several years in the early 
1 wenticth century. Evangelical ism, among other things, allows for a historical-critical study of Scripture, while still 
affirming a high view of Scripture. (See the writings of George Ladd). Opposition to historical-critical study of 
Scripture is a central foundation to the fundamentalist movement. While the fundamentalist movement may have 
:nnw:nced modern evangelicalism, drastic differences between fundamentalist presuppositions and evangelical 
scholarly methodology makes the study of the foundational beliefs of fundamentalism apart from the broader 
evange lica l spectrum unnecessary. 
7 Quebedeaux, 3-4. 
3 Because of this nature of the debate, the word evangel ical here and throughout th is thesis refers to those 
holding to some form of sola scrip1ura and to the 66 book canon of the Protestant Bible, and therefore excludes 
Roman Catholics claiming the title. 
other groups, such as those afJirming some form of theological liberalism or Roman Catholicism, 
but broad enough to leave the interpretation of such statements to the individual. lnterVarsity 
Christian Fellowship's affirmation of the "unique divine inspiration, entire trustworthiness and 
authority oC the Bible,"' for example, leaves great room for interpretation, typical of many such 
attempts to define evangelical bibliology.4 While there may be disagreements among 
evangelicals regarding terminology, such as the meaning of "divine inspiration," "entire 
trustworthiness," and ·'authority of the Bible," the common strand binding all evangelicals 
together is a high view of the authority and reliability of Scripture in matters of faith. 5 
Y ct. recent years have seen a debate rage over who can legitimately claim the title 
··evangelical." Issues ranging from evolution to conditional immortality have forced 
evangelicals to reevaluate where to draw the line between evangelicalism and broader Christian 
thought. Nowhere has this trend been more clearly manifested than in the intense, emotionally 
charged debate surrounding open theology. Y ct the difficulty associated with defining the term 
"evangelicar' compounds the difficulty associated with determining its compatibility with all but 
the most blatantly unorthodox Protestant theologies. Consequently, determining the place--or 
lack thereof--of open theology within the evangelical tent requires the establishment of a basic 
understanding of what it means to be an evangelical. 
Evangelicals readily agree that they hold a high view of Scripture. What constitutes a 
high view of Scripture, however, is a matter open to some debate; and yet in order to properly 
evaluate the legitimacy of open theism as an evangelical school of thought, a basic understanding 
'
1 J. l. Packer and Thomas C. Oden, One Faith: The Evangelical Consensus (Downers Grove, Illinois: 
lnlcrVars ity Press. 2004), 2 1. Unless otherwise noted, all references to the various statements of faith affirmed by 
various evangelical groups--except the Westminster Statement of faith--arc quoted as they appear in Packer and 
Oden, 39-57. 
'Where possible, this thesis will refer to evangelicals as holding to a "high view" of Scripture and avoid 
the intense emotional and academic baggage more exclusive terms, such as inerrancy and infallibility, carry. 
2 
o[ Scripture in the evangelical mind must be determined. Therefore, this thesis will establish a 
general appreciation of the evangelical approach in order to assess its compatibility with the 
theological school of thought known as "open theism."6 The best way to grasp the evangelical 
understanding of the Christian Scriptures is to evaluate how self-professing evangelicals have 
defined that understanding. 
'/'he Nature of Scripture 
1\t the core of evangelical theology lies a distinct understanding of the nature of Iloly 
Scripture. Christianity Today International affirms that the "sixty-six canonical books of the 
!3iblc as originally written were inspired of God, hence free from error. They constitute the only 
infallible guide in faith and practice." Article VIT of the Chicago Statement on Biblical 
Inerrancy states that '·inspiration was the work in which God by His Spirit, through human 
v. riters, gave us Iris Word. The origin of Scripture is divine." Article IX goes on to affirm that 
·'inspiration, though not conferring omniscience, guaranteed true and trustworthy utterance on all 
matters of which the Biblical authors were moved to speak and write ... fwe denyl that the 
finitude or fallenness of these writers, by necessity or otherwise, introduced distortion or 
fa lsehood into God's Word." The very phrase "authority of scripture," is a "shorthand way of 
saying that, though authority belongs to God, God has somehow invested this authority in 
. .,7 
scnpture. 
Article XI of the Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy, adequately summarizing the 
consensus evangelical understanding of Scripture, affirms "that Scripture, havi ng been given by 
di\'ine inspiration. is infallible, so that, far from misleading us, it is true and reliable in all the 
6 This thesis has no interest in proving the validity of either evangelical ism or open theology as they stand 
alone. only in determining their compatibility . 
N. T. Wright. "The Laing Lecture 1989 and the Griffith Thomas Lecture 1989," Vox Evangelica 2 1 
3 
matters it addresscs."'8 The Evangelical Theological Society, the most v isible battleground in the 
evangelical-openness debate, summarizes the broad evangelical position on the matter of 
Scripture: ··The Bible alone. and the Bible in its entirety, is the Word of God written and is 
therdorc inerrant in the autographs." 
'/he f>lllpose a/Scripture 
Since the first century, Christians have affirmed the place of Scripture as pointing the 
v. ay to sa lvation. "You arc contentious, brethren, and zealous for the things which lead to 
salnttion. You have studied the Iloly Scriptures, which arc true, and given by the Holy Spirit. 
You kno \\ that nothing unj ust or counterfeit is written in them" (1 Clement 40: 1-3). This 
historic understanding of Scripture within Christendom plays an important role in evangelical 
theology, because at the heart of evangelicalism is the effort to maintain historic Christianity. 
This becomes particularly understandable in light of 19th century German liberalism and the 
attempts to demythologize Scripture by theologians such as Rudolph Bultmann. 
To evangel icals, Scripture constitutes the unchanging keeper of the apostolic teaching. 
hangclicals do not understand themselves as a 20th century phenomenon, but rather as 
de lenders or the two thousand year old teachings of Chri stianity. Evangelicals understand their 
laith to be firmly rooted in what they understand to be ·'historic or biblical Orthodoxy.'"9 
Modern evangeli cals echo the call of C lement of Rome. Although its their view of 
( 1991 ). available htlp:l/www .ntwrightpage.com/Wright 13ible 1\uthoritative.htm> ( 19 September 2006). 
M Despite common ground among all evangelicals, there stills exists disagreements over the nature of 
Scripture among those adhering to the label. Article XII of the Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy, for 
example, aflirms the scient ific reliability of Scripture, denying that ··scientific hypotheses about earth history may 
properly be used to ovenurn the teaching of Scripture on creation and the nood .'' This stands in opposition to the 
!>pirit or h iller Theological Seminary's understanding of biblical inerrancy, which argues that applying the term 
inerrancy to ··matll!rs like chronological details, precise sequence of events, and numerical allusions," is 
"misleading and inappropriate" (fuller rheological Seminary: What We Believe and Teach). 
'' Qul!bedcaux, 4. 
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Scripture that generally distinguishes them from other schools of Christian thought, salvation by 
!~1ith in Christ is the fundamental tenet of evangelical theology.10 To the evangelical, Scripture is 
the in fal lible gu ide pointing the way to salvation. The Westminster confession affirms the "full 
discovery 1 Scripturel makes of the only way of man's salvation." 11 The Tyndale University 
College and Seminary affirms that ''through the power of the lioly Spirit, God speaks to us in the 
Scriptures today to accomplish his purpose of salvation in Jesus Christ." The 151 summary of the 
1978 Chicago Statement on Biblical Inenancy is Jess ambiguous: "God, who is HimsclfTruth 
and speaks truth only, has inspired Holy Scripture in order thereby to reveal Himself to lost 
mankind through Jesus Christ as Creator and Lord, Redeemer and Judge. Holy Scripture is 
Clod's v. itncss to I Iimself." Scripture is the ultimate means to salvation, for it is through 
Scri pturc that people encounter the claims of Christ and their implications for living. 12 
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School believes the "Scriptures, both Old and New 
Testaments, to be the inspired Word of God, without error in the original writings, the complete 
revel at ion (~/h is will for the salvation of men, and the Divine and final authority for all Christian 
!'a ith and liiC" (i tali cs added). Clause 2 of the 1974 Laussanne Covenant, a declaration of 
l ~ uropean evangelical faith, affirms the "power of God 's Word to accomplish his purpose of 
salvation.'' Defi nitions 4 of the 2000 Amsterdam Declaration states, "In every age and every 
place. th is authoritat ive Bible, by the Spirit's power, is efficacious for salvation through its 
\-\ itness to .Jesus Christ." The Japan Bible Seminary argues that Scripture "contains all that God 
pleased to reveal to men concerning salvation." 
1 ~ John II. Gerslner, "The Theological Boundaries of Evangelical Faith," in The Evangelicals, ed. David. F. 
Wells and John D. Woodbridge (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1975), 23. 
11 
·'Westmin ster Con fcss ion of Faith," available <http://www.reformed.org/documents/wcf_ with _proofs/> 
( 25 1:..:bruary 2007), ch. I sect. V. 
12 Quebedeaux, 4. 
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The common theme running throughout evangelical understandings of Scripture is the 
idea of its place as the written revelation of God testifying to his desire to save. " In every age 
and every place, thi s authoritative Bible, by the Spirit's power, is efficacious for salvation 
through its witness to Jesus Christ."13 While this understanding of Scripture lends it authority in 
formulating systematic theological understandings of God, at the same time, it introduces a level 
of ambiguity when trying to dogmatically ascertain such understandings fTom scriptural 
interpretations. If Scripture exists to bring men to saving grace, as the typical evangelical will 
anirm, then where Scripture is ambiguous or unclear on matters of doctrine , there is room for 
various interpretations. This opens the door for diversity of interpretation within the evangelical 
community. 
Of course, there is a limit to the amount of diversity evangelical theology allows within 
its tent. Obviously, heresies such as Arianism and Mormonism, as well as alternative schools of 
Christian theology, such as 191h century German liberalism, have no place within evangelicalism. 
The pertinent question, therefore, is, "Does evangelical diversity allow the presence of the open-
theist?'' Evangelicals '' take it for granted that [they] are to give scripture the primary place and 
that everything else has to be lined up in relation to scripture." 14 The question is, does open 
theism--or more importantly, do open theists--line up? In other words, does ascription to open 
theology necessitate a non-evangelical view of Scripture? 
Important to thi s discussion is the understanding that, while evangelicals believe the 
Scripture points the way to salvation, they do not believe that the affirmation of their 
understanding of Scripture is necessary for salvation. Take, for example, the Article XIX of the 
n ·'f\msterdam Declaration," 2000, Definitions, 4. 
11 N. T. Wright. "The Laing Lecture I 989 and the Griffith Thomas Lecture I 989." 
6 
I 978 Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy: ··we affirm that a confession of the full 
authority. infallibility and inerrancy of Scripture is vital to a sound understanding of the whole of 
the Christian faith .... We deny that such confession is necessary for salvation. Ilowever, we 
rurthcr deny that inerrancy can be rejected wi thout grave consequences, both to the individual 
and to the Church.'' Therefore, the issue at hand is the validity of an open-theist's claim to the 
title "evangelical,'' not the validity of his or her claim to the title "Christian." 
The Authority of Scripture 
i\ proper understanding of biblical authority is essential in understanding the evangelical 
mind. The Westminster Confession of Faith affirms that the ''authority of the lloly Scripture, 
"' hich it ought to be believed and obeyed, depends not upon the testimony of any man, or 
Church: but whol ly upon Cod (who is truth itself) the author thereof: and therefore it is to be 
received, because it is the Word of God.'' 15 The preface to the 1978 Chicago Statement on 
13iblical Inerrancy argues that the "authority of Scripture is a key issue for the Christian Church 
in this and every age ... It later affirms that ' ' IIoly Scripture, being God's own Word, written by 
men prepared and superintended by I lis Spirit, is of infallible divine authority in all matters upon 
v. hieh it touches: It is to be believed, as God's instruction, in all that it affirms; obeyed, as God's 
command. in all that it requires; embraced, as God's pledge. in all that it promises" (Summary 
2). J:Jsewhcre. it expounds: 
i\s !Christj bowed to llis Father's instruction given in His Bible (our Old 
Testament), so lie requires llis disciples to do--not, however, in isolation but in 
conjunction with the apostol ic witness to Tiimself that He undertook to inspire by 
!lis gift of the Holy Spirit. So Christians show themselves faithful servants of 
their Lord by bowing to the divine instruction given in the prophetic and apostolic 
writings that together make up our Bible" (Exposition: Authority: Christ and the 
Bible). 
1 ~ ... , he Westminster Confession of Faith," ch. I sect. IV. 
7 
Campus Crusade for Christ affirms that Scripture is the "supreme and final authority in 
all matters on which it speaks." The World Evangelical Alliance affirms Scripture as the 
''supreme authority of faith and conduct." Fuller Theological Seminary in its doctrinal 
statement, "What We Believe and Teach," affirms this unique position of Scripture, stating that 
its own 
doctrinal commitment is built on a submission to the authority of Scripture, which 
must stand as teacher and judge of all that we think and do. It both inspires and 
corrects our doctrine and our conduct. It must always be clear that for us as 
Evangelicals, the Scriptures outrank all of our doctrinal statements, even 
statements as carefully written and as strongly believed as those in [this] 
Statement of Faith. 
The authority of Scripture is not something evangelicals take lightly. To the evangelical 
mind, ''what Scripture says, God says; its authority is His authority, for He is its ultimate 
/\uthor.·· 16 Evangel icals everywhere agree that Scripture is authoritative in all matters of faith 
and practice. 17 The key to understanding the place of open theology within evangelicalism, 
therefore, lies in ascertaining its compatibility with this evangelical understanding of Scripture. 
/\Her all. the '·supreme judge by which all controversies of religion are to be determined ... can be 
no other but the Iloly Spirit speaking in the Scripture." 18 "For the evangelical, any theological 
stance which docs not accept the inspiration and authority of Scripture cannot rightly call itself 
Orthodox.'"19 If the open theist can, without logical contradiction, affirm both open theology and 
these general evangelical presuppositions, then he or she can rightfully claim the title 
evangelical. I r not, then the Evangelical Theological Society would be justified in removing 
1
" ·'Chicago Statement on l3iblicallnerrancy," 1978, Article IV. 
17 Gerstner, 32. 
18 
·'The Westminster Confession of Faith," ch. I sect X. 
19 Quebedeaux, 5. 
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open theists li·orn its membership roles. 
Basics of Open Thcology20 
Since the publication of The Openness of God in 1994, open theology has become a hot 
topic of debate within evangelical theological circles. The debate has become so heated, in fact, 
that the l ~ vangelical Theological Society brought to a vote a motion to remove Clark Pinnock 
and John Sanders from its membership on account of their adherence to open theology. While 
their membership was retained, the vote itself demonstrated the passion and fury open theology 
has inspired among evangelical scholars. In fact, in a taped interview, R. C. Sproul went so far 
as to question Pinnock's faith, stating, ·'Clark Pinnock is not a believer--! would not have 
l"cllowship v. ith him.'"21 More to the point, Paul R. House and Gregory A. Thornbury argue that 
··American Christianity is currently engaged in a crucial debate over the doctrine of God" and 
that .. nothing less than the biblical, orthodox doctrines of God and of salvation are at stake."22 
Open theology has arisen as a developed systematic theology in order to explain the 
re\'clation of God in Scripture that proponents feel traditional systematics have failed to address 
mh.:quatcly.23 /\tissue are passages testifying that God changes his mind, experiences regret and 
surprise. and hopes for one thing to happen. but another happens instead. Open theology also 
seeks to address philosophical issues, such as whether or not God foreknows free acts before 
·'
01 Except where otherwise noted, this section draws heavi ly from Greg Boyd's summary of open theology 
in "'The Open-Theism View,'' in Divine Foreknowled?,e: Four Views, cd. James K. I3eilby and Paul R. Eddy 
(D01111ers Grove. Illinois: lnterVarsity Press, 200 1): 13-47. 
, 
1 Clark II. Pinnock, Mas/ Moved Mover (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 200 I), 16. 
~· P. R. !louse and G. A. Thornbury (eds.). Who Will Be Saved? Defending the Biblical Understanding of 
Cod. Salmllon, and l~·vangelism (Wheaton: Crossway Books, 2000), 15, quoted in Pinnock, Most Moved Mover, 17. 
'
1 llcr~ and throughout this thesis. the term traditional refers to those holding to the commonly accepted 
understanding of divine foreknowledge over and against the position of open theism. These theologians arc 
common!;. rcrcrrcd to as classical theologians by open theists. Augustine, Aquinas, and Calvin arc major 
propon~nts of' th is sort of theological understanding. 
9 
they take place, and why God would create evil individuals, such as Adolf Hitler, while knowing 
their future atroc ities.2·1 
While di sagreements ex ist among open theists themselves, open theology takes the 
following bas ic form: 
God. in grace, grants humans significant freedom to cooperate with or work 
against God's will for their lives, and he enters into dynamic, give-and-take 
re lationships with us. The Christian life involves a genuine interaction between 
God and human beings. We respond to God's gracious initiatives and God 
responds to our responses ... and on it goes. God takes risks in this give-and-take 
relationship, yet he is endlessly resourceful and competent in working toward hi s 
ultimate goals. Sometimes God alone decides how to accomplish these goals. On 
other occasions, God works with human decisions, adapting hi s own plans to fit 
the changing situation. God does not control everything that happens. Rather, he 
is open to receiv ing input from his creatures. In loving dialogue , God invites us 
to participate with him to bring the future into being. 2) 
There is an openness and interaction between God and man characteristic of genuine 
relationships. God and man work together to bring the future into existence in a give and take 
process o f cooperation. Where other schools of thought may emphasize God's sovereignty or 
omnipotence, open theism, while not neglecting these attributes of God, stress relationship. God 
can be understood only in terms of relationship. As will be demonstrated later, the open model 
of divim: foreknowledge reflects this emphasis. 26 
To be fair, open theology in no way denies the omniscience of God. To say that open 
theology denies God's knowledge of the future, as opponents popularly frame the position, is to 
21 Gregory A. Boyd, Cod of the Possible (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2000), I 0. 
75 Clark Pinnock and others, The Openness ofCod (Downers Grove: lnterYarsity Press, 1994), 7. 
~6 Because of their association with other theo logica l debates, a definition of terms is in order. 
Foreknow ledge is a term generally associated with Arminianism. Foreknowledge in this sense is God's abi lity to 
peer into the future and foreknow wh at will transpire, even if he will have no direct involvement in the event. 
Predestination, however, is a term generally associated with Calvinism. God knows what the future holds, because 
he has predest ined it. In other words, in Armin ian ism, God's knowledge of fu ture events is based on the future. In 
Calvinism, futu re events arc based on the foreknowledge (predestination) of God. Unless otherwise noted, 
throughout this thesis, the term foreknowledge refers to God's knowledge of future events, whether that be through 
the J\rm inian understand ing of foreknow ledge or the Calvinistic understanding of predestination. 
10 
misunderstand the emphasis of open theology. Comparisons to process theology made by 
opponents of openness do not do justice to the open position, but rather create a straw man to be 
torn down? 7 i\ proper evaluation of the compatibility of open theology with evangelical 
understandings of Scripture requires a proper understanding of the beliefs open theists 
themselves claim as their own. 
The debate over the nature of God's foreknowledge is not primarily a debate 
about the scope or perfection of God's knowledge. All Christians agree that God 
is omniscient and therefore knows all of reality perfectly. The debate over God's 
foreknowledge is rather a debate over the content of reality that God perfectly 
knows. It has more to do with the doctrine of creation than it does with the 
doctrine of God?8 
The traditional understanding of God's foreknowledge dictates that every event that has 
ever taken place or will ever take place in creation has existed as a settled metaphysical reality 
from all eternity. God, therefore, possesses knowledge of future events as certain as his 
knowledge of past events. Hence, any knowledge that God might have of possibility exists as 
"might have been. never as what might bc."29 All possibilities exist in God's knowledge in their 
exclusion from reality, rather than their inclusion therein. In other words, God knows all of 
rea lity as one eternally settled sequence of events. 
Open theology, however, while maintaining God's omniscience, "holds that the reality 
27 Process theology is a liberal theological movement holding, among other things, that God's existence 
depends on the existe nce of creation and that God's power is limited by forces outside his own will. For a critique 
or process theology from an evangelical posi tion, sec R. Nash, eel., Process Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1987) 
(Boyd. God of the Possible, 170). Process theology holds that God cannot predestine or foreknow any aspect of the 
dis tant future v..-ith any kind of certainty, while open theology maintains God's ability to determine and foreknow 
whatever he wants about future events. Proponents of open theology maintain that, while God could certain ly 
micromanage everything about creation and determine all future events, this would demean his sovereignty. The 
open nature of some aspects of the future, according to open theists, is a result of God's free choice to leave aspects 
or the future to be determined by the fi·ee wi II of others (Boyd, God oft he Possible, 31 ). To compare open theology 
and process theology as related theological positions, therefore, is unwarranted and counterproductive for healthy 
scholarly debate. 
28 Boyd, "The Open-Theism View," 13. 
29 Ibi d. 
II 
that God perfectly knows not only excludes some possibilities as what might have been, but also 
includes other possibil ities as what might be. Reality, in other words, is composed of both 
settled and open aspccts.''30 C.iod's omniscience, therefore, supplies God with knowledge of both 
s<.:ltlcd events as settled and events that remain open as open. Open theists believe that what 
asrccts or the future arc !eli open and what aspects arc closed are determined by God. I Ie is free 
to settle \Vhatevcr aspects of the future he wants to settle, and upon doing so, brings certainty to 
those aspects of the future. Those aspects of the future God wills to leave open, however, remain 
uncertain, even to God. 
Open theists argue that, while Scripture celebrates God's foreknowledge of some future 
cvcnts and his SO\Crcignty O\Cr his creation, it docs not necessitate that all of the future is 
eternal!) sett led nor that God foreknows all aspects of future reality with equal certainty. In later 
chapters. this thesis will discuss the implications of open theology for systematic theology, such 
as its implications for impassibility, immutability, and divine foreknowledge, as well as its 
impact on Christian understandings of divine sovereignty, predestination, prayer, and the 
problem or evil, in greater detail. 
Thesis Objective 
The goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the compatibility of open theology and the 
evangelical understandings of Scripture. Chapter 2 will evaluate passages of Scri pture pertinent 
to the debate, both in favor of and in opposition to open theology. Since Scripture is of the 
llmost importance in the evangelical mind. the most time and energy will be devoted to this 
chaptcr. Open theists charge that they arc really being attacked on philosophical rather than 
Scriptural grounds. and so Chapter 3 wi ll evaluate the philosophical and systematic debate 
- -----
''
1 Ibid .. 14 . 
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surrounding the open model of God within evangelical Christianity today, as well as evaluating 
the practical implications open theology has in the Christian life in order to determine if they 
rcllcct the wa) biblical characters lived out their faith. Finally, Chapter 4 will draw a conclusion 
to the question at hand, evaluating the coherence of the open model of God in relation to the 
label ··evangelical" its adherents also claim. 
The purpose or this thesis is in no way to advocate the open model of God over and 
above other theological schools ofthought. Rather, this thesis seeks to present the arguments of 
open theists in the context of evangelical presuppositions in order to demonstrate open theism's 
compatibi lity with evangelicalism. This thesis seeks to establish open theism's place as a 
legitimate expression of evangelical theology, which requires a presentation of the interaction 
between open theism and other schools ofthought, including the responses of open theists 
toward di ric ring views. Nevertheless, the purpose of the thesis remains clear: to demonstrate the 
legitimate place open theism holds within evangelicalism, not to demonstrate its superior place 
over and above other evangelical positions. This thesis will demonstrate that open theology is 
incompatible \\ith other schools of evangelical thought, such as Calvinism, but is not 
i ncompati blc '" i th evangelicalism i tscl f. 
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Chapter 2: Scripture 
:.Jo issue is more central to the debate of the place of open theism within evangelicali sm 
than its compatibility with Scripture. While issues of philosophy and systematic theology arc 
important when determining the validity of a theological school of thought, the implications of 
sola scriprura allow the legitimacy of any theological position to gain at least reluctant toleration 
if it proves to be compatible with the biblical witness.' 
Questioning Exhaustive Divine Foreknowledge 
Divine Repenrance 
No single biblical motif plays a more central role in the biblical battle between open and 
classica l theology than that of divine repentance. I low a God with exhaustive foreknowledge of 
Cuturc events can actually change his mind is logically problematic. Open theists usc divine 
repentance to build a biblical case for their position, while traditionali sts try to reconcile the 
biblical witness with their own theological understandings of the divine nature. Before the 
biblical validity of open theism can be ascertained, however, the legitimacy of their argument for 
divine repentance ascertained from Scripture must be evaluated through a careful analysis of 
1 Although open theology lacks a strong hi storical basis, it is not the invention of201" century scholarship. 
Basic tcnl:ts of the philosophical foundation of open theology can be found in non-Christian sources, such as Cicero 
and some medieval Jewish thinkers. lt stands in such strong opposition to the Grcco-Roman philosophical world 
into which Christianity was born, that it is difficult to find in early Christian thought, although it docs make a 
ckvclopcd appearance in the writings ofthc s'" century theologian Calcidius. It also appears in 19111 century 
Vlcthocl ist writings a well as in African-American Christian thought. The history and development of open theology 
is outside the scope of this paper, however, being as the purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate the compatibility of 
open theology and evangel ism, not to make an argument for open theology itscl f. The doctrine of sola scriptura and 
generally accepted tenets of evangelicalism do not require a strong historic basis as a condition oftheological 
legitimacy, as the widespread evangelical acceptance of dispensational ism clearly demonstrates, and so tracing the 
movement's historical heritage would only distract from the purpose at hand. For a look at the historical heritage of 
open theism sec J. Den Boeft, Calcidius on Fme: /lis Doctrine and Sources (New York: Brill, 1997); Gerard 
Verbeke, The Presence ofStoicism in Medieval Thought (Washington, D.C.: Catholic University Press of America, 
1983), 82-83: J. I I. Waszink, ed., 7'imaeus a Calcidio translatus Commentarioque instructus, 2"d cd. , Plato Latinus, 
vol. 4 (Leiden: Brill, 1975); L. D. McCabe, Divine Nescience of Fuwre Contingencies as a Necessity (New York: 
Philips & llunt, 1882); idem, The Foreknowledge of God (Cincinnati: Cranston & Stowe, 1887); B. Hibbard, 
.Vfemoirs of the Life and ?'ravels of B. 1/ibbard, 2"ct ed. (New York: Piercy & Reed, 1843), 3 72-414; Major Jones, 
l'he Color of God in Aji-o-American Thought (Macon, Georgia: Mercer Press, 1987), 95. 
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biblical texts addressing the matter. 
(i) Exodus 32:7-14 
Then Yahweh said to Moses, "Go down. because your people, whom you brought 
up out of Egypt, have become corrupt. They have been quick to turn away from 
what I commanded them and have made themselves an idol cast in the shape of a 
calf. They have bowed down to it and sacrificed to it and have said, 'These arc 
your gods, 0 Israel , who brought you up out of Egypt.' I have seen these people," 
Yahweh said to Moses, "and they arc stiff-necked people. Now leave me alone so 
that my anger may burn against them and that I may destroy them. Then 1 will 
make you into a great nation (Exodus 32:7-1 0).2 
The heart of the sto ry lies in the contrast of the apostasy occurring in the valley and the 
gi\ ing of the covenant on the mountain. Verse 7 marks an immediate shift from the scene of 
merrymaking in the Israelite camp as they celebrate their apostasy in the shadow of their new 
idol(\'. 6) to Yahweh's immediate reaction (vv. 7-10).3 A "momentum of haste'· builds in the 
narrutive as Yahweh creates an urgency through his chain of verbs: ·'Go down! ... you brought 
up ... ha,·c become corrupt. .. have been quick to turn away ... havc made themselves an 
idol. .. have bowed down to it and have sacrificed to it. .. have said .... " These arc intermeshed 
"' ith 'crbs rclcrencing Yahweh himself: ·•J commanded ... I have seen ... my anger may burn ... I 
may destroy ... ! wi ll make you .... ''' 
Yalw.ch, in the midst of making his covenant with Israel , quickly changes his attitude in 
response to their quick apostasy, as if to say, " ltJhcre is no purpose in continuing with covenant 
laws when the covenant has been shattcrcd."5 Earlier, Yahweh had referred to the Israelites as 
~ Unless otherwise noted, al l Scripture is quoted from the N IV. Whenever 11i1' appears in the MT, 
:r.mslated .. the LORLY by the NIV, it is replaced with Yahweh for clarity. 
1 Brevard Childs. The Book of Exodus: A Critical, Theological Commemmy (Philadelphia: Westminster 
Press. 1974). 567. 
·'John I. Durham, Exodus. Word 13iblical Commentary (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1987), 429. 
~ Childs, LwduJ, 567. 
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··my people" or ··my firstborn son" (4:22). No longer. They now belong to Moses.6 Yahweh's 
fury at the infidelity of the people culminates in his disowning them.7 from the beginning the 
covenant has been conditional upon the obedience of the Israelites. Now that they have broken 
it. Yahweh declares the covenant null and void.8 
Israel has corrupted herself(v.7), condemning herselfwith her own words: "These are 
your gods. " 9 The ramifications of Israel's fatefu l decision would echo throughout her history, as 
the rabbi s themselves counted the golden calf incident the worst sin of Israel ' s entire hi story, 
going so far as to declare, ·'I !ad Israel waited for Moses and not perpetrated that act, there would 
have been no exile, neither would the Angel of Death have had any power over them." 10 
Yahwc;h 's contempt surfaces in his derogatory reference to the Israelites as "these people" (v. 9) 
and his crediting Moses \Vith the Exodus (v. 7), a clear parody of the Israelites ' disparaging 
reference to Moses as ·'this fellow," 11 and their crediting Moses with the Exodus event in verse 1. 
··[n e!Tect, God informs :Y1oses that if this is what the people want to believe and confess, let 
them. But. .. if they wish to make confession of a deliverer other than Yahweh, then they will 
ha vc to bear the consequences." 12 
llere the openness argument finds validation. This passage demonstrates Yahweh 's 
6 Peter Enns. fxodus, The NIV App lication Commentary, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000), 571. 
' Walter C. Kaiser, Jr. , "Exodus," in The Expositor's Bible Commentary, ed. Frank E. Gaebelein (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1990), 278. 
8 Walter Brueggemann, ''The Book of Exodus," in The New fnl erpreter 's Bible, ed. Leander E. Keck 
lashvi llt:: Abingdon Press, 1994), 931. 
9 Durham, 429. 
10 Donald E. Gowan, 7heology in Exodus: 13iblica/7heology in the Form of a Commentary (Louisville, 
Kentucky: Westminster John Knox Press, 1994), 221. 
11 Enns. 5 71. 
1
" Fretheim, Ewdus , Interpretation (Louisville: John Knox Press, 1991), 283. 
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react ion to the people's behavior. This passage docs not describe the impassible God of 
traditional philosophical theology, knowing from eternity the inevitability of this sin, nor a God 
'"hose plans cannot be changed by the behavior of human beings. Rather, it demonstrates 
Yahweh as vulnerable, reacting in pain to the rejection he has experienced at the hand of the 
Israelites. Indeed, the phrase, ''leave me alone," could refer to the isolation desired by those 
grieving, implying not only divine fury, but divine vulnerability. Yahweh is genuinely wounded 
b I I . . . fh' 13 y t 1e peop e S I'CJCCtiOn 0 IITI. 
/\her an emotional outburst, Yahweh reaches a fateful decision, which demonstrates his 
"'illingness--and ability--to change his plans radically in response to the deeds ofhis people. lie 
declares his intentions to completely annihilate the people, throwing the nation's special election 
into the balance. 14 The narrative leaves no room for ambiguity regarding Yahweh's rage. The 
"'hole orthe Exodus narrative thus far has followed Yahweh's fulfillment ofhis promise to the 
patriarchs. By transferring his promise from /\braham to Moses, and thereby setting Moses up 
as a nC\\ /\braham, Yahweh demonstrates just how serious he is about wiping out the Israelites 
and starting over his plan to bless Abraham's descendants with Moses. 15 The text simply docs 
not substantiate the argument that Yahweh is simply putting on a show to teach Moses a lesson. 
h cry indication in the text is that Yahweh is serious about carrying out this plan. 
In the verses that follow, open theology gains one of its most powerful points in arguing 
its case. In his reaction of anger, Yahweh reveals another side of himself. The Ilebrew word 
ili)")~, ··leave (me) alone,'' is one ofthe most explicit words in all of Scripture emphasizing 
1
; Ibid ., 28<1. 
11 Childs, Ewdus. 567. 
1
' Lnns, 57 1-572. 
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Yahweh's vulnerability. 16 The word is a hifil imperative of the root T]1J , which means "to let 
something lie in a place, to leave behind, to let something remain, to allow something to happen, 
or, in five occurrences, all in the imperative, to let someone alone." 17 For example, in 2 Samuel 
16: l I, David tells those who want to kill Shimei for cursing him to "leave him alone; let him 
curse" (italics added), and in Hosea 4: 16-17, Yahweh says through Hosea, "The Israelites are 
stubborn, like a stubborn heifer. How then can Yahweh pasture them like lambs in a meadow? 
Ephraim is joined to idols; leave him alone!" (italics added). In each ofthese passages, someone 
\\ith pow·er over another is asked to refrain. Only once in the entire Bible is Yahweh the one 
allectcd by the request, as the omnipotent God asks a human being to "leave me alone so 
thut .... ,,x demonstrating a relational aspect of Yahweh. 
Now, for this phrase to make sense, Yahweh must already have decided to judge the 
lsraclites; 19 yet for some reason, he is surrendering some of his power to Moses. He is simply 
unwilling to act without drawing Moses into the decision-making process.20 Yahweh could very 
\\ell shut the door on any possibility of intercession, as he does in Deuteronomy 3:26 when 
16 Gowen, 222. Yet alongside this passage of Yahweh's vulnerability are strong statements affirming his 
sovereignty. "God appears in verses 7-10 as the judge who pronounces Israel guilty, worthy of annihilation. It is in 
these chapters that the freedom of God is declared in the classic statement, ' I will be gracious to whom I will be 
gracious, and will show mercy on whom l wi II show mercy' (33: 19). And the covenant eventually is renewed 
v\ ithout any request by Moses or the people, by the initiative of God alone. Yet this sovereign God, who is fully in 
charge, accord ing LO most of'the verses in these chapters, not only li stens to the appeals of Moses and grants them--
albeit in accordance with his own freedom to modify them--but is also represented as a God who will change his 
plans as a result of human intervention, and more than that; he indicates that he has subjected himself to some extent 
to the will of' Moses.'· This is completely compatible with open theology, which emphasizes the voluntary 
vulnerabil ity of' an omnipotent, sovereign God. 
17 Ibid., 223. 
IX Ibid. 
19 Frctheim, Exodus. 283. The psalmist later recounts thi s episode, noting that Yahweh "would lhaveJ 
dc~troyl ed I them--had not Moses, his chosen one, stood in the breach before him LO keep hi s wrath from destroying 
them'' (Psalms 106:23). 
~' 1 Gowan, 223. 
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Moses pleads with Yahweh to allow him to enter the Promised Land. 21 Ilere, however, Yahweh 
threatens the worst possible punishment, but conditions it upon Moses' willingness to leave him 
alone. ]: "Moses could conceivably contribute something to the divine deliberation that might 
occasion a future for Israel other than wrath."23 A tension builds as the reader expects Moses to 
now attempt to "calm Yahwch."~4 
But Moses sought the favor of Yahweh hi s God, "0 Yahweh," he said, ''why 
should your anger burn against your people, whom you brought out of Egypt with 
great power and a mighty hand? Why should the Egyptians say, ' It was with evil 
intent that he brought them out, to kill them in the mountains and to wipe them off 
the face of the earth'? Turn from your fierce anger: relent and do not bring 
disaster on yo ur people. Remember your servants Abraham, Isaac and Israel , to 
whom yo u swore by your own self: ' I will make your descendants as numerous as 
the stars in the sky and I will give your descendants all this land I promised them, 
and it will be their inheritance forever."' Then Yahweh relented and did not bring 
on his people the disaster he had threatened (vv. I 1-14). 
Moses refuses to concede to Yahweh's requcst. 25 Instead of accepting Yahweh's 
"
1 Chi ld s, fxodus, 568. 
22 Some argue that Yahweh's decision to "consume" the Israelites does not mean sudden annihilation, but 
rather a ··removal from within the sphere of God's special care and concern. This would entai l letting the effects of 
the brokenness have the ir way with the people. In other words, Israel is starring into the face of a future far more 
devastating than any experience of bondage in Egypt." However, no strong evidence exists for this interpretation of 
Yahweh' s intentions (Fretheim, E.xodus, 284). 
"' Frcthcim, /~xodus, 283-284. Yahweh's requiring the consent of Moses, however, docs not by any means 
minim i;.e the seriousness of the threat, or the intensity with which Moses sought to save the people from Yahweh's 
wrath. Indeed, Deuteronomy 9:25 tells of Moses' lyin g prostrate before Yahweh for forty days and forty nights 
interced ing in behalf of the people (Childs, exodus, 568). Some argue that Yahweh is testing Moses to see if he 
would s imply accept Yahweh's new promise and disregard his role as mediator for the people. However, even if 
this were true, it in no way negates Yahweh's repentance. The narrative paints Yahweh 's response to Moses' 
intercession as a genu ine change of heart (Fretheim, E.xodus, 284). 
2 1 Durham, 429. Yahweh's frustration is eas il y understandable in light of the surrounding context. During 
the Sinai experience beginning in chapter I9, Yahweh gives the Israe lites his laws of the covenant, fini shing his 
speech to the people with a warn ing not to serve other gods. To this the people respond, " We will do everything 
Yahweh has said: we wil l obey" (24:3). Yet, the very next statement by the people recorded is ·'Come, make us 
gods who will go before us. As for this fellow Moses who brought us up out of Egypt, we don ' t know what has 
happened to him." The people were quick to turn away indeed (J. Clin ton McCann, Jr. , "Exodus 32: 1-14," 
lntetpretation44.3 lJul 1990J: 227). 
2
' McCann. 283. 
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intentions, he pleads for the people/ 6 whose interests he has finally learned to put first. Moses 
begins to reason with Yahweh27 trying to persuade him from doing what he has threatened. 28 He 
shifts Yahweh's language, reaffirming that the Israelites arc indeed "your people, whom you 
brought out of Egypt" (v. 11). 
Moses then begins to make a series of arguments in his efforts to persuade Yahweh. 
First, Yahweh had hitherto gone to great lengths to ensure the people's deliverance from Egypt_29 
:\ot only did the Israelites not even want to leave Egypt in the first place, but as soon as they got 
into the wilderness, they wanted to turn back. Yahweh had to go to even greater lengths to 
convince Pharaoh to let the Israelites go, and the plagues of Egypt and the deliverance through 
the Red Sea demonstrate that even the universe itself had to be disrupted in order to deliver the 
Israelites. Of course, the golden calf incident is much worse than the previous "murmuring in 
the wilderness," but does that justify total annihilation of the people? Moses is asking Yahweh 
to be reasonable! 30 I Ic has already brought them too far to destroy them in the wilderness.31 If he 
were to follow through with his plan, the entire Exodus event would be for naught.32 
Second, the Egyptians will misunderstand Yahweh's actions, not as a fair and just 
j udgment for sin, but as a disp lay of Yahweh's evil intentions. 33 A recurring theme throughout 
~6 Frcthcim, Exodus, 283. 
n Moses is thereby assum ing Yahweh to be a God who takes reason and logic into account when making 
decisions (Frcthcim, l:.xodus, 285) . 
28 Enns, 572. 
~9 Durham, 429 . 
30 Gowan, 224. 
31 Durham, 429 . 
,, 
· -- Brueggemann, 932. 
31 Durham, 429. 
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the Exodus narrative (as well as through out the prophets) is Yahweh 's acting in such a way that 
Egypt and all the nations may know that he is God.34 Moses puts Yahweh's very honor at 
stake." 
Third. Yahweh should have mercy on the lsraelites--who are, after all, his own people--in 
the face of' such disaster befalling them. Lastl y, Moses invokes the Abrahamic covenant, 
remind ing Yahweh of the oath he made with the Israelites ' forefathers to make their descendants 
numerous and bring them into a great land. 36 Yahweh " has made a commitment to Israel, and 
would not God be following the same course as the people by going back on such a promise?"37 
Of course, these arc certainly not arguments that Yahweh has yet to consider. Indeed, his 
promise to make Moses into a great nation shows that he had his promise to Abraham in mind. 
The advocate, and not the arguments themselves, makes the difference. Yahweh is open to hear 
l'rom \1oses whose opinions form a central ingredient in Yahweh's determining the future. "If 
Moses wills and thinks and docs these things, they take on a significance that they do not carry 
""hen treated in divine isolation. It is not a matter of Moses' winning the argument but of a 
relationsh ip that God takes seriously.">8 
31 Fretheim, Exodus, 285. 
' ' L: nns, 572. 
Jr, Durham, 429. To argue that Moses is appealing to the ·'merits of the Fathers" seriously distorts the 
central issue here. Moses is not appealing to some kind of merit accumulated by the ancestors of the Israelites 
~'hich could somehow be assessed at the nation's convenience. Rather, Moses is appealing to the promises of 
Yahweh himself and to noth ing else (Childs, Exodus, 568). 
17 Fretheim, Exodus, 285-286. Although Yahweh could have remained true to hi s covenant with Abraham 
through Moses (s ince Moses was a descendant of Abraham), it would have been like starting with a new Abraham, 
which the narrative never portrays as a desirable option. (Fretheim, Exodus, 286). 
38 Ibid., 286 . During his appeal, Moses "sought the favor ofYahweh his God." The word translated 
"sought" in the Nl V comes from the l Iebrew word i' ?rJ. Elsewhere in Scripture, thi s word appears to describe 
sickness or arfl iction (Gen 48: I: Deut 29:22). In Judges 16: 17, when Samson tells Delilah the secret of his strength, 
h..: uses the I Iebrew word ;'l ?17 to say, "If my head were shaved, my strength wo uld leave me, and I would become 
''-" weak as any other man'' ( ita lics added). The word carries with it connotations of humili ty. Though Yahweh 
21 
Moses pleads with Yahvieh to "relent" (v. 12), from the Hebrew word CiJ).39 In Genesis 
6:7. v. hen Yahweh describes his intentions to destroy mankind, the NASB reads, ·'Yahweh said, 
·1 "'ill blot out man whom T have created from the face of the land, from man to animals to 
creeping things and to birds of the sky: for 1 am sony that I have made them·' (italics added) . In 
Deuteronomy 32:26 it reads, '·Yahweh wi ll judge his people and have compassion on his 
servan ts" (italics added). In Judges 2:18 it reads, "Whenever Yahweh raised up a judge for 
them. he "'"as with the judge and saved them out of the hands of their enemies as long as the 
j udge li,·ed: lor Yahweh had compassion on them as they groaned under those who oppressed 
and afllicted them" (italics added). Moses urges Yahweh to repent from his intentions for wrath 
and h<w~.: compassion on them instead. 
When Moses finishes his argument, the text docs not mention Yahweh's saying anything, 
yet it makes it clear that Moses' arguments move him to pity Israel for his own threats against 
ht..:r. 10 The Exodus writer wants to make very clear the effect of the event on Yahweh himself. 
·'Yah\\eh changes his mind regarding his intention to destroy lsrae1.''41 While the text does 
imply that Yahweh's anger is tempered, however, it docs not say he totally withdraws his 
j udgment. Exodus 32-34 gives an account of Yahweh's rcspondcntjudgment,42 though it is 
signi !icantly less severe than what he originally threatened. Yahweh is "merciful and 
take~ Moses' arguments very seriously, Moses seeks Yahweh's favor by humbling himself. Yahweh's sovereignty 
in determining these matters is never in doubt. 
19 
"God never repents of sin ; all of God's actions arc considered appropriate and justifiable. Rather, divine 
repentance is the reversal of a direction taken or a decision made. l3ut God docs repent of evil. ... lienee God ' s 
repenting of c,·il has relcrence to a decision for judgment. It is to be noted that this docs not entail removal of all 
lonm ofj udgment or forgiveness of the people's sin," as demonstrated by Moses' continuing efforts to persuade 
Yah" ch to forgive the people (Fretheim, Exodus, 286). 
11 Durham, 429. 
11 Childs, /::wdus , 568. 
u Durham, 429. 
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gracious ... but wi ll not clear the gui lty."'43 Nevertheless, this passage demonstrates a change of 
heart on Yahweh's part, contributing greatly to the Scripture motif of divine repentance and the 
resulting systematic ramifications. 
A brier survey of the Pentateuch, however, demonstrates that Moses ' intervention and 
Yahweh's repentance docs not change thi s generation's eventual fate. They all do eventuall y die 
in the wilderness as a result of God's judgment, save Joshua and Caleb. This does not, however, 
negate Yah\·\ch's change of heart or the biblical motif of divine repentance. Yahweh never 
directly destroys the nation as he threatens in this passage; he simply waits until the current 
generation dies o iT before leading Israel into Canaan. In a very real way, Moses' intervention 
saves the lives of future generations of Israelites. Yahweh docs, after all, show mercy to all 
those Israel ites under twenty years old at the time the people refused to go up and take the 
l)romised Land, an act of mercy never suggested by Yahweh in Exodus 32. Yahweh 's 
repentance in this passage delays judgment, giving the people more opportunities to amend their 
"ays. Their refusal to do so docs not prove Yahweh's repentance in this chapter insincere. 
I ndccd, "hy would Yahweh have delayed judgment if he knew with absolute certainty that 
j udgment was incvi tablc?4'1 
This passage, with its descriptions of Yahweh's deliverance ofhis people from Egypt 
only to threaten to destroy them in the desert in an emotional reaction brought about by the 
people 's apostasy and then his subsequent repentance as a result of Moses' intercession, seems 
dif!icult to reconci le wi th the doctrine of exhaustive foreknowledge. In this passage particularly, 
41 Childs, Exodus, 568. 
11 Perhaps it could be argued that Yahweh delayed judgment in order to save the lives of future generations 
or Israelites. ll owcver, th is would not negate his repentance in the sense that he had originally intended to 
completely ann ih ilate the nation, thereby assuri ng the nonexistence of future generations. Saving their lives still 
represents a reversal in the di vine plan. 
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the open model of a God in dynamic relationship with human beings facing a future that is to 
some extent open adheres nicely to the biblical witness. In fact , open theists have a much easier 
time making sense of this passage than do those holding to a traditional understanding of divine 
forcknO\\ ledge. 
(i i) Jeremiah 18:7-10 
Where Exodus 32 provides a narrative account of Yahweh's changing his mind, in 
Jeremiah 18 Yahweh actually affirms his ability to repent and promises to do so should the 
people amend their ways. Here Yahweh not only explicitly expresses his ability to change his 
plans in response to his people, but actually promises to do so. Through his prophet, Yahweh 
addresses the people's attitude that his judgment has been promised and so there is no usc in 
rCJx:nt i ng. 
Now therefore say to the people of Judah and those living in Jerusalem, ''This is 
what Yahweh says: Look! 1 am preparing a disaster for you and devising a plan 
against you. So turn from your evil ways, each one of you, and reform your ways 
and your actions.' But they will reply, ' JC s no usc. We will continue with our 
own plans: each of us will follow the stubbornness of his evil heart .. , (Jcr 18:11-
12). 
l lo\\cver. Yahweh quickly corrects this misunderstanding. 
At one moment I may declare concerning a nation or a kingdom, that I wi ll pluck 
up and break down and destroy it, but if that nation, concerning which I have 
spoken, turns from its evil , r will change my mind about the disaster that I 
intended to bring on it. And at another moment I may declare concerning a nation 
or kingdom that I will build and plant it, but if it does evil in my sight, not 
listening to my voice, then I will change my mind about the good that 1 had 
intended to do to it (vv. 7-10, NRSY, italics added). 
Not onl) docs the Scriptural narrative describe as historical fact Yahweh's changing his 
mind, but through his prophet, he actually promises to do so as part of his relationship with his 
people. This is more than Yahweh simply granting his people another chance to adhere to the 
bi lateral Mosaic covenant, fo r Yahweh is not simply warning of possible judgment but actually 
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declaring his intention to bring it about. The traditional understanding that Yahweh cannot 
change his mind runs into a serious obstacle in this passage. Many claim that divine repentance 
is merely phenomenological, but if Yahweh cannot change his mind, how can Jeremiah 18:7-10 
be anything other than a divine lie? 
(iii) The Book of Jonah 
The prophetic promise of Jeremiah 18 finds its narrative fulfillment in the book of Jonah. 
I Jere. Yahweh makes what seems to be an unconditional promise that he will destroy Nineveh 
"'ithin fort] days. Upon hearing Jonah ·s message, however, the people humble themselves and 
repent. ·· v-.. hen God saw \~hat they did and how they turned from their evi l ways, he had 
compassion and did not bring upon them the destruction he had threatened" (Jonah 3: I 0).45 
Jonah knew very well that changing course and withholding judgment in response to repentance 
is characteristic of God's nature. So seriously did Jonah take Yahweh's abi lity to change hi s 
mind that he actuall y ran away from his assigned task of preaching in Nineveh in order to 
piT\ ent their being showing mercy. "1 knC\o\' that you arc a gracious and compassionate God, 
sltm to anger and abounding in love, a God who relents [literally, repents j from sending 
ealamit) ·· (Jonah 4:2b). 1<> 
Clement of Rome:17 points to this event in Scripture as an example of divine mercy, 
pointing to it as a manifestation of the very character of God. "Jonah foretold destruction to the 
men orNineveh. but when they repented they received forgiveness of their sins from God in 
" . otic~: that God changes his mind, not on hi s own in divine isolation, but in response to the people of 
'\ ineveh. 
'''·· Relents·· in Jonah 4:2 is the same llebrew word (CiJ)) used in other passages of divine repentance. 
17 Clement was bishop of Rome in the late first century, making him the fourth pope according to Roman 
Catholic tradition. Some argue that I Clement, which is traditionally ascribed to him, dates earlier than some New 
rcstamcnt material. 
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answer to their prayer, and gained salvation, though they were aliens to God" (1 Clement 7:7). 
Attempts to explain away this book of Scripture in order to maintain the impossibility of genuine 
divine repentance rob Jonah of its message. God's character is such that mercy overrules 
j udgment. rr he declares judgment and then is given a reason to show mercy, he will repent of 
\\ hatever judgment he had intended to bring. 
I ndced, is not God granting forgiveness an example of his changing his mind? If he 
holds a person in a place of wrath, but then in response to their repentance, extents to them grace, 
has he not repented from his intended course of behavior toward that person?48 Scripture 
suggests that people have a choice between two ways: one way of obedience and another of 
di sobedience. God has already determined how he will deal with people based on which path 
they choose. Ciod's abi lity to change his mind, however, suggests tha t which of these two ways a 
pe rson will choose is as open ended from the divine perspective as it is from the anthropological 
perspective. If a sinner will repent, God wi ll repent as well. 
The ministers of the grace of God spoke through the Holy Spirit concerning 
repentance, and even the Master of the universe himself spoke with an oath 
concerning repentance; "For as I live, said the Lord, I do not desire the death of 
the sinner so much as his repentance," and he added a gracious declaration, 
··Repent, 0 house of Israel, from your iniquity. Say to the sons of my people, If 
your sins reach from the dearth to I leaven, and if they be redder than scarlet, and 
blacker than sackcloth, and ye turn to me with all your hearts and say 'Father,' 1 
will listen to you as a holy people" (1 Clement 8:1-3). 
( i \') Other passages 
T he vast amount of Scripture testifying to divine repentance makes a full analysis of each 
instance outside the scope of this thesis. For the purpose at hand , a brief look at a few other 
passages supportin g the open position of divine repentance will suffice. Multiple other passages 
.: ~ O f course, Calvinists escape this by arguing that God decided whom he would save and whom he would 
damn (or allow to be damned) before the foundations of the earth. 
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th roughou t the Scripture gives credence to the view that God does in fact change hi s mind. In 
l'act. the Old Testament affirms God's ability to change his mind twenty-four different times.49 
l·'or example, in 1 Chronicles 2 1:15, Yahweh sends an angel to destroy Jerusalem but becomes 
distressed at the sight of the destruction and rescinds his order to the angel. In 2 Kings 20, 
Yahweh declares through Isa iah that King Ilezekiah will soon die from his illness. Hezekiah, 
however. weeps and prays to Yahweh, "Remember, 0 Yahweh, how I have walked before you 
ra ithfu ll y and with wholehearted devotion and have done what is good in your eyes" (2 Kings 
20:3). Yahweh responds, ''I have heard your prayer and seen your tears; I will heal you. On the 
third day li·om now you will go up to the temple of Yahweh. I will add fifteen years to your life" 
(2 Kings 20:5-6). 
Other examples include Exodus 33:1-3, in which Yahweh says to Moses , 
Leave thi s place, you and the people you brought up out of Egypt, and go up to 
the land I promised on oath to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, saying, "I will give it to 
yo ur descendants." I will send an angel before you and drive out the Canaanites, 
Amorites, I Iittites, Perizzites, Hivites and Jebusites. Go up to the land flowing 
with milk and honey. But I will not go with you, because you are a stiff-necked 
people and I might destroy you on the way. 5° 
\ ·loses responds, 
Yo u have been telling me, "Lead these people," but you have not let me know 
whom you will send with me. You have said, " I know you by name and you have 
found favor with me." If you arc pleased with me, teach me your ways so I may 
know you and continue to find favor with you. Remember that this nation is your 
people (vv. 12-13). 
In response to Moses' plea, Yahweh reverses his position, stating simply, "My Presence will go 
19 J. Daniel Hays, ··Anthropomorphism, Revelati on, and the Nature of God in the Old Testament," a paper 
utilized for Til EO 4133 Old Testament Theology, Ouachita Baptist University, May 2003 , rev. September 2, 2004, 
I . 
50 Besides attesting to divine repentance, thi s passage also demonstrates Yahweh's perception of the future 
in terms of possibili ties. Notice Yahweh tells Moses that he might destroy the people along the way should he 
accompany them. Yahweh expresses this as one possibl e future, though not the only one, as the rest of the 
Pentateuch demonstrates. 
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v. ith you, and I wi ll give you rest'· (v. 14). After further di scussion, Yahweh gives the reason for 
this reversal. ' ' I 'v'till do the very thing you have asked, because I am pleased with you and I 
kno\V you by name'' (v. 17). Ilcre, Yahweh makes explicit what is implicit throughout Scripture: 
he is willing to change his mind and adjust his plans in response to the pleas and requests of his 
people. 
Consider also J crcmiah 26: 18-19. 
Micah of Morcsheth prophesied in the days of llczckiah king of Judah. lie told 
all the people of Judah, ·'This is what Yahweh Almighty says: 'Zion wi ll be 
plowed like a field. Jerusalem will become a heap of rubble, the temple hill a 
mound overgrown with thickets.''' Did I lezckiah king of Judah or anyone else in 
Judah put him to death? Did not llczckiah fear Yahweh and seek his favor? And 
did not Yahweh relent, so that he did not bring the disaster he pronounced against 
them? We arc about to bring a terrible disaster on ourselves! 
Clearly Yahweh is trying to present himself to the people as one who will change his mind. lie 
prom ises to change his mind regarding the wrath he has planned for them if they wi ll repent (Jcr 
18:7 -l 0), and the text reinforces the validity of that promise by pointing to a past example of his 
m.:tually having done so. 51 
Other key passages include Deuteronomy 9:13-29, in which Moses, through a forty day 
period of intercession. convinces Yahweh to abandon his intention of destroying the Israelites, 1 
Samuel 2:27-36, in which the sin of Eli 's son causes Yahweh to retract his promise that Eli 's 
house would maintain the priestly line forever, and I Kings 2 1:21-29, in which Yahweh de lays 
his judgment of Ahab 's house until after Ahab's death in response to Ahab' s humbling himself. 52 
!'he sheer mass of these passages demands attention. Ironically, open theists have been accused 
'
1 Sec Boyd, God ofthe Possible, 70. 
\~ Other important passages include, but arc not limited to, 2 Chronicles 12:5-8, Jeremiah 26:2-3, Ezekiel 
-1:9-15, Amos 7:1-6, umbers II: 1-2, Numbers 14: 12-20, Numbers 16:20-35, Numbers 16:4 1-4 8, Judges I 0: 13- 16, 
2 Samuel 2-1 : 17-25, 2 Kings 13:3-5, 2 Chronicles 7: 12- 14, Jeremiah 7:5-7, Ezekiel 33: 13- 15, and llosea II :8-9. 
1'!1csc pa~sagcs either explicitly state that God changed his mind or promise that God will change his mind in 
rcspon~c to his people. 
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of denying a high view of Scripture precisely because they take such passages seriously. 
'/he Dirine Perhaps53 
~ ?1~ (perhaps) appears in divine speech five times in the Old Testament. The two times 
it appears most pertinent to this discussion arc in Ezekiel 12:1-3 and Jeremiah 26:2-3. 
The word of Yahweh came to me: "Son of man, you are living among a rebellious 
people. They have eyes to sec but do not sec and ears to hear but do not hear, for 
they arc a rebellious people. Therefore, son of man, pack your belongings for 
exile and in the daytime, as they watch, set out and go from where you arc to 
another place. Perhaps they will understand, though they are a rebellious house 
(Ezek 12: 1-3; italics added). 
This is what Yahweh says: Stand in the courtyard of Yahweh 's house and speak 
to all people of the towns of Judah who come to worship in the house of Yahweh. 
Tell them everything I command you; do not omit a word. Perhaps they will 
li sten and each will turn from his evil way. Then 1 will relent and not bring on 
them the disaster r was planning because of the evil they had done (Jer 26:2-3; 
italics added). 
These passages seem to clearly indicate that, while Yahweh is certainly aware of Israel 's various 
poss ible responses, he is ''quiet uncertain as to how the people will respond to the prophetic 
word.''5 ; While the texts never suggest that the future will take Yahweh by complete surprise, 
Yahweh's own words indicate that there is still a lack of definite certainty of future events, even 
in his O\vn mind. 
! ~very indication in these texts would suggest that God, knowing the depths of 
Israel's sin, should have been able to declare unequivocally that judgment was 
inevitable. This God docs not do; it is possible that some spontaneous response to 
the preaching of the prophets will pull them out of the fire at the last moment. 
Thus, we can say generally that even i r God knows every causal factor involved 
in shaping Israel' s future, God still recognizes all this knowledge as being an 
insufficient basis for predicting that future in detail. For the future is not entirely 
'· l l:rcn<.:c Frcthcim offers a compelling case for an open model of God through his tracing of various 
moti is throughout the Old Testament in the four1h chapter of his Suffering of God (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1984 ). \~ hat follows under the following subheadings, which arc also drawn fTom chapter four of The Suffering of 
Cod. is, c'ccpl \\here otherwise noted, a summary of Frcthcim 's compelling work on the matter. For a more 
thorough discussion of these motifs sec Frcthcim, Suffering. 45-59. 
' I Frcthcim, Suffering, 45-6. 
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shaped by such causes; there is room for spontaneity. And God in essence is 
hoping that an unpredictable even might. in fact, occur. 55 
This line o f reasoning drives a major aspect of open theology. If Yahweh knew with 
abso lute certainty that Israel would not repent, then his statement to Ezekiel that .. perhaps they 
v. ill understand·· or his statement to Jeremiah " perhaps they wi ll listen" arc simply deceptive. 56 
.Jeremiah 3, with its presen tation of divine uncertainty regarding the people's response to the 
prophetic word, fu rther drives thi s line of thinking. 
··t thought that after she had done all this she would return to me but she did not, 
and her unfaithful sister Judah has no fear; she also went out and committed 
adultery ... ' I low gladly would I treat you like sons and give you a desirable land, 
the most beautiful inheritance of any nation. ' 1 thought you would call me 
'Father' and not turn away from following me. But like a woman unfaithful to 
her husband , so you have been unfaithful to me, 0 house of Israel," declares 
Yahweh (vv. 8, 19). 
Cod actuall y suggests in this passage that his outlook for the future was too optimistic. The 
pcopk simply did not react as he thought they would, strongly suggesting that God possesses 
on!) a limited knov. ledge of future human actions. 
What is at stake here, tied in with an understanding of God's foreknowledge, is God's 
in tegrity in his command to his prophets. If God knew with abso lutely certainty how Israel 
v. ould respond, then God· s words arc deceptive, indicating the possibility of a positive response 
\\hen God knew no such response was actually possible. Some suggest that perhaps, for some 
unknown reason, God had to describe the situation this way despite actually knowing Israel' s 
response with certainty. This, however, sacrifices the integrity and coherence o f the divine word 
in order to preserve a theological presupposition. furthermore , there is simply no textual 
justification for this strained reading of the text. Rather, the texts argue that Israel's future is 
5
' Ibid., 46. 
' " Boyd, God of/he Possible, 70. 
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open to a realm of possibilities and has not been finally determined. Therefore, her future cannot 
be known. even by God himself. 
Frethcim describes the situation well when he writes, 
It may be said that God knows God's ultimate salvific goals for the people and 
world will be achieved one way or another, and that God's purposes in moving 
toward those goals will be constant. But there are innumerable paths for the 
people to take along the way; these are known to God as probabilities or 
possibilities. A limited analogy may help: when I play chess with my young 
daughter, 1 know the possibility for play which she has, how I will respond to 
them, and that I will finally win the game .... The way in which the game will 
progress and finally be won, and the amount of time it wilt take, however, will be 
determined only in light of the various moves she will make. 57 
ln these instances, God and Israel arc both presented as having somewhat open-ended 
futures. That is, Israe l's actions will play a role not only in determining its own future , but also 
God's. In other words, "what God will do at least in part depends on what Israel does."58 
The Divine If' 
Running parallel to the ''perhaps" passages of divine speech arc conditional statements. 
For example. Jeremiah 7:5-7 reads, "If you really change your ways and your actions and deal 
with each other justly, ~/you do not oppress the alien, the fatherless or the widow and do not 
shed innocent blood in this place, and if you do not follow other gods to your own harm, then I 
will let you live in thi s place, in the land 1 gave your forefathers for ever and ever" (italics 
added). The people's staying in the land is conditional upon their repentance. God's future 
act ion must be a possibility, not a certainty, if there is to be any integrity to his promise. If God 
knew with certainty at the moment he delivered this oracle that the people would not repent and 
would therefore not stay in the land, then he his deceiving the people, holding out a false hope, 
57 Frcthcim, Suffering, 47. 
58 Ibid. 
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since the people's remaining in the land would not have been a possibility from God's 
perspective. 
Jeremiah 22:4-5 presents both negative and positive possibilities for the future. 
"For ifyou are careful to carry out these commands, then kings who sit on 
David's throne will come through the gates of this place, riding in chariots and on 
horses, accompanied by their officials and their people. But if you do not obey 
these commands," declares Yahweh, "I swear by myself that this palace wi ll come 
to ruin" (italics added). 
Which possible future comes to pass is dependent on the king's willingness to fu lfill Yahweh's 
demands for j ustice. l ~ach of these options has integrity only if God does not know with 
absolu tely certainly wh ich possibility will come to pass. "If the positive future ofv. 4b is a 
genuine possibility [or the king, then it must be a possibility, and only a possibility, for God as 
Once again we sec how deeply God has entered into the human situation. God is 
faced with possibilities as Israel is, with all that a dilemma means in terms of 
reflection, planning, and openness to alternative courses of action, depending 
upon the course of events. Where the divine perspective exceeds the human may 
be said to lie in the abili ty to delineate all of the possibilities ofthe future, and the 
likelihood of their occurrence, in view of thoroughgoing knowledge of the past 
and present. Thus, an Old Testament view of omniscience must somehow take 
into account these more limited perspectives. In fact, in more general terms, such 
a definition may be necessary for God in order for there to be a truly personal 
re lationship: God, too , faces possibilities. For God the future is not something 
which is closed. God, too, moves into a future which is to some extent unknown.60 
Consider also Exodus 4, in which Moses asks Yahweh what will happen if the Israelite 
elders don't believe him, as Yahweh promised they would in 3:18. Yahweh does not respond, "I 
told you they would believe you, so they will." Instead, he offers Moses a miracle through 
which the elders may believe him ( 4: 5). Moses is still skeptical, so Yahweh performs a second 
5
'
1 Ibid., 48. 
60 Ibid., 48-9. 
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miracle say ing, ·'Ifthey do not believe you or pay attention to the first miraculous sign, they may 
believe the second" (4:8; italics added). Yahweh then adds, "But ifthey do not believe these two 
signs or li sten to you, take some water from the Nile and pour it on the dry ground. The water 
you take from the river will become blood on the ground" (v. 9; italics added). If Yahweh 
possessed definite foreknowledge of the elders' response, he would have known exactly how 
many miracles would be necessary to sway them. For Yahweh to be sincere in this conversation, 
however. he too must lack the certainty to say definitely how many miracles would be necessary. 
This passage "demonstrates that God is perfectly confident in his ability to achieve the results he 
is looking for (getting the elders of Israel to listen to Moses) even though he works with free 
l d. bl ,6 1 agents w 10 arc, to some extent, unpre 1cta c. 
1 n Exodus 3: 17, Yahweh decides to guide Israel to the promised land on a longer path so 
as to avoid encountering the Philistines, because he thinks "ifthey face war, they might change 
their minds and return to Egypt" (italics added). Boyd argues that if '-we accept this language as 
inspired by God las evangelicals doj, doesn't it clearly imply that God considered the possibility, 
but not the cerwinty, that the Israelites would change their minds if they faced battle?"62 
These passages demonstrate a view of divine foreknowledge unpopular in most Christian 
circles, for they show God's facing the future without absolute certainty as to the events that 
shall transpire. Though open theists adamantly affirm that God is omniscient, they contend that 
only so much of the future exists to be known, precluding exhaustive foreknowledge of future 
events, cvcn for God. "Since God is omniscient and knows reality exactly as it is, these passages 
61 Boyd, God of the Possible, 67-8. 
62 Ibid. , 69. 
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suggest that the future consists in part of things that might or might not happen." 63 Therefore, 
open theists do, in fact, argue that God knows the future. The future, however, exists in terms of 
possibilities, not certainties, and consequently God knows it as such. 
'/he Divine Consultation 
Throughout the Old Testament, God demonstrates his willingness and readiness to take 
human thought and action into consideration when making decisions. This biblical motif is 
demonstrated in God's repetitive consultations with prophetic leaders. Consider Genesis 18. 
Then Yahweh said, ·'Shall l hide from Abraham what I am about to do? Abraham 
will surely become a great and powerful nation, and all nations on earth will be 
blessed through him. For I have chosen him, so that he will direct his children 
and his household after him to keep the way of Yahweh by doing what is right 
and just, so that Yahweh will bring about for Abraham what he has promised 
him."' Then Yahweh said, "The outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah is so great 
and their sin so grievous that I will go down and see if what they have done is as 
bad as the outcry that has reached me. If not, I will know." The men turned away 
and went toward Sodom, but Abraham remained standing before Yahweh (vv. 17-
22) . 
13cfore Yahweh follows through on his plans, he reveals them to Abraham, involving him in the 
divine decision. The text implies that, given the nature of the relationship between Yahweh and 
Abraham, Yahweh's exclusion of Abraham from the decision-making process would be 
unnatural. 
Yet again, for the ensuing conversation between Yahweh and Abraham to have any 
integrit), Yahweh's judgment of Sodom must only be a possibility--albeit a likely one--and not a 
certainty. Yahweh is clearly waiting on the outcome of his consolation with Abraham before he 
makes the final decision, demonstrating once again that God takes human thought into 
consideration when shaping the future. Even if Yahweh has already decided to destroy Sodom 
and Gomorrah. however, and thi s dialogue with Abraham is more about bringing Abraham into 
61 Ibid., 66-7. 
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relationship with Yahweh, this passage still demonstrates a dynamic understanding of divine-
human relations so heavily emphasized by open theology. 
Exodus 32:7-14, discussed above, demonstrates another clear example of divine 
consultation. This passage demonstrates the utmost seriousness with which God considers 
Moses' contribution. "God's acquiescence to the arguments indicates that God treats the 
conversation with Moses with integrity and honors the human insight as an important ingredient 
for the shaping of the future .... I Ience, Moses' arguments include a concern not only for the 
ruture or israel but also for the future of God."64 
Consider also Amos 7:1-6. 
This is what the Sovereign Yahweh showed me: He was preparing swarms of 
locusts after the king's share had been harvested and just as the second crop was 
coming up. When they had stripped the land clean, J cried out, "Sovereign 
Yahweh, forgive! Ilow can Jacob survive? He is so small!" So Yahweh 
relented. "This will not happen," Yahweh said. This is what the Sovereign 
Yahweh showed me: The Sovereign Yahweh was calling for judgment by fire; it 
dried up the great deep and devoured the land. Then I cried out, '·Sovereign 
Yahweh, I beg you, stop! IIow can Jacob survive? He is so small!" So Yahweh 
relented. "This will not happen either," the Sovereign Yahweh said. 
These passages demonstrate that Yahweh's decision for Israel's future is not irrevocably certain. 
Yahweh gives Amos the opportunity to respond, and twice he is successful in turning away 
God's \-Hath. ··The initial announcement of God's decision of judgment means that that is a 
probable futu re for Israel, but the openness to Amos 's response entailed in the announcement 
means that there is also another possibility for the future which is just as real for God as for 
I sracl.'"65 
Consider also Amos 3:7. "Surely the Sovereign Yahweh does nothing without revealing 
6 1 Frcthcim, Suffering, 51. Sec Numbers 14: I 1-20 and 16:20-27 for further examples of the divine 
consultation motif. 
(,, Ibid., 52. 
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his plan to his servants the prophets:· The above excerpt from Amos 7 demonstrates that this 
docs not mean Yahweh announces determined future certainties to hi s prophets, but rather that 
he draws them into the sphere of divine decision-making regarding future events. The future 
remains open, waiting for the results yielded by the prophetic conversation. Amos 7:1-6 
demonstrates that the '·announcement of God to the prophets docs not have the status of an 
immutable decree, but of a possibility to be explored together. .. "66 Yahweh's ordering Jeremiah 
to cease his intercession demonstrates this further (Jcr 7: 16; II : 14; 14:11 ). The continual 
prohibition of intercession demonstrates that the realm of possible futures has been reduced to 
one: judgment. 
From these passages comes a clearer understanding of the divine-human relationship. 
Cod's plan for the world should not be envisioned as some ovcrarching, idealistic destiny, 
unalterable and impersonal , like fate. Rather, human beings arc participants in the divine design, 
working with Cod to craft the future into being. 
Abraham llcschcl, the great Jewish student of the Prophets, underscores [the 
prophets'[ spirit of protest. 'The refusal to accept the harshness of God's ways in 
the name of his love was an authentic form of prayer. Indeed, the ancient 
Prophets of Israel were not in the habit of consenting to God's harsh judgment and 
did not simply nod, saying ' Thy will be done. ' They often challenged him, as ifto 
say, ·Thy will be changed.'" llcnscehl adds, ' ·Man should never capitulate, even 
to the Lord. "67 
'/he Dirine Question 
Certain divine questions recorded in the Old Testament relate to the divine determination 
of' the future o!' Israel. 
u, Ibid. 
c /\braham Joshua llcschcl, A Passion for Trurh (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1973), 265,269, 
quoted in Philip Vance) , Prayer: Does It Make Any Difference (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2006), 96. 
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''What can 1 do with yo u, Ephraim? What can I do with you, Judah?"' (I Tasca 
6:4). 
·'Why should r forgive you? Your children have forsaken me and sworn by gods 
that arc not gods ... Should I not punish them for this?" (Jer 5:7, 9). 
These divine questions run parallel to the divine consu ltation motif. God intenupts 
announcements of judgment to ask these questions in order to elicit repentance from the people. 
·'When Cod shares such questions with Israel about its own future, God 's questions then become 
questions lor Israel, and they arc drawn into the process of moving toward an answer."68 The 
people· s response answers the q ucstion. Should they repent, the tension is resolved. Should they 
rct'use. ho\\cver. the question is answered with a direction toward judgment. In the divine 
consultation motif, God shared the di vine decision-making process with prophetic leaders. 
·1 hrough these divine questions God extends that privilege to all the people. The point of these 
questions is to make clear that the decision for j udgmcnt is not irrevocable, but rather open-
ended. to be determined by the people ' s response. Implicit through thi s is the understanding that 
future\\ ill bring new knovvlcdgc, not only for the people, but for God as we ll. 
This is not an example of God's being indecisive. ITc has already made the decis ion. 
I he execution of that decision, however, remains open. I Ic is willing to consult with the people 
and take their response into consideration before fo llowing through on his decision ... God holds 
b:.~ck on a fina l decision, not because God is indecisive, but because God wants the decision to be 
shared. J\nd yet, it is a genuine question for God, and one from which God will Jearn, as God 
and people move toward an answer togcther.'' 69 
J\ 11 of these biblical motifs, from divine repentance to the divine question, suggest a 
~~ Frcthcim, Su!Jerin?,, 55. 
t•'l Ibid., 56. For a more thorough discussion of the motif of the divine question, see Frcthcim, Suffering, 
53-59. 
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gcm1inc openness to the future that even God must face as a result of his choosing to order reality 
the way that he has. An Old Testament understanding of divine omniscience must be limited 
when it comes to the future in that God faces a genuine open future that is a realm of 
poss ibilit ies, not certainties. Open theology therefore finds immense amount of support for its 
position in much of the biblical witness. In fact, very often it is the most natural understanding 
o f the implications of the text. 
Some may argue that the major support for the open model of God lies in the Old 
l'estamcnt, thus undermining its validity. This, however, contradicts evangelical understandings 
on revelation. l;or example, Article Y of the 1978 Chicago Statement on Biblicallnerrancy 
states, '' We deny that later revelation, which may fulfill earlier revelation, ever corrects or 
contradicts it." lfthc God of the Old Testament faces on open future, then the God of the New 
Testament docs as well. Furthermore, the almost total lack of divine action in New Testament 
narrative--save of course, Christ--leaves the New Testament silent where the Old Testament 
speaks clearl y and abundantly. The subtle evidence for open theology in the New Testament in 
no way negates the abundance of evidence in the Old. 
Ilcrmcncutical Fallacies 
Often, in an effort to reconcile Scripture to a preconceived theological or philosophical 
position, theologians label every passage of Scripture that attributes repentance, uncertainty, or 
surprise to God anthropomorphic. In other words, since theologians already "know" that God 
cannot change his mind, be uncertain about the outcome of future events, or be surprised by 
human behavior, passage that run counter to this a priori knowledge are simply accommodations 
for the ·'duller folk," God lisping to his people as a nursemaid to a child,70 describing the divine 
7
" John Ca lvin, Institutes ofLhe Christian Religion, ed. John T. McNeill (Philadelphia: Westminster, I 960), 
1.3 1.1, quoted in John Sanders, The Cod Who Risks: A Theology of Providence (Downers Grove, Illinois: 
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nature as it appears, not as it really is. " Jt is assumed that God cannot change his mind; hence 
vcrs-:s that explicitly say that he docs so can't be accepted at face value."71 These theologians 
simply dismiss the texts discussed above as anthropomorphic, but this is an "arbitrary and drastic 
solution that cuts rather than unties the theological knot. A more satisfying solution exists, if the 
biblical evidence is allowed to speak for itself."72 Many traditional theologians, however, strain 
the text and insist such passages arc mere anthropomorphisms, and so do not run counter to their 
theo logical positions. 
There arc many problems with this methodology. First, human beings can only know 
Clod in so much as God has revealed himself. Therefore, every description of God in Scripture is 
an anthropomorphism, for only through anthropomorphisms can humanity comprehend a 
transcendent God. Even descriptions of God as infinite, actus purus, omnipotent and Being itself 
arc anthropomorphic "in that they arc human words applied to God."73 Even Thomas Aquinas 
recognized human inability to know God "as he really is," when he said, "we come to know and 
name Clod from creatures."74 In other words, "all of our knowledge of God arises from within 
the created order.'. 75 Since all divine revelation is condescension--all our knowledge of God 
arises from the created order, which God himself transcends--and thereby anthropomorphic, "We 
must believe God's word concerning Himself, and humbly accept such insight as He vouchsafes 
lnterVarsity Press, !998), 33. 
71 Gregory A. Boyd, Satan and the Problem of Evil: Construcling a Trinitarian Warfare Theodicy 
(Downers Grove, Illinois: lnterVarsity Press, 200 I), 98. 
72 Robert !3. Chisholm, Jr. , ''Does God 'Change His Mind?"' Bibliotheca Sacra 152 (Oct-Dec 1995): 387. 
7
.1 Sanders, God Who Risks, 22. 
71 
rhomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, cd. Anton C. Pegis, 2 vols. (New York: Random I louse, 1945), I. 
QQ 13. A I. quoted in Sanders, God Who Risks, 23. 
7s Sanders, God Who Risks, 23. 
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to g i v~.:. I We must believe I in Him as lie is, and this is the only possible way, by thinking of 
l! im in the aspect in which llc presents llimsclfto us."76 To distinguish some passages as 
anthropomorphic and others as not is therefore impossible, since no such distinction exists. If 
God reveals himsel f in Scripture as a God who changes his mind or experiences surprise or 
uncertainty, believers must accept him as such. 77 
Second. claiming that passages that promote an open understanding of God are simply 
metaphorical or parabolic docs nothing to so lve the problem these problems present to classical 
theology. Al l metaphors " must connect with reality at some point if they are to communicate 
anyth ing meaningful."n While metaphors may be non-literal themselves, they serve as colorful 
J~.:scriptors of literal reality. For example, the phrase, "The Pres ident is mad as a hornet," is a 
metaphorical way of describing the intense literal reality of the President's anger.79 This 
statement is obviously not arguing that the President of the U nited States is literally an insect, but 
rat her that he is indeed very angry. This phrase cannot mean, however, that the President 
appears to be mad, but in reality, he is not mad at all. "Though the usc of the metaphor is not 
76 l lillary of Poi tiers. On 1he 71-inity 4. 14, in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, cd. Philip Schaff, 2nd series 
(G:·and Rapids: Ecrdmans, I 983), 9:75, quoted in Sanders, God Who Risks, 23. Calvin himself argued that God and 
God alonc bears the responsibility of defin ing himself, which is exactly what God does in Scripture. "God cannot 
rc \ cal himself to us in any other way than by a comparison with things we know" (John Calvin, The Commentaries 
of.Jolm Cah·in on the Old I estament I Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 1843-1848 J, 15 :223 and Calvin, 
Institutes of the Christian Religion, cd. John T. McNeill (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1960), 1.1 3.2 1, both quoted in 
Sandcrs. God Who l?isks, 24). Unfort unately. Calvin fails to consistently apply this truth to hi s own hermeneutics. 
77 Even if God only appears to change his mind or experiences uncertainty, he clearly revea ls himself to his 
people through Scripturc as a God \\ho docs. If be lievers deny that God can change his mind or experi ences 
.1ncertaint) because of the affirmation that God is ··unqualifiedly infinite, unlimited and immovable," then bel ievers 
deny God · s sci f-rcvelation in Scripture based upon philosophical understandings. Besides, such descriptions of God 
arc meaningless, since such a God cannot be known a priori (Sanders, God Who Risks, 23). Christians must accept 
God's teachings about himself and not try to cram him into the Greco-Roman philosophical assumption that a 
perfect deity must be unchanging in every aspect (Gregory A. Boyd, Is God to Blame: Moving Beyond Pat Answers 
to th e Problem ofCvil ] Downers Grove, Illinois: lntcrVarsity Press, 2003 ], 42-43). 
ox Boyd. Sa1an. 99. 
"·J Sec I! a) s, 8-9. 
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literaL there is literalness intended in the relationship to which the metaphor has reference."'80 
This is just as true in Scripture as it is anywhere else. Indeed, even the '·language of sc ience is 
often metaphorical. "81 No one would suggest that this negates the literal reality of scientific 
When Scripture describes God as possess ing cars, for example (e.g., James 5:4), it is 
speaking metaphorically to point to the reality that God hears and responds to the prayers and 
cries of' his people. Whether or not God literally has cars is of no consequences and not relevant 
to such passages of Scripture. Such expressions arc idiomatic, comparable to a blind man 
· I · d ''83 sa) 111g. ·· t s goo to sec yo u. 
When trad itional theologians label passages describing divine repentance as 
anthropomorphic metaphors, however, they have a hard time affirming what aspect of reality to 
which these metaphors correspond. If one chooses to take such passages metaphorically, he or 
sll l:rcthcim, SuUering, 7. for a thorough discussion of the usc of metaphors in Scripture, sec Frcthcim, 
Si!ff'erin,l!,. ch. I. 
sl Eli C. Minkoff and Pamela J. Baker, Biology Today: An Issues Approach, 3'd cd (New York : Garland 
Publishing, 2004}, 30. 
~~ Of course, the phrase "The President is mad as a hornet" docs not catTy an exact literalness. IIorncts may 
bc.:have in such a way that appears to resemble the angry behavior of humans, but hornets do not in all actuality have 
..:motions. lluman language creates this metaphor to describe a literal reality (the President's anger) through a very 
:1on-li tcral e-:pression (hornets do not actually experience anger). Similarly, all language about God is analogous. 
I Iuman beings have nothing to which to compare divine behavior other than human behavior. Therefore, even the 
most seem ingly literal statements about divine behavior arc metaphors, for through them Scripture teaches that God 
bc.:haves in such a way that finds its closest analogy in this human behavior. To say God changes his mind is to say 
:hat God behaves in such a way that is similar to--though not completely in line with--the way a man behaves when 
11..: changc.:s his mind. Unlike the hornet. however, man cannot dissect and explain the mind of God. Some may 
argue that God changes hi s mind from the human perspective only, not from the divine perspective. Such talk, 
!10wever, is nonsensical, because the divine perspective is inaccess ible to humanity. How closely God's 
phenomenological behavior corresponds with his ontological behavior is beyond the realm of human understanding. 
l'hercforc. believers must accept metaphors describing divine behavior as pointing to a literal reality, even if that 
literal real it) to'' hich the metaphor points is only literal from an anthropological perspective. That is, afier all , as 
high as human understanding can ascend. f or revelation to maintain coherence, there must be some sort of literal 
correspondence, howevc.:r obscure, between the way a human changes his mind, for example, and the way God 
change~ h i~ mind. rhc two cannot be completely foreign ideas and still make sense. 
s; I am indebted to Dr. J. Daniel !lays, who had a bl ind student who used this very expression . 
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she still must explain the metaphor's meaning and purpose. When traditional theologians end 
the discussion by declaring such passages metaphorical, they are in reality dismissing the 
passage as untrue. These passages have something to say. They cannot be swept under the 
theological rug, because they arc inconvenient to systcmaticians. For example, "God changed 
his mind," cannot be a metaphorical way of saying, "God cannot change his mind," nor can it be 
a metaphorical way of saying nothing about God. A metaphor is a colorful description of reality, 
not a statement contrary to fact. "If God in fact never changes hi s mind, saying he docs so 
docsn·t communicate anything truthful; it is simply inaccuratc."84 Some could argue that thi s 
metapho r docs not point to God's changing his mind per sc, but rather to the fact that when 
situations change, God will react accordingly. Reactionary language, however, is the foundation 
of open theology, and so thi s route docs nothing to di spel the position of open theologians. 
Many traditional theologians take a slightly different route, claiming such texts describe 
God phenomenologicall y, not ontologically. In other words, "It looks like God changed his 
n1ind. but he really didn "t. "85 John Calvin , for example, argues that Scripture describing God as 
changing his mind docs so only "because our weakness does not attain to his exalted state." 
Therefore, ··the description of him that is given to us must be accommodated to our capacity so 
that we may understand it. .. rrhis J mode of accommodation is for him to represent himself to us 
not as he is himself. but as he seems to us."86 Yet the self-defeating nature of this methodology 
is obvious. 
If God must accommodate himself " because of our weakness" so "we may 
understand it," how is it that Calvin is able to argue that we are not to understand 
God according to his accommodation? Calvin apparently believes that his 
H-l Boyd, Satan, 99. Sec also Sanders, God Who Risks, 66-75. 
HI Boyd, God ofthe Possible, 77. 
x
6 Calvin , Institutes, 1.17. I 3, 227, quoted in Boyd, Satan, 98. 
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''v,cakncss·· docs not preclude him from attaining to God' s "exalted state ." To the 
contrary, he seems confident that he has attained it and is capable of 
communicat ing it to others ... But ifCalvin is capable of attaining this " height." 
his argument is obviously undermined. Clearly, God does not have to 
accommodate himself " to our capacity so that we may understand." Indeed, just 
as clearly. God's accommodating himself to "our capacity" does not help us 
understand, according to Calvin. Otherwise Calvin wouldn' t have to work so 
hard to make sure we do not understand that God changes his mind when God 
himself tells us that he does. 87 
Furthermore, nothing in the text even vaguely implies that Calvin's assessment is true. 
Rather, Scri pture puts forward in very simple terms that God docs in fact change his mind, 
experi ence surprise and grief, and wonder about the outcome of future events. There is simply 
no real reason to interpret Scripture's language in such passages any less literally than language 
used elsewhere in Scripture to support traditional theology.88 
Dismissing such passages is simply an example of philosophy driving exegesis rather 
than the other way arou nd. 89 The classical theologians reluctances to concede the validity of 
these texts. particu larly texts arg uing that God can in fact change his mind , leave many 
l'rustrated, \\'hich is best captured by Greg 13oyd when he writes, 
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that God wanted to tell us in Scripture that he 
really does sometimes intend to carry out one course of action and that he really 
does sometimes change his mind and not do it. How could he tell us this in terms 
clearer than he did in !Jeremiah 18:10 J? 1 le says here (and many other places), "1 
change my mind. '' 1 low could he say it any clearer? If this passage doesn't teach 
us that God can truly change his intentions, what would a passage that did teach 
this look like?90 
x
7 Boyd, Satan, 98-99. 
xx Boyd. God of the Possible, 77. 
M'> Whi le taking hi stories in Scripture to be normative for beliefs and values can be dangerous, 
understanding the purpose of the author and the theology driving the author's account of history docs provide 
vuluC!bk: and, according to the evangelical perspective, infallible theological truths. Historical accounts of Yahweh's 
achavior describe Yahweh in relationship to his people, and therefore describe Yahweh as he has revealed himself. 
Yahweh cannot act contrary to his nature. and so accounts of Yah-.veh 's acts in history must be consistent with his 
nature. Therefore, histories are invaluable in ascertaining the nature of God. 
•m Ib id ., 77-78. 
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Another dangerous byproduct of this methodology is its creation of a "canon within a 
canon." Theologians assign authority to texts that agree with their own preconceived notions of 
God as depicting God accurately, "as he truly is," while discarding texts standing in tension with 
their systematic theology as accommodating metaphors or anthropomorphisms. Protestant 
cvangcl ica l theology ascribes the highest position of authority to Scripture, and yet Scripture 
itself makes no such distinction. Worse yet, this "hermeneutic would have us believe we are in a 
better position to know what God is 'really' like than Moses or Jeremiah."91 
The result is the arbitrary deciding of what is accommodation and what is not, of what is 
anthropomorphic and what is not, and of what is authoritative and what is not, thereby 
undermining all or Scripture. When answering the question, "Can one not eliminate the 
testimony of any text one chooses simply by assigning it to accommodation?" Kent Sparks 
demonstrates this half-hazard way of exegesis. 
My answer to this question is straightforward. Every serious reader of the Bible 
manages to pursue theological coherence by strategically picking and choosing 
the texts that speak with greatest authority. We disregard one text, such as 
Exodus 21 :20. which would allow us to beat slaves, in preference for another text, 
such as Luke 6:27, which enjoins us to love others--even our enemies. We 
subordinate the texts in which God changes his mind or has a physical body to 
those texts that present God as immutable and impassible. ln so doing, we are 
navigating in an implicit and sometimes unconscious way through the very real 
diversity of Scripture. Accommodation is simply an explicit theological rationale 
for what we already do.92 
Sparks· response demonstrates an understanding of biblical interpretation devastatingly 
dangerous to sound exegesis. This hermeneutical technique allows for the arbitrary picking and 
''
1 Boyd. Saw n, 98. 
92 Kent Sparks, ··The Sun t\lso Rises: J\ccommodation in lnscripturation in Interpretation," in Evangelicals 
um/.)'cripture.· Tradition. A Uihorily, and Hermeneutics, ed. V. Bacote, L. Miguclez, and D. Okholm (Downers 
Grove: IYP, 2004 ), 127, quoted in flays, 4-5. 
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choosing of which passages of Scripture carry authority and which do not, creating a kind of 
cal'eteria approach to revelation, thereby degrading Scripture into total irrelevancy. 
Furthermore. Spark· s pointing to believers ' disregarding passages of Scripture that allow a 
master to beat his slave in favor of passages that call believer to love everyone is an 
uncomfortab le perspective on biblical interpretation. Sparks fails to mention that American 
Chri stians in the nineteenth century neglected Scripture that calls believers to love everyone in 
l~1vor of passages that allow a master to beat his slave. If Sparks ' methodology is applied 
consistentl y, such an interpretation is no less valid. "Evangelicals commonly assert that only 
'liberals' revise the Word of God in light ofwhat is 'acceptable' human reason. But clearly 
1. l . f: 1 . . ,93 cvangc 1ca s arc not 1mmune rom t 11s pracuce. 
\Vhcn theologians do not allow Scripture to speak for itself, it simply becomes a tool to 
oblige preconceived philosophical and theological beliefs or to validate predetermined pragmatic 
plans, rather than the basis for those beliefs or plans. This is the method of liberal Protestantism, 
not evangelicalism. Either Scripture is completely and totally authoritative or it is not. Picking 
and choosing what is authoritative and what is not undermines the integrity of all of Scripture. 
T raditional theologians would quickly realize the weakness of their own hermeneutical 
method il'opcnncss proponents began to utilize it. If John Sanders explained 1 Samuel 15 :29 
(addressed below) by saying, "We know, as made evident from the current openness-classical 
debate, that there are many weak minded individuals who simply do not have the intellectual 
i"ortitude to believe in a God who can change his mind. This passage is simply an 
accommodation to those individuals. We, however, being of stronger intellect, know that God 
can indeed change his mind, and so this Scripture does not apply to us. It only describes God as 
93 Sanders, Cod Who Risks , 295. 
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he appears to be, not as he really is." Of course, traditional theologians would quickly chide 
Sanders for his weak exegetical method. Evangelical theology demands its adherents to accept 
Scripturc·s teaching about God, no matter how uncomfortable those teachings may be. ' ·We 
need to embrace the picture of God that emerges from the biblical revelation, not reject it 
because it doesn't fit with our philosophical construct of God built on prepositional grounds."94 
Methods proposed by classical theologians to deal with those texts running counter to 
their philosophical and systematic understanding of the nature of God create severe problems of 
textual and theological coherence. 
The problem with all such solutions as to how to usc the Bible is that they belittle 
the Bible and exalt something else. Basically they imply--and this is what I mean 
when I say that they offer too low a view of scripture--that God has. after all, 
given us the wrong sort or book and it is our job to turn it into the right sort of 
book by engaging in these hermeneutical moves, translation procedures or 
whatever. They imply that the real place where God has revealed himself--the 
real locus or authority and revelation--is, in fact, somewhere else; somewhere else 
in the past in an event that once took place, or somewhere else in a timeless 
sphere which is not really hooked into our world at all or touches it tangentially, 
or somewhere in the present in 'my own experience', or somewhere in the future 
in some great act which is yet to come. And such views, I suggest, rely very 
heavily on either tradition (including evangelical tradition) or reason, often 
playing off one against the other, and lw-ching away from scripture into 
l . l 95 somet 1mg c se. 
Affirming Exhaustive Divine Forelmowlcdgc 
While a plethora of biblical evidence exists to support the open model of God, there are 
passages that seem to stand in tension with the openness perspective. To determine the 
compatibility of openness with evangelicalism, one must determine whether or not open theists 
ha' c been able to otTer adequate explanations of these problem passages that preserve a high 
view of Scripture. 
'' I I h l)S, S. 
"' :\ . L Wright , ·· rhe Laing Lecture 1989, and the Griffith Thomas Lecture 1989." 
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1 Samuel 15:29 
Twenty-four times in the Old Testament, either the narrator or God himself says that God 
changes his mind. I Samuel 15:29 and Numbers 23:19 (discussed below) arc the only two 
instances in which characters in the biblical story claim that God does not change his mind.96 
'1 raditional theologians, such as Bruce Ware, eager to deny the possibility of divine repentance, 
j ump on these two passages as describing God as he really is, while the other twenty-four 
accounts or God's mutability are anthropomorphic metaphors, describing God as he appears to 
b~. Considering the previous discussion, this interpretation is problematic, however, and so a 
close analysis of the texts in question is necessary in order to come to a more coherent 
~xplanat ion. 
In I Samuel 15:29, after telling Saul that God had rejected him as king, the prophet 
Samuel says, '·Jie who is the Glory or Israel docs not lie or change his mind ; for he is not a man, 
that he should change his mind." While at first glance this appears to be an unequivocal denial 
of God's abi lity to change his mind, read in context, this passage makes no such assertion. Both 
bcl'ore and after this verse, the passage uses the llebrew word Ci]), the same word used in for 
"change his mind" in this verse, to say that Yahweh regrets making Saul king over Israel (vv. II , 
35). In a matter of verses, the passage literally reads, " I repent that I made Saul king ... He who is 
the glory of Israel docs not lie or repent .. . Yahweh rep ented that he had made Saul king over 
lsraet.·••n 
Many argue that a switch between literal and anthropomorphic or ontological and 
% !lays, I. 
•n God's removing the kingship from Saul makes most sense if God did not know with certainty what Saul 
~~ould do 1\ ith the kingship when he bestowed it upon him. (Terence E. Fretheim, " Divine Foreknowledge, Divine 
Con~tancy, and the Rejection of Saul's Kingship," Catholic Biblical Quarterly [Oct 1985]: 595). 
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phenomenological must be assumed, because otherwise the Bible contradicts itself within a 
matter of verses. For example, Norma Geisler argues that it is necessary to di stinguish between 
those passages which arc literal in the metaphysical sense and those passages which are not, 
because this ··same text speaks of God as repenting and not repenting, thus making it necessary 
to interpret at least one of these instances as non-literal."98 Unfortunately, Geisler determines 
which passages arc literal and which are not based on his own philosophical presupposition that 
God is immutable and impassible, and therefore cannot literally change his mind. 
Bruce Ware. in agreement with John Calvin, says, "A given ascription to God may 
rightly be understood as anthropomorphic when Scripture clearly presents God as transcending 
the very human or fi nite features it elsewhere attributes to him."99 In other words, passages that 
describe God's changing his mind arc non-literal descriptions of God, but passages that teach 
God cannot change hi s mind because he is not human are declarations of metaphysical reality. 
Cal\'in and Ware both use this argument to dismiss the numerous passages of Scripture that teach 
God can change his mind in favor of the handful of passages that teach he cannot. 
Y ct. llosea II :8-9 undermines Ware's argument. After declaring his intention to bring 
devastation and ruin upon fsracl for her sins, God breaks the Dow of declarations of judgment 
with a lament of love for his people. 
flow can I give you up, Ephraim? How can I hand you over, Israel? How can I 
treat you like Admah? How can I make you like Zeboiim? My heart is changed 
within me; all my compassion is aroused. I will not carry out my fierce anger, nor 
will I turn and devastate Ephraim. For I am God, and not man--the Holy One 
among you. 1 will not come in wrath. 
While traditional theologians point to passages that teach that God cannot repent because he is 
98 Norman L. Geisler, Creating God in the Image of Man? The New Open View ofGod--Neolheisrn 's 
Dangerous Drifi (Minneapolis: Bethany llouse, 1997), 78, 89, 90, I 08, quoted in Sanders, God Who Risks, 67. 
99 Bruce Ware, "An Evangelical Reformulation of the Doctrine ofthe Immutability of God," Journal of the 
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not a man. this passage teaches that God does repent because he is not a man, which, according 
to Bruce Ware's methodology, affirms God's ability to change his mind as a metaphysical 
reality. 
Contrary to traditional explanations, read in light of I Samuel 13:13-14, which explains 
that God had intended to bless Saul, but must now judge him instead, 1 Samuel 15:29 is a 
dl.!monstration. and not a negation. of God's ability to change his mind. Sound hermeneutics do 
not allow interpreters to take the two surrounding verses describing God' s repentance 
ligurati,·cly--as if that would solve the problem--and verse 29 literally, simply because it better 
!its trad itional presuppositions. There is no indication of any switch between literal and 
ligurati\'e within the text. Indeed, there is no need for such a swi tch, because, read in context. 
there arc no contradictions in this passage, even if all three verses are equally literal. 100 
More troublesome to this traditional interpretation is Samuel's all night prayer vigil the 
prc\'ious night during which he pleads with God to reverse his decision to reject Saul as king. 
f'hi s act demonstrates Samuel's belief that God is at least capable of changing his mind. 101 In 
ract. though .. Samuel was not successful in his intercession on Saul's behalf, the point is still 
made that Cod, through the announcement of his decision, had given Samuel the opportunity to 
respond to that decision before it became irrevocable. '' 102 1\fter unsuccessfully trying to 
con' incc Cod to change his mind, however, Samuel concludes that in this instance, God will not 
change his mind. The distinction between .. cannot" and "will not" is significant. Elsewhere God 
declares, .. , will not change my mind" (Ezck 24: 14; Zcch 8: 14; italics added), and by doing so 
1:-vange/icul Theological Socie1y 29, no. 4 ( 1986): 442. 
1
' K. Boyd, God ufihe Possible, 79-80. 
111 1 Ibid., 80: so also Sanders, God Who Risks, 69 . 
1 11~ h ctho.:im, Suj}.!ring, 51. 
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provides exceptions that prove the rule. After all, what purpose could God have in saying he will 
not change his mind in a certain instance if he could not possibly do so anyway? 103 "In its 
context the teaching is clear: God reserves the right to alter his plans in response to human 
initiative. and it is also the divine right not to alter an alteration." 10 4 Perhaps if Saul had humbled 
himself and repented, Yahweh would have changed his mind and rescinded his judgment on 
Saul, but unfortunately, Saul gives Yahweh no good reason to reverse his decision. Unlike fickle 
humans. (:Joel will not change his mind for any reasons that are inconsistent with his holy nature. 
That docs not preclude his ability to do so, however, for reasons that are consistent with the 
divine charactcr. 105 
.\'umbers 23:19 
In the su rrounding context of this verse, Balak attempts to pay Balaam to prophecy 
against the Israelites, but Yahweh lets Balak know that he " is not a man, that he should lie, nor a 
son of man. that he should change his mind" (Num 23: 19). In other words, Yahweh, the true 
Cod. "is not like a human being who can lie when it's profitable or a mortal who will change his 
mind for the sake or conveniencc." 106 Yahweh is unequivocally clear that he is a God who will 
not change his mind for the reasons Balak wants him to do so. This is not a universal statement 
of Cod's ability or inability to change his mind (as the rest ofthe Pentateuch demonstrates); it is 
simply a statement of divine character and integrity. 
These two statements from the Old Testament, commonly utilized by traditional 
theologians to deny the reality of divine repentance, do not pose a serious obstacle to open 
103 Boyd. God of the Possible, 80; so also Sanders, God Who Risks, 69. 
IJ·I Sanders, God Who l?isks, 70. 
105 Boyd, God of the Possible, 80. 
106 Ibid .. 80-81. 
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theology as an evangelical theology. In fact, 
there is no good reason to interpret these two passages more literally than those 
that teach us God can and does change his mind. If read in context, both sets of 
verses may be affirmed as accurately depicting God as he really is. God's mind is 
unchanging in every way that it is virtuous to be unchanging but open to change 
in every way that it is virtuous to be open. No contradiction needs to be resolved. 
No strained reinterpretation of a major motif of Scripture is needed. 107 
Psalm 139 
This passage seems to stand in direct contradiction to open theology, particularly verse 4. 
"lkf'orc a word is on my tongue you know it completely, 0 Yahweh." This psalm, however, 
simply suggests that Yahweh is so acquainted with the psalmist that Yahweh knows his thoughts 
bd'orc they become speech. "Such divine knowledge is indeed wonderful, unattainable by the 
human (v. 6), but not necessarily limitless with respect to the future." 108 After all, a man will 
often say of a wife or girlfriend. "She knows what I'm going to say before I even say it," or "We 
complete each other's sentences." The meaning of these phrases is to express the level of 
intimacy the two lovers share, not to attribute foreknowledge of future events to a significant 
other. 
Most troubling to the open view, however, is verse 16. "All the days ordained for me 
were written in your book before one of them came to be." This is poetic literature, however, not 
an epistle or narrative, calling its usefulness for settling doctrinal di sputes into question. "The 
point of this passage is to poetically express God ' s care for the psalmist from his conception, not 
to resolve metaphysical disputes regarding the nature of the future." 109 
Furthermore, the llebrew here is ambiguous. 
107 Ibid., 8 I. 
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What is formed and wri tten in the book is unclear. It could be the days or it could be the parts of 
the body. The King James Version, for example, reads, "Thine eyes did sec my substance, yet 
being unpcrfect; and in thy book all my members were written, which in continuance were 
i~1shioned, vvhcn as yet there was none of them.'' Though slightly awkward, this rendering is 
more consistent with the context, being as the preceding verse describes the formation of the 
psalmist · s body in his mother' s womb. 110 This interpretation is thus a valid one and leaves the 
compatibility or Scripture and open theism unthreatened. 
lsuioh .. I{J-55 
This passage magnifies God's uni~nhomable understanding (40:28) and his prediction of 
the Cuture (e.g., 24:9: 46:10-11 ), a quality distinguishing Yahweh from the other gods (e.g., 
.f I :21-23; 44:7-8). These passages. however, only declare God's ability to do whatever it is he 
pleases. uni laterally determining the future by his own actions should he so choose. ''Most 
l'uture-oriented prophetic texts arc open-ended, dependent in some way on human response, and 
hence indeterminate." 111 This passage proclaims God's omnipotence and infinite intelligence. It 
docs not address ()ad 's exhaustive foreknowledge of all future events. 
PtojJhec.y 
The greatest obstacle to the open model of God is prophecy, for it is prophecy that most 
st rong!) suggests the metaphysical reality of exhaustive divine foreknowledge. In light of the 
strong biblical evidence in support of the open model of God, however. the classical 
110 Ibid. 
111 hcthci m, Suffering, 57. 
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understanding of prophecy and how it relates to divine foreknowledge seems suspect. There are 
''th ree different ways of understanding biblical prophecies, consistent with God's openness to the 
l'uturc. Some prophecies arc conditional on the actions of human beings, others arc predictions 
based on existing trends and tendencies, while still others arc announcements of what God 
himself imcnds to bring about."112 
The often conditional nature of prophecy throughout Scripture lends greater credence to 
the open theist's understanding of prophecy. For example, in the book of Jonah, God 
unequivocally declares the coming destruction ofNinevch. Yet the people repent and 
destruction is averted. Despite its appearing unconditional, this prophecy was clearly 
conditioned on the people's response. Had the people ofNincvch not repented, the city would 
have been destroyed, which would have made the prophecy appear unconditional. The 
conditional nature of the prophecy is obvious only because it did not come to pass. It stands to 
reason . therefore, that many prophecies that seem unconditional appear as such only because the 
conditions necessary for God to alter his plans were not met. 11 3 Elijah's seemingly unqualified 
prophecy against King /\hab in I Kings 21:17-24 (discussed above) and its delay is another 
example of the conditional nature of seemingly unconditional prophecies. 
Furthermore, the doctrine of omniscience--that is , that God possesses complete and 
perfect knowledge of all or reality--necessitates that God possesses complete knowledge of the 
past and present and the aspects of the future the past and present necessitate as inevitabilities, 
thereby giving him an extraordinary ability to predict aspects of the future that he chooses to 
leave open. The doctrine of divine omnipotence necessitates God's ability to bring about 
11 2 William I lasker,"/\. Philosophical Perspective," in The Openness ofGod (Downers Grove, Illinois: 
!nterV arsi ty Press, 1994), 153. 
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whatever he wills to bring about by simple divine decree, whether or not he possesses exhaustive 
foreknowledge of future events, as supported by Isaiah 40-55. While prophecy does seem to 
suggest exhaustive divine foreknowledge, it does not require it, allowing the open theists to 
arfirm the au thori ty of all of Scripture, including prophecy, while still denying exhaustive divine 
foreknowledge. 
J Kings J 3, however, seems to present a major problem to the open model of God. Here, 
a prophecy is delivered against the altar of Jeroboam at Bethel. A prophet declares that a son of 
David named Josiah will dciile that altar. Under the principle of omnipotence, however, open 
theists arc able to claim God's ability to raise up a man name Josiah to fulfill this prophecy 
""ithout having simple foreknowledge of the cvents. 114 Open theology docs not teach that all 
aspects of the future are open to God, but rather only those (limited) aspects which he chooses to 
leave open. Accordingly, God could have decided that a man named Josiah would bring about 
reforms. and by hi s sheer omnipotence brought it to pass. The nature of the open model of God 
allows for fixed aspects of the future, but a demonstration of just one aspect ofthe future 
rema ining open devastates the position of exhaustive divine foreknowledge. 
While this prophecy is indeed an incredible one, read in context, it actually supports the 
open model of God. What' s most interesting about this prophecy, is verse 33. "After this event 
Jeroboam did not return fi·om his evil way ... " This verse suggests that the purpose of the 
prophecy was to provo ke Jeroboam to repentance. In fact, the prophecy was issued only in 
response to Jeroboam's wickedness, which was a change in the divine plan. In 1 Kings 11 , 
Yahweh promises to make .Jeroboam's dynasty as enduring as David 's if he will simply follow 
111 Doubts concerning the dating of I Kings rai ses the question, Did the prophet actually prophesy the name 
Josiah or did the redactor provide the name in order to point to Josiah's reforms, with which the readers would have 
been familiar. as the fulfillment of thi s prophecy? 
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alter Yah\\Ch with his whole heart. Yahweh's original hope was to bless Jeroboam, not curse 
him. demonstrating this prophecy as reactionary. This prophecy of judgment against Jeroboam 
represents a shin from an earlier prophetic promise, making its usefulness as a means to prove 
exhaustive divine foreknowledge minimal if not self-defeating. 
Some point to God·s various declarations through the prophets that the people will not 
heed the call to repentance. \Vhile the people do in fact fail to respond appropriately, it is very 
diHerent to say that God, possessing perfect knowledge of the people and their character, 
accurately predicted that they would not repent, and to say that God knew before the creation of 
the '' orld that the people of fsrael would rebel against him and refuse to repent. Furthermore, if 
God really knew wi th absolute certainty that the people would not repent and held no hope to the 
contrary, what sense do hi s calls to repentance make? Indeed, as discussed above, God seems to 
hold a genuine hope that the people will indeed repent. 115 
Considering the numerous interpretations of the Book ofRcvclation that deny its 
usefulness as a map of future events, particularly the prcterist and idealist positions, there is no 
real need to address its usefulness in debunking open theism as a valid evangelical interpretation. 
Those v. ho consider Revelation to be about events now past or simply a description of the 
ongoing battle between good and evil that will culminated in Christ's victory over Satan are not 
placed outside the evangelical fold, and so considering thi s, Revelation does not pose a serious 
threat to open theist-evangelical compatibility. 
ln light of2 Peter 3. the usefulness of the return of Christ as a point in arguing for 
exhausti\ c divine foreknowledge seems questionable at best. 
115 ~ec Frcthcim, Suffering of God, ch. 4. Whi le some may argue that God expresses a desire that that the 
pcop le wi ll repcnt , even though he knows they will not, rather than expressing a genuine hope for their repentance. 
rhis, ho\' ever, fails to make sense of and seems to contradict the divine perhaps motif discussed above. 
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The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some understand slowness. I le is 
patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to 
repentance. But the day of the Lord will come like a thief.. .. You ought to live 
holy and godly lives as you look forward to the day of God and speed its coming 
(2 Peter 3:9-11 ). 
This passage actually teaches that believers can hasten the Lord's coming, implying that 
how Christians spread and people respond to the gospel has an effect on the time of Christ's 
return. This stands in direct contradiction to the traditional understanding that the timing of the 
return of Chri st is eternally fixed. "What is the point of talking about God's delay due to his 
patience or encouraging believers to speed up Christ's return by how they live if in reality the 
exact time has been sett led from all eternity?" 116 When Jesus says, "No one knows about that 
day or hour, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the father," (Mark 13:32), he is 
say ing that determining the date is the Father's responsibility, not that he has already set the date. 
The Father knows the hour of Christ's return in the same way a earthly father knows when his 
daughter is old enough to date. This doesn't mean he has a date fixed in his mind; only that he ' ll 
know when the right time has come. In the same way a daughter can hasten that day by 
demonstrating maturity, so can the church also, according to 2 Peter 3, hasten the Lord's return 
by obediently spreading the gospel. 117 
Many point to messianic prophecies as a demonstration of God's exhaustive 
foreknowledge of future events. Again, according to openness, God in his omnipotence can 
bring about whatever he wishes. lfhe desired to fulfill these messianic prophecies in Christ, he 
could have. with or without exhaustive foreknowledge of future events. Messianic prophecies, 
however, create a much smaller problem than it may appear. "Evangelicals tend to read more 
116 Boyd. God of the Possible, 7 1-72. 
11 7 lbid. , 72 -3. 
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into prophecy than is actually there. This is especially true concerning messianic prophecy, 
which is a late development in the Old Testament."118 Considering the gospel writers' 
application of \.\-Titings to Christ that do not fit the context of the original writings, it is more 
accurate to view these prophecies as illustrative rather than predictive. Consider, for example, 
the prediction of Judas ' betrayal of Christ. 
In this view, New Testament authors cite certain Old Testament passages to note 
that Jesus ' life and death illustrate what the passages are about, not to show that 
Jesus ' life had to unfold in a particular manner. lf this view is accepted, one 
could argue that no one had to betray Jesus. But given the fact that by the time of 
the Last Supper it was certain Judas was going to betray Jesus, David's betrayal 
by a close friend a thousand years earlier (Ps. 41 :9) could now be cited as an 
inspired anticipation of what Jesus was going to go through. Declaring his 
knowledge of this inspired pattern would help demonstrate Jesus' divinity and 
strengthen the faith of his disciples. 119 
The reference to Zechariah 11:12-13 in Matthew 27:9 in reference to Judas' betrayal further 
demonstrates this. Neither Zechariah, or Jeremiah 19 and 32, which are also referenced, have 
any kind o f prophetic resemblance to the chief priests' using the money Judas returned to buy a 
field. The gospel writers ' utilization of these passages is incoherent if they arc not understood as 
iII ustrati ve. rather than predicti vc. 
Peter 's Denial 
Christ' s prediction of Peter's denial (Matt 26:33-35), and his subsequent denial, is 
utilized by opponents of openness to demonstrate that God possesses exhaustive foreknowledge 
o f future events. even the free acts of individuals. This, of course, would contradict the premise 
o f open theism. The obvious point of this passage, however, is not that God possesses 
cxhausti ve foreknowledge of the future actions of free agents. The focus of this passage is 
11
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Peter· s misunderstanding of the nature of Jesus' Mcssiahship. Jesus is pointing out to Peter that 
his loya lty will fai l when he realizes hi s hopes for a political messiah arc in vain, as he is ill 
prepared to handle circumstances contrary to his cxpectations. 120 Jesus knew that those hopes of 
Peter would be dashed that very night, and he knew that Satan had asked permission to test 
Peter's faith (Luke 22:31 ). Indeed, having succeeded with Judas, Jesus knew that Satan was 
turning to destroy the faith of the remaining disciples. Peter's place as the leader of the apostles, 
a ro le of which the gospe l readers would have been well aware, makes him the perfect focal 
point to demonstrate the failure of all of the apostles during Christ's passion. 121 This passage is 
not a demonstration of God's knowledge of Peter's future free acts, but rather God's perfect 
knowledge of Peter himself, as well as the other disciples. 
The exact number of times Peter denies Christ is also of little significance. The point is 
not that Christ is supernaturally predicting that Peter would encounter three chances to deny the 
f.orcl and would fail all three times. The point is that Peter--and all the disciples--would fully 
and completely denounce their allegiance to Christ before dawn. With this in mind, it is possible 
that the number as well as the corresponding failures simply serves as a literary device to 
annunc iate thi s point. More likely , however, God, possessing complete knowledge of present 
events, could easily have perfectly predicted the nature and the number of Peter's failure in a 
matter of hours--he· s not predicting Peter' s failure in fifty years--based on an inevitable future 
resulting from present conditions. 
/he Predestined and the Elect 
Many New Testament passages refer to God's predestining and foreknowing the church 
1 ~ 0 Ibid, 36; Joel B. Green, The Gospel of Luke, The New International Commentary on the New Testament 
(CJrand Rapids: Lerdmans, 1997), 773. 
,, , Green, 772-3. 
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(e.g., Eph I :4; 2 Tim I :9). These passages most likely refer to the predestining of the existence 
of the church and God's foreordained plans in dealing with members ofthat church. They do not 
teach that God predestined which individuals would be a part of that church and which wou ld 
not. 
Consider this analogy: Suppose you attend a seminar in which a certain video is 
shown. You might ask the instructor, ··when was it decided (predestined) that 
we'd watch thi s video?" To which the instructor might respond, '·It was decided 
six months ago that you'd watch this video." Note that it was not decided six 
months ago that you indiridua/Ly would watch this video. What was decided was 
that anyone who lOok this seminar would watch thi s video. Now that you have 
chosen to be part of this seminar, what was predestined for the seminar applies to 
you. You can now say. ' ·It was decided six months ago that we would watch this 
"'ideo." This is what Pau l meant when he said that we were predestined in Christ 
··to be holy blameless before him in love." Now that you are a believer who is '' in 
Christ," what was predestined for a ll who arc ··in Christ" is predestined for you. 122 
These passages pose no serious threat to open theo logy. In fact, Scripture elsewhere affirms that 
v\ ere the sa lvation of individuals up to God alone, he would predestine all for salvation (1 Tim 
2 :4; 2 Peter 3 :9), further validating this method of interpreting the above mentioned passages. 
Attempts to argue that God both desires all to be saved and yet predestines only some to 
sah ation is a paradoxical tension in Scripture is simply incoherent. Paradox is not synonymous 
v. ith logical contradiction. Such strenuous means of dealing with the issue of the predestined 
church is unnecessary in light of the reasonable exp lanation offered by open theology. God gave 
humanity free wi ll , and only those who choose to be " in Christ" are predestined to be " holy and 
bl I l I. h" . l ,.] 23 arne ess Je ore 1111 m ove. 
Romans 9- 11 
No passage has been utilized more frequent ly or with more force for the cause of 
122 Boyd, God of/he Possible. 47. 
113 Ibid .. ..J6-7. 
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exhaustive divine foreknowledge than Romans 9-11. At first glance, this passage of Scripture 
seems to present a clear case for God's predestining some for salvation and others for 
destruction. 124 This, of course, would completely undermine open theology and place it at odds 
with the biblical witness. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the compatibility of openness and 
evangelicalism, Romans 9-11 must be addressed in-depth. 
Romans 9-11 must be read in context. This passage addresses corporate, not individual 
salvation, and so it has little bearing on the openness debate. Romans 9-11 speaks about the 
relationship between Jews and Gentiles, and has little to do with the individual believer and his 
or her eternal destiny. The entire Pauline corpus documents the apostle's struggle to ascertain 
the proper place of the Gentile believers among the followers of the Jewish messiah. As 
Christiani ty spread, discovering the position of the Gentiles within a Jewish messianic movement 
gave way to a struggle to find the place of the Jewish believers within a predominately Gentile 
church. Throughout his letters, Paul 's inability to escape the tension created by a people of God 
brought together across historical and ethnic lines is well documented. In what seemed like a 
radical step to many Jewish believers of his time, Paul recognized the equality Jews and Gentiles 
held before God and pointed to a time when the ethnic distinctions will disappear, when the 
' ' fu llness of the Gentiles" will come to salvation and "all Israel will be saved." 
The concept of corporate election played heavily in Israelite theology. Israel understood 
hersel r to be a special nation, chosen by God as an instrument by which he would restore the 
fallen world. Israel based this confidence on the divine covenant rooted in God's promises to the 
patriarchs ( cf. Gcn 12; 15 ; 17; 22), which elevated her to a place of honor among the other 
12
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1 /\rminain theologians avoid this problem by arguing that God predestines the elect based on his 
lorcknowledge of their acceptance of the gospel according to their own free will. /\swill be discussed in this 
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nations (Dcut 25: I 5, I 7- I 9). Israel understood Abraham and his seed to be the divine answer to 
Adam ·s sin, and so she saw herself as the true Adamic community, the means by which, 
according to the Old Testament prophets, God would relate to the rest of the world. 125 While the 
nature of this understanding of herself developed over time, the basic concept appears throughout 
Israelite history. The nation oflsrael was to serve as the world's priest. The election spoken of 
h~.: rc and to vvhich Paul alludes in Romans 9- I I is the election of national Israel, not of 
individuals. 
Isaiah and Micah speak of Zion as the place to which the nations would come, and 
of Israel's task as being their light ( cf. lsa 2 :2-5; 42 :6; 49:6; 51 :4; Mic 4: 1-5). 
The prophets who look ahead to the restoration of Jerusalem and the rebuilding of 
the temple sec in this event the refounding of the Garden of Eden; Ezekiel 
envisages rivers flowing out to water and heal the rest ofthe world (cf. Ezck 40-7, 
especial ly 4 7:7- I 2), Zephaniah imagines the nations looking on in admiration as 
YIIWI I restores the fortunes of his people (Zcph 3:20), and Zechariah (who 
imitates l ~zckiel's idea ofrivcrs) sees the restoration of Jerusalem as the signal for 
YI I WII to become king over all the world, so that the nations wi ll come to 
Jerusalem to keep the Jewish festivals (Zcch 14:8-19) .... Israel is to be the true 
people of the one God, whose fortunes arc the key to those of the whole world. 126 
lsaiah·s message most explicitly addresses God 's purpose in Israel 's election: " It is too 
small a thing for you to be my servant to restore the tribes of Jacob and bring back those of Israel 
l have kept. 1 will also make you a light to the Gentiles, that you may bring my salvation to the 
l!nds or the earth'' (!sa 49:6). God's ultimate purpose in Israel's election was to reconci le all 
nations to himself. m God chose Israel from '·all the families of the earth" (Amos 3 :2) so that all 
the nations would be blessed through her (Gen 12:3), 128 making it clear that "the election oflsrael 
1.'~ :'\. r. Wright, "1/w Ne1~ 'f'estamem and the People of God (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1992), 259-62, 
p(, Wright, The New Testament and the People of God, 264 . 
127 James D. G. Dunn, '/'he Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 526. 
I'K Brevard S. Childs, Old Testament 1'l1eology in a Canonical Context (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1985), 
9~. ··conversely, the nations arc to bear testimony that the divine ·law shall go forth out of Zion and the Word of 
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""as a means and not the end of God's purpose in the world ... .Israel became the vehicle by 
v\hich God's whole creation was to be reconci led to its creator." 129 
Israel, however. was prone to forget the purpose of her election, particularly after 
enduring trials and persecutions at the hands of foreign oppressors. Contrary to God's revealed 
objective. the Jews often saw themse lves as the means by which God would deliver wrath, not 
mercy, to the nations. Consider the writings of' the Psalms ofSolomon: 
Sec, Lord, and raise up for them their king, the Son of David, to rule over your 
servant Israel. .. Undergird him with the strength to destroy the unrighteous rulers, 
to purge Jerusalem from gentiles who trample her to destruction; in wisdom and 
in righteousness to drive out the sinners from the inheritance; to smash the 
arrogance of sinners like a potter·sjar; to shatter all their substance with an iron 
rod; to destroy the unlawfu l nations with the word of his mouth ... 130 
/\s Israe lite history progressed, her understanding of election for purpose gave way to a 
delight in election as status. The Jews perverted the meaning of their election, elevating 
themse lves above the Gentiles, 131 failing to realize that her election did not indicate a lack of 
divine interest in the other nations. 132 In fact, the very opposite was true. Israel's election was 
the clearest indication that God was greatl y interested in all the nations. 
This misunderstanding of and perverted pride in their election prompted the Jews to place 
their trust in the Torah as the mark of their status before God. So tied into their understanding of 
salvation and divine deliverance was the Torah that any concept of deliverance through any other 
God fi·om Jerusalem' (lsa 2:3.) The nations confess: 'God is with you only, and there is no god beside him ' ( lsa 
·15: 14).'' 
129 Chi lds, Old Teswment Theology, I 03-2. This responsibility of Israel is most clearly reflected in the 
booh. of' Jonah. 
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source but Torah was unacceptable to the Jewish mind. The message of Jesus Christ was 
repugnant to the Jews, because it claimed an outworking of God's salvation apart from Torah. 
To have the Torah was to be a Jew and to be a Jew was to be blessed of God. The Torah 
funct ioned for them as a mark of superiority. 133 
The life of the pre-Christian Paul vividly demonstrates this inwardly focused nationalistic 
pride. I ndced, the terms Paul uses to describe his attacks on the church in Galatians 1: 13 reflect 
his previous zeal for the law: 8HDKW (persecute) and 7top0ew (destroy) parallel the language 
describing the violent measures employed by the Jews against apostates, whose behavior aligned 
them with the nations (e.g., Nurn 25:1-5, 25:6-15; 1 Mace 2:23-28, 42-48; 2 Mace 6: 13; IQS 
9:22: IQM 7:5; I 0:2-5; lOll 14:13-15: Pss Sol 17:21-46; Bar 4:25). Evidently, the "pre-
Christian Paul agreed with the traditional telling of the story of Israel: if Jews wi ll embrace the 
Torah v.holeheartcdly, then God will restore her to the covenantal blessings" (cf. Gal I: 13-14; 
Phil 3:4-6). 1' 1 The gospel message of Jesus, with its criticisms ofthe Torah and the Temple, was 
thcrd(>n.: unacceptable. 135 
i\s the apostle to the Gentiles, however, Paul is forced to reevaluate hi s ethnocentric 
understanding of election. In Romans, Paul argues that the majority of the Jews has 
misunderstood the purpose of their election, and have therefore missed God's ovcrarching plan 
of salvation. Just as the Jews often fai led to acknowledge God's working in their midst in the 
Old Testament (cC. i\mos 3:6-7), they now refuse to recognize the outworking of God's plan 
through Jesus Christ and the consequential ingathering of the Gentiles into the people of God 
1 
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apart from the Torah. The Jews put their faith in their election by God, but failed to understand 
the purpose of that election: to bring the ''nonelect" into covenantal relationship with God.' 36 
Paul began his missionary work among the Jews, but it proved to be a miserable failure. 
In fact. the Jevvs o ften reacted to Paul's message so violently that he was forced to flee for his 
lire (Acts 9:23-25: 13:45; 14:5, 19). Sadly, just as the Jesus movement began gain ing steam in 
Israel and Gentiles began coming to Christ through the ministry ofthe original apostles, sparking 
hope for the fulfillment of the Abrahamic promise, Israel rejected her messiah. Consequently, 
Paul is forced to abandon hi s mission among the Jews, bringing the gospel directly to the 
Gentiles instead (Acts 13:46; 28:28). 137 Ironically, Israel's devotion to Torah resulted in her 
rejection or her own Messiah, thereby incurring God's wrathm and losing access to her ancestral 
bless ings.'"~ 
As mentioned earlier, some Old Testament and intcrtestamental writings envision the 
incoming of Gentiles during the future salvation oflsrael (Isa. 2:2-4; 25:6-10; 56:6-8 [cf. 42:6-
71: Micah 4: 1-4: /.cch. 8:20-23; Tobit13:3; 14:5-7; 1 Enoch 90:30, 33; 91:14; Pss. Sol. 17:31; 
Sib. Or. 3:71 0-23), 110 but Paul goes so far as to announce the Gentiles to be the recipients of 
Israel's blessings. lie constantly applies Old Testament terminology for Israel to the Christian 
Gentiles: EKKAllCJta (cf. I Thess 1: I: 2 Thcss l: l with Dcut 23: I , 4, 9 LXX); ·'beloved of God'' 
(cf. I Thcss I :4, 2: 12; 2 Thcss 2: 13-14 with Dcut 4:37, 7:8, l 0:15, 23:5); ··called'' (cf. 1 Thess 
116 Sanders, God Who Risks, 12 1. 
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1:4,2:12:2 Thess 1:11,2:14 with Is 41:9,42:6, 48:12); "saints/sanctified" (c. 1 Thess 4:1-8, 
5:23-24; 2 Thess 2: 13-14 with Lev 20:24, 26 LXX); "people of the 'spirit' and thus members of 
the new covenant of obedience to God" (cf. 1 Thess l :5-6, 4:8 with Ezek 36:25-27 LXX; see 
also Ezek II: 19, 18:31, 37: 14; Jer 31 [LXX 381: 31-34, 32:40, 50:5). In his letters to the 
Thessalonians, Paul argues that God has elevated the Gentiles to a status unfamiliar to the Old 
Testament. while non-Christian Jews have been cast outside God's sphere of covenantal 
blessings, because of their lack of faith. 141 Israel's "assumption of monopoly on divine mercy 
and of gentile I sic j exclusion through disobedience has been turned on its head. Gentile 
disobedience did not disqualify from mercy, and irony of ironies, what did ' qualify' the Gentiles 
was Jewish disobed ience." 14 2 
Paul attacks the Jewish confidence in Torah, pointing to the righteousness credited to the 
Genti les, despite their never having followed the Mosaic Law (Rom 9:30). 143 lsrael's refusal to 
acknowledge that her covenant privileges have been extended to all has resulted in the loss of 
those very privileges she sought to protect. By extending the covenantal blessings to the 
Genti les, however, God has accomplished that which was his goal from the very beginning: to 
make available the covenantal blessings to all the nations. 144 Israel's refusal to accept this step in 
Cod's plan because of their devotion to the Torah has, ironically, brought them under the 
Torah's curses (Phil3:3). 145 
1
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\!ccdlcss to say, God's bringing the Gentiles into the covenant came as a surprise to the 
Jews. Paul rejects the notion that Israel' s covenantal blessings are accessible to Gentiles only 
through proselytizing to Judaism, pointing to God's election oflsaac and Jacob over Ishmael and 
Esau respectively (both of whom were descendants of Abraham) as proof that God can show 
mercy to whomever he wants (Rom 9-11 ). Therefore, " if God wants to show mercy to the 
Gcmilcs by bringing them into the people of God simply by faith in Jesus without the badges of 
the covenant members, God is free to do it (Rom 9:15-16)." 146 The Jews have no right to object. 
This docs not teach, as many claim, that God arbitrarily predestines whomever he wants to hell 
and whomever he wants to heaven, and no one has the right to object. This has nothing to do 
with the predestination of individual eternal destinies; Paul is speaking of God's opening up of 
the Jewish covenant blessings to the entire world. 
At the heart of the debate is faith, for faith has always been the standard by which God 
has judged hi s people. The Jews refused to put their faith in Christ, choosing instead to rely on 
the law of Moses (Rom I 0:3), 147 while the Gentiles chose to put their faith only in the crucified 
Christ. and so. ironically, now enjoy the traditional Deuteronomic blessings. 148 
For Paul, '·the Gentiles arc no longer a lesser breed without the law, either to be 
exterminated or to come in at the last to learn from Israel and in effect to acknowledge Zion's 
primacy"' (cf.Isa 2:2-3; Pss Sol 17:33-35; Sib Or 3.710-20). 149 Indeed, Paul's comments 
throughout the Pauline corpus indicate that Israel as the people of God has been reinterpreted 
1
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along sp iritual , not national or ethnic lines. 15° Consequently, believing Gentiles now share in 
I sracl' s blcssings. 15 1 
The (Jc ntilcs, however, have become arrogant because of their election in Chri st, 
paralleling the arrogance of the Jews, which Paul so intensely despised. Romans 9-11, so often 
misunderstood to be an exposition on individual predestination , actually addresses concerns over 
ls racl' s election. 
Paul affirms the conditionality of the main thing Calvinists want to view 
unconditionally, namely, salvation! This is clear from hi s di scussion of the 
eternal destiny of individual Jews. Any who are rejected as far as salvation is 
concerned arc rejected because of personal unbelief (Rom 9:32; 11 :20). 
Likewise, any Jew can be saved by accepting Jesus as the Messiah (1 0: 13-17; 
11 :23-24). ln fact God is pictured as constantly pleading with Israel to come to 
him, but they remain disobedient and obstinate ( 10:21 ). 152 
.. The danger was that a predominantly Gentile church, placing its faith in Jesus, would 
become arrogant, would regard ethnic Israe l as hopeless and would find a mission to the Jews 
unnecessary." 153 Paul is seeking to di smiss the notion that God 's purposes in Israel have failed, 
argu ing instead that God is keeping his promise to /\braham and faithfully accomplishing hi s 
mission with Israel. Romans 9-11 , therefore, cannot be understood in the traditional Calvinistic 
approach as an exposition on predestination. Rather, these three chapters address God 's 
co vcnantal faithfu lness, 15c1 not meticulous divine control of the individual' s eternal destiny. This 
is very signilicant for the openness debate, because it allows for a viable interpretation of 
150 Pate and others, Israel, 230. 
151 Dunn, Theology, 504. 
15
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Romans 9-11 while avoiding teachings on predestination and foreknowledge that contradict open 
theo logy. 
Pau l is clearly talking about Israel and the nations, not individuals. Paul could not have 
imagined an eschatological Israel totally devoid of historical Israel. In Paul 's understanding, 
certain legal theological factors have to be considered before declaring that the Gentiles have 
completely usurped Israel's position. For example, if God has made promises to Israel , those 
promises cannot be nullified without first breaking the covenant. 155 Since God's righteousness is 
determined by his faithfulness to hi s covenantal commitments, the state of the covenant between 
Cod and Israel is of the utmost importance. 156 Paul argues that "Gentiles have too easily 
presumed on their access to the heritage oflsracl to which they have no inherent right." 157 God's 
l'a ithii.dness--and nothing else--necessitates that he remain committed to ethnic Israel, whether 
she cooperates or not. 158 
In his olive tree metaphor (Rom 11: 17-24), Paul maintains only one tree, never allowing 
for its removal or replacement by another. There is only one tree, and therefore only one people 
of Ciod: lsrae l. 159 ' 'Chri stian identity is unavoidably corporate and bound up with the identity of 
l sracl." 1(>(1 The Gent ilc branches have been grafted into the tree (Rom 11 : I 7), but they do not 
155 W. S. Campbell, " Israel," in The Dictionary of Paul and !lis Letters, ed. Gerald F. Hawthorne and Ralph 
Martin (Downers Grove, Illinoi s: lnterYarsity Press, I 993): 443. 
156 Dunn, Theology, 502. Sec Dunn, Theology, 340-6 for a th orough discussion on God 's righteousness as 
it relates to his covenant faithfulness. 
157 Campbell , 443. 
158 Ibid. This is not to say that God will save every individual Israelite whether they want him to save them 
or not. Rather, it means that despite Israel' s continued sin, God remains committed to their corporate identity. 
159 Dunn, theology, 525; so also George Eldon Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Ecrdmans, 1974), 583. 
160 Ibid .. 508. 
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constitute a ncvv growth. In their being grafted in, the Gentiles share in Israel's covenant status, 
but only because they have been made a part of, not replaced, lsrael. 161 "This makes it perfectly 
clear that the church of Jesus Christ lives from the root and the trunk of the Old Testament 
hmhcrmorc, whi le the breaking off of the natural branches made room for the Gentiles 
to share in Israel's covenant status (Rom II: 19-20), "that did not reverse the line of dependence 
of all branches on the historical roots" (Rom 11 :8). 163 God's promises to Israel arc irrevocable 
(Rom I I :29). and Israel continues to occupy an "inalienable place in the divine economy of 
salvation.'" 1<>1 Paul warns the Gentiles that just as unbelieving Jews wi ll eventually be grafted 
back into the tree (Rom II :23-24, 26), the Gentile branches can be broken off once more should 
they fa ll into unbelief (Rom II :22). 165 Corporate. and not individual, salvific identity is the issue 
here. 
Finally, in Romans 11:25. Paul begins to explain the mystery of God's plan of salvation 
to the Gentiles, 't vo: J ..l11 ll1E Ev £o.1nol.c; d>povq..t.ot ("in order that you might not be wise in your 
own estimation"). '' Wise in your own estimation;' refers to the arrogance of ethnic 
cxclusi' ity, 1(,6 echoing Paul 's warning to the Jews in Romans 2:17-24. 167 Paul's usc of 
161 Ibid. 
J(,z II. J. Kraus, ?"he People of God in the Old Testament (New York: Association Press, 1958), 89, quoted 
in Ladd, 583. 
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~UCJ1~ptov (""mystery") is reminiscent of apocalyptic literature (cf. LXX Daniel 2: 18f, 27-30, 47; 
1 Enoch 51 :3; l 03:2; 104:1 0; IQS 4: 18; IQpli 7:5, 8, 14), which usually used the word to refer to 
an eschatological event that has already been determined by God. 168 God's predetermining a 
li.nurc event docs not contradict open theology, since open theology allows God to predetermine 
\A hatcvcr he likes. Only if God predestines all future events is open theology contradicted. The 
open theist can affirm God's ability to bring about the eschatological salvation of Israel without 
anirming his desire to predestine all events, and by doings so can maintain consistency within 
this system of thought while preserving the integrity and truth of Scripture. 
Realizing that their ignorance has caused their arrogance, 169 Paul wants the Gentiles to be 
knowledgeable of God's plan, so that they will stop thinking ofthemselves as occupying a higher 
position than the Jews. Gentiles arc only one part of God's greater plan of salvation, a salvation 
plan which must climax with the salvation ofisrael. 170 If the Gentiles could only grasp their 
position in relation to the Jews within God's purpose, they would have nothing about which to 
boasl. 17 1 
God is not linished with Israel (Rom 11 :25-32). Indeed, nothing less than God's own 
integrity is at stake, for God's giving of mercy so freely to the Gentiles, while Israel receives 
none, calls into q ucstion God's covenantal faithf-t!lness to Israel. If God's purpose for Israel has 
b-.:en so frus trated, what assurance can the Christian believer have in his or her own position as a 
168 Moo, 714; so also Dunn, 678 , 680; Cranfield, 573; Schreiner, 613. This mystery may have been 
revealed to Paul through study of the Old Testament in light of the Gospel, though a special revelation is likely. Sec 
Dunn, 67S; Cranlicld, 573. 
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member of the people of God? 172 
God's covenantal faithfulness to Israel is currently demonstrated in the preservation of a 
remnant of believing Jews (Rom 11 :3-6). This remnant demonstrates God's unwavering 
commitment to Israel, pointing to the future salvation of the entire nation. 173 God continues to 
sustain a remnant of believers within ethnic Israel for no reason other than his covenantal 
faithfu lness. Despite Israel 's having rejected her own messiah and openly demonstrating her 
hosti lity to God's gospel (v. 28), God remains faithful to his irrevocable promises to Israel. 
Jlcrein lies the eschato logical tension within Israel: 174 as her present opposition to the gospel 
makes her an enemy ofGod, 175 under divine wrath, 176 so also her inheritance of God's promises 
to the patriarchs simultaneously maintains her position as beloved by God. 177 
The patriarchs occupy an important role within the covenant relationship between God 
and Isra-:1, not because of anything they did, but because of God's promises to them (Gal 3; Rom 
4 ). Ethnic Israel, therefo re, receives God's love, for no other reason than God's faithfulness to 
those promises (Deut 7:7-8). 178 "Israel cannot be written off permanently as God's enemies, 
since they arc still God's elect and beloved people." 179 Indeed, Paul spends almost all of Romans 
172 Dunn, Theology, 50 I. 
173 \1oo. 7 13 ; so also Campbel l444-5. 
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9 focusing on the divisions within Israel for the sole purpose of demonstrating God's fideli ty in 
the !'ace of an apostate Israel. 180 God has maintained a remnant for the sake of his promises to the 
patriarchs.'\' and it is for the sake of those promises that God eventually will bring salvation to 
al l or Israel (Rom II :26), and beyond that a full inclusion of both Jewish and Gentile humanity 
(Rom 11 : 1 1-24 ). 1 ~2 This passage is a matter of God's remaining faithful despite the 
unfaithfulness of his people, his fidelity in the face of a relationship gone bad. It is reminiscent 
of the prophets, in which Yahweh looked to the hope of the future restoration he would bring 
about for apostate Israel. Understood in this context, this passage becomes an ally, not an 
enemy, to open theology. 
"I do not want you to be ignorant of this mystery, brothers, so that you may not be 
conceited: Israel has experienced a hardening in part until the full number of the Gentiles has 
come in'' (Rom II :25). This verse brings to a climax the discussion that began in verse I 1. 
(""/\gain I ask: Did they stumble so as to fall beyond recovery? Not at all! Rather, because of 
their transgression, salvation has come to the Gentiles to make Israel envious" [ v.l l ].) Paul 
argues that Israel's current failure docs not mean a permanent separation from the covenant 
promises. hut rather. God is temporarily utilizing lsrael"s hardening in order to further advance 
the gospe l. Israel's ··trespass'' has allowed the Gentiles to come to salvation through Christ (v. 
I I). hut the .lcws wi ll regain their position when their "fullness" overcomes their "defeat" (v. 12) 
IStJ G. Baum, Is the New Testament Anti-Semitic (G len Rock, N.J .: Paulist, 1965), 294, quoted in Charles M. 
I lorn..:, ··1 he Meaning of the Phrase ·And Thus All Israel Willl3c Saved' (Romans II :26)," Journal of the 
t~·vanp,elicul 'lheo/ogJca/ Society 2 I (Dec 1978): 329. 
1 ~ 1 !.add, 583. 
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and their acceptance their rejection (v. 15). 183 
In hi s hardening of israel , God demonstrates the merciful, not the deterministically 
:1rbitrary, nature of his will, which longs for both Jew and Gentile to attain salvation. God' s 
hardening of Israel is reminiscent of his hardening of Pharaoh, whom he hardened in the hope 
that he would repent of his pride. God is now hardening Israel in her rebellion in the same way, 
in order to bring about her repentance and, consequently, her salvation (Rom 11:7, 25). 184 " God 
hardens some in order to save all; he confines all to disobedience in order to show mercy to 
al l. ' ' 185 I [e docs not harden some in order to save some, nor does he confine all to disobedience 
to show mercy to some. Romans 9-11 demonstrates the understanding of God's mercy and plan 
or sah ation so emphasized by open theology. This hardening gives no support to some kind of 
double predestination theology. In fact, God ' s hardening is not a unilateral divine action, but 
rather a hardening on account of preexisting unbelief(Rom 11:20; cf. Rom 10:3; 11:7, 25). 186 
Cod, therefore, is able to accompli sh a dual purpose in his hardening oflsracl: bring Gentiles 
into covenant relationship with himself, and, through this ingathering of Gentiles, bring Israel to 
repentance. This a clear demonstration of God's resourcefu lness, an aspect of the divine nature 
heavi ly stressed by open theology. 
183 Moo, 7 12; so also Dunn, Romans, 680. 
184 Sanders, God Who Risks, 12 1. The word used to describe the hardening of Pharaoh 's heart in Exodus 
7:2 is ii9:? which li tera lly means, "to be hard." The root word is used elsewhere when referring to stiff-necked 
;x:oplc (Ex 32:9, 33:3-5, 34:9, Ezek 2:4, 3:7). In Exodus 7:2, the narrative stresses Pharaoh's resolve against 
Yahweh, by reCus ing to obey and instead oppressing the people all the more. Pharaoh is still accountable for his 
actions. for it is not impossible for one with a hardened heart to be persuaded by outside events. For example, 
Yahweh hardens the hearts of Pharaoh's servants (Ex I 0: I), yet they sec the negative impact of divine judgment on 
l~gypt and urge Pharaoh to change his ways ( 10:7) (Fretheim, 96-98). Israel's hardening should be understood 
simi larl y. 
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Clod, however, has limited the hardening in its scope and time, 187 limited in scope by the 
remnant \\'hich has not been hardened,188 and limited in time because ofPaul's prediction that it 
will end in the last days, 189 after the full number of Gentiles have entered into the kingdom. 190 
This demonstrates the sovereignty of God in bringing about the salvation of his people. As a 
ri\ er moves toward the sea, so is Israel moving to sa lvation. While individual water molecules 
may not make it--some may evaporate, some may be utilized for drinking water, and some may 
simply splash ashore--the river will make it to the sea. This understanding of God's sovereign 
d!..!aling v .. ith corporate entities while still allowing for individual freedom (and rebellion) fits 
perfectly into the open model of God. 
Y eL wh ile reading Paul 's argument, the necessity of Israel's being cast off is not 
immediately clear. Could not the Gentiles have come into the covenant ·without the Jews being 
temporarily thrown out? In light of corporate Israel rejecting her messiah and the controversy 
among JC\\ ish Christians over whether or not to require Gentile converts to become Jews first, 
luithfulness to the gospel required a break between the covenant promise and the nation of Israel. 
If the gospel was indeed to be to all nations (Rom 4: 16), it had to be removed from Jewish self-
understanding. '·Without such a break in the continuity oflsrael's covenant status any 
broadening out to embrace the Gentiles would inevitably have been misunderstood in terms of 
Jewish selJ:-aggrandizcment or religious imperialism.'' 19 1 
Consequently, in its initial stage of outreach into the Gentile world, the gospel had to 
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distance itself from Israel , in order that its message of grace might come unfiltered to the 
Gentiles. /\part from the strings of Jewish self-understanding, the gospel brought to the Gentiles 
the benelits of the rich covenantal heritage of the Jewish nation apart from a Jewish 
con versation. 192 If ad the Jews accepted their messiah and the terms of the new covenant, that is, 
j ustification by faith in Christ alone, this casting off of Israel would have been unnecessary. As 
1\cts demonstrates, this throwing off of Israel represents a change in the original plan. Rather, it 
is God's accommodating Israel 's disobedience, in order to eventually bring her back to himself. 
The casting off of Israel, therefore, was not an event predestined by God, but rather a change in 
the divine plan. in accommodation to the situation presented by Israel 's disobedience. 
!lope remains for Israel. While Paul argues that the first coming of Christ partially 
rulfil led many of God's promises to Israel , he seems to go to great length to emphasize a future 
salvation for Israel. lie argues that Israel's present situation in salvation history, in light of the 
low number of Jews coming to faith in Christ, cannot be a complete fulfillment of God's 
promises. 19 ' 
J\nd so all Israe l will be saved, as it is written: "The deliverer will come from 
Zion; he will turn godlessness away from Jacob. And this is my covenant with 
them when I take away their sins." As far as the gospel is concerned, they are 
enemies on your account, but as far as election is concerned, they are loved on 
account of the patriarchs, for God's gifts and his call are irrevocable. Just as you 
who were at one time disobedient to God have now received mercy as a result of 
their disobedience, so they too have now become disobedient in order that they 
too may now receive mercy as a result of God's mercy to you. For God has 
bound all men over to disobedience so that he may have mercy on them all (Rom 
1 I :26-32). 
Paul argues in Romans I 1 that, while God's mercy to the Jews was highlighted during the 
p~riod of the Gentiles' hostility to God, the coming of the gospel has emphasized God's mercy to 
I•J} Ibid. 
I·J3 Moo, 724. 
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the Gentiles, while the Jews remain hostile to God. This, however, is not the last word for Israel. 
God will lift up Israel and show her mercy yet again (v. 26). 194 
ln II :32, Paul argues that sin holds all men captive, and only God in his mercy can 
release them from their prison. Indeed, Paul's argument throughout Romans has been that all 
human beings. Jew and Gentile alike, are sinful and have access to God's saving grace only 
through f~ti th in Christ. After pointing to the equality all humanity shares before God in Jesus 
Christ, Paul predicts the future fullness of both Israel (11 :12) and the Gentiles (11 :25) within the 
people of C"Jod. 195 
I lerein lies the crux of Paul's argument: "only when these two fullnesses are fused 
together will the new humanity be realized." 196 Paul is not drawing further distinctions between 
Israe l and the Gentiles, as many, particularly dispensationalists, have suggested. Rather, Paul is 
pointing to a time when the two shall be one, united by their equal status as the people of God. 197 
Romans I I: I 6-25 will permit only one, and not two, people of God. 198 
Of critical importance and intense debate is Paul's meaning of"all Israel." Paul uses the 
term ''Israel'. in three distinct ways: to refer to (1) the people of God, including both Jews and 
Gentiles, (2) those within ethnic Israel who have placed their faith in Christ as Messiah, and (3) 
the ethnic nation of Israel. Though the first option enjoyed strong support during the early 
church and post Reformation periods, the surrounding context makes such an interpretation 
1 ~ 1 Schreiner, 629. 
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implausib lc. 199 While Paul docs usc the designation "Israel of God" to refer to the church in 
Ga latians 6:16. in Romans, he consistently uses "Israel" to refer to the ethnic or nation Israe l, 
contrasting her with the Gentile nations. 200 furthermore, Paul is addressing the arrogance of 
Gentile believers, and so were Pau l to usc Israel to refer to all believers, he would be 
contradicting his own purposc.201 
The second view requires a shift in Paul's use of Israel from verse 25 to verse 26a, which 
is highly unlikely. 202 " It is exegetically impossible to give to ' Israel ' in this verse any other 
denotation than that which belongs to the term throughout this chapter. "203 Therefore, mic; 
iapO'.ll/, must refer to Israel as a national corporate identity, regardless of the righteousness or sin 
of indiv iduals within the group. 204 "'J\.11 Israel' is a recurring expression in Jewish literature 
v\here it need not mean 'every Jew without exception,' but ' Israel as a whole."'205 Unlike many 
modern symbolic or individualistic understandings, Paul's view on Israel is both hi storical and 
199 Moo, 720-1. 
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communal. 206 In Romans 11:26 
the identity of Israel itself is now in question, precisely because Israel too is 
caught up in the overlap of the ages, caught between the times ..... Paul's first step 
is to clarify the identity of the Israel of God's purpose. He poses a conundrum: 
"Not all from Israel arc Israel" (9:6). There is a great temptation to resolve the 
conundrum immediately, to jump at once to a clear distinction between "old 
Israel" (the Jews) and " new Israel" (Christians), as though that solved the problem 
addressed by Paul at a stroke--and some fall into that trap. A more obvious 
resolution of the conundrum is that Paul was alluding to the concept ofthc 
remnant. And that makes better sense, in that Paul docs take up this point 
subsequently. But neither solution is sufficiently sensitive to Paul' s tactic in 
slowly unfolding hi s own answer to the conundrum. The identity oflsrael, we 
might say, is itscl f part of the already-not yet. And as attempts to cut short the 
eschatological tension precipitately at the level of individual spirituality arc 
usually di sastrous, so here attempts to resolve the identity of " Israel" too quickly 
arc likely to be disastrous for a proper appreciation of Paul 's own 
answer .... Ilistori cal Israe l has not been denied or rej ected. It is in effect the 
divided '· I" of Is rael which is being explored. The Israel of ethnic definition and 
covenant fidelity is still Israel. It may no longer as such be the Israel of God's 
cal l. But that statement can be rephrased: it is not yet as such the Israel of God's 
call. Israel remains caught in the eschatological tcnsion.207 
Paul arg ues that God's saving oflsrael in the last days will demonstrate God's 
impart iality, lest some conclude that God favors the Gentiles over the Jews. In fact, God has 
imprisoned all men to disobedience (11 :32). The Gentiles received their greatest imprisonment 
before Christ, while the Jews have received theirs since Christ. To stand in contrast to their few 
numbers in the present age, however, Jews in great numbers will turn to Chri st at the end of the 
age.}08 Interestingly, thi s passage demonstrates God 's lack of partiality when it comes to 
bringing abo ut salvation. A Calvinistic understanding of predestination suggests the exact 
opposi te. 
206 Camp be II, 444. 
} 07 Dunn, Theology, 508- 1 I. 
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Paul saw in Deuteronomy 32:21 the answer to the problem of Israel. "They have made 
:Vle jealous wi th what is not God; They have provoked Me to anger with their idols . So 1 will 
make them jealous with those who are not a people; I will provoke them to anger with a foolish 
nation" (NASl3). Paul understood the "not a people" and the "fooli sh nation" to be the Gentiles, 
the means by which God would provoke Israel to jealousy, and consequently, repentance. 209 This 
is particularly ironic when Israel' s self-understanding as the means by which God would 
reconcile a fallen world to himself is considered (discussed above). God originally wanted to 
bring hi s message of salvation to the nations through Israel , but because of Israel ' s disbelief, he 
now intends to bring the message of salvation to Israel through the nations. 210 To Paul, the 
salvation of the Gentiles is the means by which God will bring Israel to repentance.211 Israel's 
jealousy will be aroused by the reali zation that their covenantal priv ileges have been given to the 
Gentiles (9:4-5), thereby provoking them into accepting Jesus as Messiah. 212 
Paul hopes that by receiving mercy, the Gentile will demonstrate to the Jews that their 
obedience to the Mosaic law and their zeal for the separateness of Israel is in fact disobedience to 
the word of faith (10:16, 21) . By claiming exclusive rights to God 's mercy, Israel has 
disqualilied herself from that very mercy. The disobedience of the Jews has opened mercy up to 
the Gentiles,m which will in turn open up mercy to the Jews by provoking them to holy 
jcalousy.n' "The pilgrimage of the Gentiles (Is 2:2-5) will not succeed but rather precede the 
209 Campbell , 445. 
~ 10 Sanders, Cod Who Risks, 122-3. 
21 1 Dunn, Romans, 68 1. 
212 I bid ., 69 1; so also Moo, 722. 
213 Ibid., 695. 
m Cranfield , 585. 
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restoration of Israel--the nations do not come because they see Israel's glory, but Israel because 
she sees the salvation and glory Gentiles have in Christ."2 15 This is a clear change in plans, 
demonstrating that this passage supports, rather than contradicts, open theology. 
The interaction between Jews and Gentiles in this back and forth pendulum of divine 
election will reach its consummation as soon as the gospel spreads to the ends of the inhabited 
world (I 0: 18) and has resulted in the salvation of the full number of Gentiles. 2 16 In a grand 
reversaL Israel is dependent on the Gentiles for their eschatological salvation, the Gentiles 
actually preceding the Jews into salvation (Rom 11:12). Yet, the Gentiles also must rely on 
israel for the final act of salvation, for the "final act of all history rests upon the Jews."21 7 
Therefo re, despite the present division ofthe church and Israel , 
in the end there can be absolutely no "separate development" because their 
dcsti nics remain intcrt wined in the mysterious workings of God's eternal purpose. 
Thus Israel cannot achieve her restoration until " the fullness of the Gentiles," and 
the Gentiles cannot pmiicipate in the resurrection without the prior restoration of 
lsracl.218 
' 'Christian identity is unavoidably corporate and bound up with the identity oflsrael."2 19 
Romans 11 , however, does not imply that Paul had a clear understanding of the sequence 
o f events preceding the parousia, nor how Christ's return is related to Israel conversion (vv. 26-
27). "I !is conviction is simply of a mounting climax with the incoming of the Gentiles as the 
trigger for the final end in which Israel's conversion, Christ's Parousia, and the final resurrection 
2 15 Campbell , 445. 
2 16 Dunn, Romans, 695. 
m Ibid .. 658 ; sec also Campbell , 445 . 
2 18 Campbe ll, 445 . 
2 19 Dunn, Theology, 508. 
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(v 15) vvould all be involved."220 
By using TCA.~pw~w. to reference the Gentiles (v. 12) and the Jews (v. 25), Paul implies 
that the incoming of the Gentiles and the incoming of ethnic Israel would be equivalent. This is 
not to say Paul is arguing for a one to one numerical equivalence, but rather that the two would 
be sufficiently equivalent to sentence ethnic distinctions to irrelevance. 221 Paul is therefore 
arguing that "'al l of Israel will be saved" in the same way that all the Gentiles will be saved, not 
af'Jirming universalism, but rather pointing to an eschatological ingathering of the Jews that will 
d~monstratc the equal signiiicance of Jews and Gentiles within God's plan of salvation. The 
percentage or Israel this entails is of little consequence. Paul's ultimate desire is to sec the 
distinction between Jews and Gentiles eliminated, and he argues here that this will iinally happen 
at the cschaton when "all Israel" will be saved. 
l ~vcn though when Paul refers to Israel in Rom 11 :26 he means the historical people 
bearing that name, he redefines Israel in terms of God's "election" and "call" (11 :28, 29), clearly 
echoing 9:11-12, 24. In the end, the split in Israel will be healed, that is, the distinction between 
historical Israel and the Israel that is the people of God will be reconciled, disappearing into the 
··lul l number'' or Jews and Gentiles. " Paul continues to usc ' Israel ' for historic Israel, but no 
longer in an excluding way. When 'all Israel ' is saved, then the split in the people of God will be 
healed, the eschatological tension resolved, and the Israel of God made whole."222 
no Ibid., 680. 
m Ibid.: so also Moo, 724. 
m Ibid., 527. /\ny discussion of Paul 's understanding of Israel and eschatology must address I 
Thessalonians 2: 14-16. I Thessalonians 2: 14-16 does not reject the possibility of Israel's salvation , nor does it 
contradict Romans II. Notice that Paul is writing against hi s own nation and his own people. There is no gleeful 
invoking of judgment upon Israel, but only grief over her sins, renee ted later as he pens Roman s 9. Furthermore, 
Paul"s harsh words arc not directed against Jews in general--Paul is, after all, a Jew--but against those who have 
rejected the gospel. Paul's anger is against only those Jews involved in the named activities (Leon Morris, The First 
and Second Epistles to the Thessalonians, New International Commentary on the New Testament rcrand Rapids: 
Eerdmans. 1991J. 83, 85). 
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The point or Romans 9-11 is that the distinction between Jew and Gentile docs not reflect 
God · s ideal. God originally made the distinction when he called Abraham, springing forth hope 
!"or divine reconciliation in a fallen world. Before Abraham, there were no people of God, but by 
cal ling Abraham and his descendants to holiness, God hoped to eventually bring the entire world 
into covenantal relationship with him, thereby eliminating the need to distinguish between the 
nations and Israel. Abraham's descendants, however, failed to appreciate this purpose of their 
divine election. Those who were supposed to be a light unto the nations retreated into national 
isolation. thwarting God's intention. 
So God changed strategies--an understanding very compatible with open theology--
bringing the gospel or Jesus Christ directly to the nations (through Jewish apostles). In the 
process, however, Israe l has been left behind. This will not always be the case. Since God 
establi shed hi s relationship with Israel, there has been a gap of faith between Jews and Gentiles. 
l3eforc Christ, the Jews enjoyed covenant relationship with God, while the Gentiles suffered 
outside of God's blessings. Since Christ, however, the situation has been reversed, maintaining 
this Jcwish-Centile division that God never wished to maintain. 
Contrary to replacement theology, God is not done with historic Israel. Contrary to 
dispensational theology, God is not pleased with the Jew-Gentile distinction. Paul points to the 
day when the outworking of God's saving grace will eliminate the ethnic and hi storical divisions 
bctv;een Jews and Gentiles, erasing those distinctions forever, and the people of God will stand 
united as one. as the ethnic titles and historical heritages that once divided melt into oblivion and 
irrelevance. "The human body has many parts, but the many parts make up only one body. So it 
is wi th the body of Christ" (1 Cor 12:12 NLT). 
This is the poim of Romans 9-11. This in-depth look at this passage is necessary to 
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establish that utilizing it as an argument for meticulous divine sovereignty, exhaustive divine 
foreknowledge, or the universal predestination of individuals, all of which explicitly contradict 
open theism, is inappropriate. This passage therefore offers no serious threat to open theology or 
to the open theist's claim to the evangelical title. 
Conclusion 
While many may find the Scriptural interpretations of open theists unconvincing, there is 
no evidence that their hermeneutical methodology requires their rejection of Scripture's authority 
or even its inerrancy or infallibility, for those who wish to use those terms. It is one thing to 
adamantl y disagree with a school of thought' s interpretation of Scripture. It is quiet another to 
attack their view of Scripture itself. Considering the abundance of texts supporting the open 
model or God and the lack of an insurmountable scriptural objection to this school of thought, 
the open model of God should at least be given credence as a valid evangelical position. 
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Chapter 3: Philosophy and Systematics 
The implication of the openness hermeneutical method is profound for the areas of 
philosophy and systematics, for it is here that the differences between open and traditional 
theology become the most pronounced. An evaluation of the philosophical and systematic 
implications of the openness hermeneutical method is necessary to determine the position of 
open theism within the realm of evangelicalism. 
A Paradigm Shift 
The exegetical and hermeneutical conclusions of open theology as outlined in the 
previous chapter demand a paradigm shift in thinking and formulations about the nature of God, 
particularly in the traditional understandings of immutability, impassibility, and foreknowledge. 
Divine immutability 
The doctrine of divine immutability has stood for centuries as a pillar of traditional 
theological formulations with roots in Aristotle's Unmoved Mover and its Christian 
reformulation by Thomas Aquinas. The open model of God, however, with its affirmation of 
Goers ability to change his mind and the ability of his knowledge to expand as new truths come 
into existence, challenges this understanding of the divine nature. 
To defend immutability, traditonal theologians turn to philosophical arguments dating 
back to Plato. Their central philosophical argument lies with the relationship between change 
and perlcction. According to Platonian philosophy, change must either be for better or for 
worse. God, being a perfect being, cannot change for the better, for one cannot improve on 
perfection, nor can be change for the worse, as that would negate his perfection. God, therefore, 
cannot change. 1 In support of this position, Augustine of Ilippo wrote, "Whatever is changeable 
1 !lasker, 131. 
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is not the most high God,"2 and '·that which truly is is that which unchangeably abides."3 
The strength of this argument, however, is not as straightforward as it may seem. The 
Christian theologian runs into a serious problem Plato did not have to face: tension with the 
biblica l witness. This understanding of God relics on philosophy to determine the nature of God 
over and aga inst scriptural reve lation. This is a case of traditional theologians and philosophers 
concluding that God is a perfect being, then determining for themselves what qualities perfection 
necessitates and assigning those qualities to God:1 " ln thi s way God's nature is made to conform 
to our notions of what deity should be like and, if the Bible docs not measure up to this standard 
in its speech about God, we invoke our own subjective criteria to correct it."5 Undoubtedly, 
commonly accepted Christian orthodoxy necessitates God 's perfection be a central tenet of 
Chri stian theology. Faithfulness to Christian scripture and a sound exegetical method, however, 
requires that God himself through reve lation, and not the pagan Plato, determines what 
perfection entai ls. 
The second major problem with this argument is its basis in a false philosophical 
assumption that all change is for better or worse, not allowing for quality-neutral change. 
Consider a perfectly operational wristwatch. The time is constantly changing on the watch, but 
that change is neither fo r better or worse. Rather, the change itself is a sign that the watch is 
perfectly operational. indeed, no one would consider an immutable watch perfcct. 6 Change 
2 Augustine, City ofGod 8.6, quoted in John Sanders, " Historical Considerations," in The Openness of God 
(Downers Grove, Illinois: lnterVarsity Press, 1994), 80. 
1 Augustine, Confessions, 7. 11 . 
'
1 I lasker, 132. 
5 Pinnock, /vlost .~1oved Mover, 67. 
6 Sec Hasker, 132- 133. 
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rather demonstrates its perfection. Consider also the change of seasons. lf the seasons ceased to 
change the results would be devastating. These changes arc not for better or worse, but rather 
arc changes that arc "consistent with and/or required by a constant state of excellence."7 
In reality, open theists and traditionalists both maintain divine immutability. The two 
schools of thought simply define the term differently. Consider the examples above. In a sense, 
both the seasons and the watch are immutable. Spring always follows winter, summer always 
fol lows spring, fall always follows summer, and one o'clock always precedes two o'clock. The 
changing of seasons is part of the unchanging nature of the seasonal cycle, and the constant time 
change on the watch corresponds to the unchanging--though relative--reality of the passage of 
time. 
Open theists define divine immutability in this sense. God "does change in his actions 
and emotions to men when given proper grounds for doing so ... he docs not change in his basic 
integrity of character."8 Indeed, his character is immutable. God is Yahweh, the I AM. lie is 
who he has always been, and he will always be what he is.9 God's character, love, and nature 
never change. God is perfect, and he is unchanging in his perfection. Part of his unchanging 
perfection, however, is his ability to relate in a very personal way to his creation, changing and 
adapting his plans to accommodate free agents, changing his mind in response to their prayers, 
and allowing them to contribute to the formation of the future so that his knowledge changes to 
7 Ibid., 130. These analogies do not offer dynamic, relational explanations for God's ability to change. The 
weather cannot always be trusted, a watch does not always keep the right time, and the changes of both arc 
responsive to impersonal forces. The point of these analogies is simply to demonstrate that change often 
demonstrates quality without changing it, contrary to the presuppositions ofGreco-Roman philosophy. Two o'clock 
ts no better or worse than one fifty-nine, nor is spring superior to winter (at least not in the ontological sense). These 
changes arc quality-neutral changes, and so the analogies undermine Platonian presuppositions regarding change. 
rh~ir appl ication to God's character is minimal. 
x l(aiser, 479. 
9 Or in relational, rather than ontological, terms, he is the one who came, comes, and will come. 
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correspond perfectly to changes in reality. God's ability to adapt in response to his people is a 
sign of his loving, dynamic relationship with his creation, a further testament to his perfection 
and a reOection of his immutable nature. Just because God does not change does not mean that 
there can be no change with God. What is admirable about a God who resides in a static 
existence with no dynamic interaction with anyone outside himself? Indeed, according to the 
biblical witness, immutability in this sense is a hindrance to and not an attribute of divine 
perfection. 
Of' course, the traditional understanding of divine immutability suffers its harshest blow 
in Christian theology at the hand of the incarnation. When infinite God became finite man in the 
l"orm of' I esus Christ, he underwent a dramatic change, dismissing outright the Platonic 
understanding of divine immutabi lity. Efforts to preserve immutability in the face of the 
incarnation. such as making distinctions between the divine and human natures of Christ, water 
down the sign ificance of the incarnation. It seems more helpful to simply redefine immutability. 
Divine impassibility 
Impassibility Corms another foundation pillar in classical theological thought with a 
history tracing all the way back to Aristotle. Divine impassibility is " the claim that God's 
perf'cction requires that God be completely self-contained, not influenced or conditioned in any 
v\ay by creatures, and in particular incapab le of any suffering, distress or negative emotions of 
any kind." 10 In accordance with this doctrine, Anselm once prayed, "Thou art both 
compassionate, because thou dost save the wretched, and spare those who sin against thee; and 
not compassionate, because thou arc affected by no sympathy for wretchedness." In other 
words. Cod behaves as one would expect a compassionate being to behave, but compassion itself 
J:J !lasker, 130. 
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cannot be pa11 of an impassible God's naturc. 11 
Open theists adamantly deny the validity of divine impassibility, for at the heart of open 
theology is the strong affirmation that God maintains a personal, give and take relationship with 
his creation. This requires a God genuinely affected by his creation. Impassibility, like 
immutability, relies on pre-Christian pagan philosophical thought at the expense of the biblical 
v,·itncss, for a God who can genuinely respond to his creation, by changing his mind for example, 
cannot be impassible, and impassibility, like immutability, is dealt a huge blow by the 
incarnation. The Gospel accounts clearly describe Jesus experiencing the full range of human 
emotions and suffering during his time on earth. Since orthodox Christian theology teaches that 
.Jesus \·Vas the full revelation of God, reason necessitates that if Jesus was not impassible, then 
God is not impassible, or at least divinity does not necessitate impassibility , as taught by the 
pagan philosophical thought of Aristotle. If divinity docs not necessitate impassibility, then 
dTorts to preserve it seem ridiculous. 
Origcn recognized thi s very issue and, in an effort preserve his philosophical 
presuppositions, concluded that only the human side of Jesus suffered. The divine nature of 
Chri st remained totally untouched by the incarnation. 12 The councils ofNicea in 325 and 
Ephesus in 43 1 taught that Jesus was one hundred percent God and one hundred percent man, 
and that hi s divine and human natures were united. This is the only accepted position for 
orthodox Christianity. If this is accepted, then there was no aspect of Christ that was not both 
di vine and human, and so no dichotomy between his divine and human nature exists, making the 
11 Anselm. Pruslogium 7, quoted in !lasker, 130. 
1 ~ Origin, On Prayer, in Classics of Western Spirituality, trans. Rowan Greer (New York: Paulist, 1979), 
90-97, qu oted in Sanders, "Historical Considerations," 75. 
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two inseparable and indistinguishablc. 13 One cannot be isolated from the other. To therefore 
claim that Christ's divine nature was unaffected by that which affected his human nature is 
philosophically incoherent in light of Christian orthodoxy and comes dangerously close to falling 
into the :-!cstorian heresy. If Christ's human nature suffered, then his divine nature suffered as 
well. 
The Arians understood that Origen's claim was ludicrous, and so denied the total divinity 
or Christ in order, among other things, to preserve their philosophical presuppositions regarding 
the divine nature. 1'1 The adamant refusal of open theists to accept divine impassibility brings 
thei r school of thought more in line with the revelation of Scripture and therefore more, not less, 
in line with the presuppositions of evangelical theology. 
The impassible model of God is blatantly incompatible with the God of Scripture, which 
constant ly portrays God as seeking relationship with his people and with the world. Scripture 
docs not prcscnl an impassible God, but a God profoundly affected by his creation, a God who 
mourns the adulterous idolatry of his people in the Old Testament, who endured a hellish death 
in the New Testament, and who limits the exercise of his omnipotence for the sake of 
relationship. The God of Scripture is a God who suffers. Fretheim writes, 
It is also evident that divine self-limitation is an integral aspect of the God-world 
relationship. This free act of self-limitation, taken entirely at the divine initiative 
for the sake of the relationship, might be described as a divine kenosis, a self-
emptying, an act of self-sacrifice. The very act of creation thus might be called 
the beginning of the passion of God. God has so entered into the world that God 
cannot but be affected by its life, including its sinful life. Because this 
condescending God fully relates to sinful creatures with integrity, and with the 
deepest possible love, God cannot but suffer, and in manifold ways. 15 
1.1 This is not to say that Christ had only one nature as taught by the Eutychian heresy. The writer of this 
thesis docs not advocate monophysitism. Christ still , of course, possessed both the divine and human nature, as 
determined by the Counci l of Chalcedon in 451. 
11 Sanders, ··Historical Considerations," 76-77. 
15 Frethe im , Suffering, 58. 
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Furthermore, formulating doctrines of God a priori, apart from the revelation of 
Scripture, is counterproductive, and nowhere else is this practice more obvious than in attributing 
impassibility to God. If God is impassible, then he stands in ontological contradiction with the 
revelation of himself in Scripture. The God in Scripture is not an impassible God, but a 
relational God. Evangelicals, therefore, arc obligated to accept him as such without attempting 
to circumvent the divine revelation to find an impassible God. Indeed, "the one who enters into 
relationship with the world remains in the depth of his existence ultimately mysterious and 
beyond our ability to gain access through our innate ability to know." 16 
Divine Foreknowledge 
Openness is so unsetting to classical systematicians, because it threatens a major 
pn:supposition oftraditional theology: exhaustive divine foreknowledge. Philo argued that, 
since God foreknows all things that will ever transpire, certain actions of God as described in 
Scripture. such as divine repentance, are genuinely impossible. 17 Indeed, a God capable of 
repentance, regret, surprise, and " ir' and "might" statements simultaneously possessing 
exhaustive foreknowledge of all future events, including his own actions, seems logically 
incoherent. 
Some, such as Tertullian, have chosen to accept these seemingly contradictory points. 18 
16 Stancly J. Grenz, Theology for the Community of God (Grand Rapids: Ecrdmans, 1994), 85. Some may 
counter that the Scriptural motif' of divine suffering docs not affect God's intervention in world events. Evil may 
occur as a result of the natural laws ofthc universe. Sin may produce extravagant suffering. God may grieve and 
suffer as a result of these things, but he isn ' t going to change the laws of the universe nor is he going to remove the 
consequences of sin. God's allowing natural events to run its course, however, docs nothing to help support the 
doctrine of divine impassibility . God's suffering, regardless of his actions, implies passibility. 
17 Sanders, '' I listorical Considerations," 71. 
1 ~ For example. for a comprehensive defense of God's ability to change his mind fTom the perspective of 
those adhcring to the traditional understanding of divine foreknowledge see J. Daniel !-lays' "Anthropomorphism, 
Revelation, and the Nature of God in the Old Testament." 
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After all, only the "arrogant and the dogmatic find paradox hard to acccpt." 19 To the open 
theists, however, this is not a matter of paradox, comparable to Christ's ability to be 
simultaneously fully God and fully man, but a matter of logical contradiction. To simultaneously 
possess foreknowledge and be uncertain about future events is a contradiction in terms, similar to 
a square circle. ln light of the biblical witness and in search of a more coherent system of 
theo logical thought, open theology has challenged the traditional understanding of God's 
foreknowledge , and redefined it according to, at least in its view, the biblical testimony. 
(i) Denying omniscience? 
Open theists often receive their most intense criticism over the doctrine of divine 
omniscience. Many critics of open theism charge that by denying God's foreknowledge of all 
l'uture events, open theists deny God's omniscience. This, however, is an unfounded assertion. 
·'Open thei sts affirm God's omniscience as emphatically as anybody does. The issue is not 
whether God's knowledge is perfect. It is. The issue is about the nature of the reality that God 
perfectly knows."20 The issue is not what God does or docs not know. The issue is what exists 
to be known?' 
The emotionally loaded language of divine capability has clouded the real area of 
disagreement between open and traditional theologians: the ontological reality of future events as 
they exist in the present. Open and traditional theologians both affirm that God knows 
everything that is, and nothing can exist outside the knowledge of God. The two schools of 
thought part ways, however, over exactly what exists to be known.22 
H Richard Foster, Money, Sex, and Power (San Francisco: llarper & Row, 1985), 20. 
"
0 Boyd. God of !he Possible, 16. 
2 1 As discussed below, this is st ill the issue even if God's existence outside of time is conceded. 
2~ Ibid. 
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Traditional theologians argue that the future is exhaustively settled, by either divine 
foreknowledge of divine determinism. In other words, the "'definiteness ' of every event--the 
f~1ct that it will occur this way and not any other way--eternally precedes the actual occurrence of 
the event.''23 Since God is omniscient and the future is a settled reality, then of course God 
possesses exhaustive foreknowledge of all future events. Open theists affirm that if the reality of 
the future corresponded to this definition God would know it as such. 
Open theologians, however, contend with this understanding of the future. To them, the 
Cuture consists of unsettled possibilities. Since God knows all of reality perfect and Scripture 
seems to portray God as facing a partially open future, the future must indeed be partially open. 
Open theists argue that the future is a realm of possibilities--except where an omnipotent God 
has chosen to remove possibilities in favor of a settled reality or present and past circumstances 
or events make some future events inevitable--and God knows it as such. lf God does not know 
!'or certain future free actions, for example, it is only because those future free actions do not yet 
exist to be known. Greg Boyd writes. 
!\ person may choose to affirm that there is a monkey next to me or that the 
settledncss of future free actions exists before agents choose them. So they may 
choose to affirm that God knows there is a monkey next to me and that he 
foreknows future free actions are settled, but in doing so, they are disagreeing 
about the content of reality, not about the omniscience of God. They shouldn't 
accuse a person who denies there is a monkey next to me (or that future free 
actions arc settled ahead of time) of denying God's omniscience simply because 
we disagree about the content ofreality.24 
In reality, if the term is properly defined, open theism docs not deny or limit divine 
omniscience at all. The traditional understanding of divine omniscience affirms that God cannot 
know contradictions, which in no way limits his omniscience. The point made by open theism is 
:• Ib id. 
21 Ibid., 16-1 7. 
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simply an extension of this widely accepted tenet of theology, that is, "God cannot know that 
which is only poss ible, that which does not yet exist to be known."25 Indeed, God exhaustively 
knows all contents of reality . When possibilities exist only as possibilities, God knows them as 
such. but when possibilities become knowable as actualities for the first time, at that moment, 
God knows them as such. ln reality, divine foreknowledge is only a small aspect of a theological 
system based on understanding God's relationship with his creation. The open theist's 
understanding of omnisc ience implies, of course, that God's knowledge expands and changes as 
events unfold, demonstrating a real change in God in response to a real change in hi s creation. 
The foundation of open theism is the understanding that "God's relationship to others in time and 
history is real and affects the very life of God."26 
(ii ) The futility of foreknowledge 
The openness debate has sparked so much controversy, because many see open theism as 
diminishing God's glory,27 believing that a God who knows the future exhaustively is greater 
than a ( ) od who docs not. Besides falling back into the trap of assuming that human beings are 
capable of determining what qualities perfection necessitates a priori (exhaustive 
i'orcknowlcdge, for example) and then attributing those characteristics to God, this assumption is 
simply incorrect. In fact, by logical necessity, if God foreknew the future exhaustively, he would 
be unable to alter it.28 Consider David Basinger ' s example of Susan, a young woman who has 
,, Fretheim, Suffering, 58. 
27 Consider, for example, the title of Bruce Ware's book opposing open theology: God 's Lesser Glory: The 
Dimtnished God of Open 7heism. 
n According to simple foreknowledge, God would be unable to alter the future, because his foreknowledge 
of that future precludes the poss ibili ty of the existence of any other future. According to the Augustinian/Calvinism 
and midd le knowledge model, God would be unable to alter the future, because he has already predetermined it from 
..:terniry. Calvinism and Moli nism (middle-knowledge) arc able to escape the helplessness that this seems to throw 
upon God in the simple foreknowledge model, but these two schools of thought, run into their own problems in 
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received proposals o f marriage from two different men and is seeking God's guidance as she 
tries to decide which proposa l to accept. 
What son of guidance might God choose to give her? God knows, of course, 
everything there is to know concerning the personality, temperament, physical 
condition and so on of each of the three persons involved, as well as their 
potential for future happiness under various conditions. He knows far more, then, 
than even the wisest and most skillful human marriage counselor. But what more 
would be added if we assume that God somehow ' sees' the actual future? 
Suppose he looks into the future and sees Susan unhappily married to Tom. 
Could not God, on the basis of this, warn Susan that she had better accept 
Kenneth's offer instead? A moment's reflection will show this to be incoherent. 
What God knows is the actual future, the situation in which she actually is 
married to Tom. So it is nonsensical to suggest that God, knowing the actual 
future, could on the basis of this knowledge influence things so that this would 
not be the actual future, which would mean that God would not know Susan as 
being married to Tom ... I trust the point is clear. In general, to assume that God 
docs anything in the present on the basis ofhis knowledge of the actual future 
which could have an effect on I hat future immediately leads us into the 
philosophical morass of circular explanation and circular causation.29 
Foreknowledge of future events docs nothing to add to God's glory, but rather shows 
God--from the human perspective at least, which is the only perspective from which man can 
relate to God--helplessly anticipating all the horrors of world history from all eternity, or worse, 
predesti ning them. A God seeing the future in terms of possibilities, however, would be able to 
anticipate possible tragedies and intervene so that they don't become actual tragedies. This is 
the model of God suggested by openness, and it is a model compatible with the biblical witness. 
addressing biblical motifs discussed in the previous chapter supporting the openness position. The God of 
Calvinism and Molinism has exhaustive foreknowledge of the future based on divine determination of all future 
events or divine manipulation of events based on counterfactuals, respectively. Simple foreknowledge teaches that 
God has exhaustive knowledge of future events, not because he determines them, but because he is able to gaze into 
the future. The merits of Calvinism and Molinism as opposed to openness is not here relevant to the topic at hand. 
l'hc drive ofthis thesis is not to demonstrate the superiority of open theology in comparison to other theological 
schoo ls of thought, but rather demonstrate the compatibility of open theology with evangelical theology. Since 
these models arc universa lly accepted as compatible with evangelicalism, they serve as a good comparison with 
open thei >m in the prob lem at hand. For a thorough discussion ofthe merits and drawbacks of all four school s of 
thought, sec James K. Beilby and Paul R. Eddy, eds., Divine Foreknowledge: Four Views , (Downers Grove, IL: 
lnterVarsity Press, 200 I). 
29 I lasker, 149-50. 
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(iii) Issues of time and timelessness 
While the nature of time is beyond the scope of this paper and indeed beyond the scope 
of this field of study, some have attempted to use scientific understandings oftime to argue in 
favor of traditional theism. So, for the sake of these arguments, open theists must recognize 
scicnti fie discoveries applicable to their philosophical model of time. According to modern 
scientific theory, there was a time prior to the big bang when the entire universe was compacted 
into an infinitesimally small and infinitely dense state of existence. In this condition, all 
scientific laws (the means by which humans arc able to predict the future) were nonexistent, at 
least in the sense that modern science understands them. Any events that may have occurred 
.. prior·· to this time arc insignificant for they would have no effect on present conditions, because 
those events would not have any observable consequences. "One may say that time had a 
beginning at the big bang, in the sense that earlier times simply would not be defincd."30 
Of course, this opens up another controversial debate surrounding the interpretation of 
Genesis 1 in relation to modern science, which is well beyond the realm of this thesis. Suffice it 
to say that God could have created the universe through the big bang, or he could have created an 
expanding universe that only suggests a big bang. The point is simply that the universe 's state of 
constant expansion ·'docs not preclude a creator, but it docs place limits on when he might have 
carried out his job!"31 This simply means that the human concept of time has no meaning prior 
to the existence of the univcrse. 32 God's existence prior to the creation of the universe therefore 
30 Stephen llawking, 1'l1e 1/lustraLed A BriefHistory of Time (New York: Bantam Books, 1988), 14. 
3 1 Jbid., 14- 15. 
32 Jbid., 13. 
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demands that time is not an eternally existent entity with God. 
Clearly then, God is beyond the scope of, or "above," time. Since time and space are not 
complete ly separab le concepts but rather exist in combination with one another to form one 
object referred to as spacc-time,33 it stands to reason that time requires space and mass to exist, 
and temporal experience, as far as science can tell, applies only to that which is bound by space-
time?' Therefore, God, as creator of the universe, is not bound by space-time and therefore must 
not experience time in the same way as human beings. 
Einstein's general theory of relativity states that space and time both act upon and are 
acted upon by every occurrence in the universe, because "when a body moves, or a force acts, it 
a!Tects the curvature of space and time--and in turn the structure of space-time affects the way in 
which bodies move and forces act."35 Consequently, to talk about the application or existence of 
space-time outside of the universe is meaninglcss. 36 To apply the human temporal experience to 
Cod is therefore problematic, unless Christians accept God as existing only within realm of this 
universe. This may be acceptable to some forms of process thought, but not to open theology. 
The argument that God experiences time just as humans do is not an accurate understanding of 
the argument of open theology. 
Contrary to popular belief, however, Einstein's theory of relativity did not demonstrate 
time to be an illusion. Rather, it disproved the Newtonian and Aristotelian concepts of time. 
-- - - ---------
'
3 Ibid., 34. 
31 Obviously, thi s section on time is an overwhelmingly simplistic rendering of modern scientific 
understandings of time. Theoretical concepts such as the fin itc but boundless nature of space-time (sec Hawking, 
1·15) or issues created by ant imatter. black holes, and wormholes are well beyond the realm of thi s thesis and the 
expertise or its writer. 
, , [bid., 44. 
36 Ibid. 
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:\cwton and Aristotle both believed that the time between two events could be measured 
unambiguously no matter who measured it. This understanding of time presents time as existing 
independent of space, an understanding which science has demonstrated to be untenable .37 "In 
other words, the theory of relativity put an end to the idea of absolute time! It appeared that each 
observer must have his own measure of time, as recorded by a clock carried by him, and that 
identica l clocks carried by different observers wou ld not necessarily agrec."38 An individual's 
relative experience of time is affected by that individual's proximity to bodies of extreme mass 
and the speed at which the individual is traveling relative to the speed of light. For example, an 
ind ividual living on a mountain will age faster than an individual living at the mountain's basc,39 
and an individual traveling in a rocket ship ncar the speed of light will age significantly slower in 
relation to an individual who remains on earth. This seems to be paradoxical, but there is only a 
paradox if the concept of absolute time is presupposed. "In the theory of relativity, there is no 
unique abso lute time, but instead each individual has his own personal measure of time that 
depends on where he is and how he is moving."40 
According to Einstein's theory of relativity, human beings rely on light to carry 
information of reality to them, because "if light cannot get from one region to another, no other 
informat ion can."'11 Therefore, all human experience is delayed by the amount of time it takes 
37 [bid., 28. 
3H Ibid .. 32 
·'
9 
"'This is because there is a relation between the energy of light and its frequency (that is, the number of 
waves of light per second): the greater the energy, the higher the frequency. As light travels upward in the earth's 
gravitational licld, it loses energy, and so its frequency goes down. (This means that the length of time between one 
wave crest and the next goes up). To someone high up, it would appear that everything down below was taking 
:ong~r to happen'· (llawking, 43). 
40 Ibid. , 43-44. 
II Ibid. , 156. 
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light to bring transmit that information. 
''For example, if the sun were to cease to shine at this very moment, it would not 
affect things on earth at the present time because they would be in the elsewhere 
of the event when the sun went out. We would know about it only after eight 
minutes, the time it takes light to reach us from the sun. Only then would events 
on earth lie in the future light cone of the event at which the sun went out. 
Similarly, we do not know what is happening at the moment farther away in the 
universe: the light that we sec from distance galaxies left them millions ofyears 
ago, and in the case of the most distant object that we have seen, the light left 
some eight thousand million years ago. Thus, when we look at the universe, we 
arc seeing it as it was in the past."42 
Even a common occurrence, such as a plate falling and shattering on the floor, becomes the 
present for an observer after the event actually happened relative to the plate, because the 
observer must wait on the light reflected from the event to reach him. While the delay is 
incomprehensibly small, because of the finitude of the speed of light, there is a delay 
nonetheless. 
lt stands to reason, then, that God as an infinite being would not be dependent on light for 
his information, but would rather receive his information immediately. God's "time" would 
therefore become absolute time. As an infinite being, God is able to reference one all-
encompassing single point in time, an experience impossible for finite beings. 
This means that God's experience of others is not dependent on (relative to) the 
speed of light. lie docsn ' t need to "wait" for information to arrive to him via the 
speed of light. I Ie is '·there" when the information originates. This means that for 
God--but for no one else--there can be an all-embracing "now" in which all the 
relative "nows" experienced by finite observers coincide. While each finite 
observer experiences the "now" of another finite observer relative to their 
distance from that observer and their own speed of travel relative to the speed of 
light, God experiences the "now" that is contemporaneous with every obscrvcr. 43 
Science simply has nothing to say about how God experiences time or reality, but it does 
12 Ibid., 3 8. 
13 £3oyd , God of the Possible, 132-3. 
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demonstrate human limitations in the experiencing reality, suggesting that there are limitations in 
human experience that do not apply to God. This, however, does not negate sequential 
experience in the divine understanding of reality. 
The issue is not time itself. The issue is experience. Open theists argue that God can 
exist outside of time--as we understand it--while still experiencing reality sequentially, rather 
than in some sort of eternal now. That being said, however, Christians should be caref-ul how 
they apply the laws of science to their metaphysical understanding of God, since science has 
nothing to say about the divine realm independent of his relationship with humanity. The 
scientific understanding of time as real (though relative) implies that it is real to humanity and so 
must be real to God insofar as he relates to humanity, but it says nothing about how God 
experiences reality in relation to himself. 
In reality, the issue of God's existence outside of time, or his timelessness, is a product of 
theo logical and not scientific thought, most notably immutability (discussed above). From 
l)armcnidcs to Plato to Plotinus, philosophical thought finds perfection both metaphysically and 
valuationall y necessitates permanence over change. God must therefore be changeless. This 
philosophical school of thought developed a strong doctrine of divine immutability which gave 
rise to the doctrine of divine timelessness, ·'since timelessness is the most effective way (and 
perhaps the only way) to rule out, once and for all, the possibility of change in God."44 
The implications of this doctrine arc immense, for if 
God were to experience two moments in time simultaneously, they would have to 
be simultaneous and thus the same moment! The view that God "sees" all 
moments in time simultaneously entails that all time is reduced to one moment. 
Our experience of temporal succession would then be an illusion. But ifthere is 
no real temporal succession there would be no real change either, and impetratory 
11 I lasker, 129. 
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prayer for things to happen would become mcaningless.45 
There is simply no real Scriptural basis to support the elaborate metaphysical paradigm 
developed to justify divine timclcssness.46 Furthermore, it is simply too difficult to make sense 
or the doctrine. Ilow can a timeless God residing in a static existence act in history, be aware of 
earthly events, or respond to his people as he docs throughout Scripture? How can he become a 
human being and experience life and reality as any other man? Moreover, its strong connection 
v\ ith the now widely dismissed doctrine of divine simplicity should give pause to those so quick 
to accept it as dogma.47 
Evangelicalism is the branch of Christian thought most synonymous with a strong 
reliance on biblical authority. There seems to be no justification for making divine timelessness 
and whatever it entails a tenet of evangelical theology considering its total lack of biblical 
support. /\t some point, Ockham's razor should come into play. If God reveals himself as a God 
experiencing events sequentially along with his people and interacting with his people within 
time. then Clod probably does experience reality sequentially. Developing elaborate and 
complex systematic and philosophical understandings of God's relationship to time without 
compelling biblical evidence to do so seems unnecessary when a much simpler explanation is so 
readily avai lable. Developing complex arguments that straightforward biblical passages are 
simply phenomenological, not corresponding to an ontological reality, seems hermeneutically 
and philosophically irresponsible. 
11 Keith Ward. Divine ;(ction. London: Collins, 1990, 163, quoted in Terrance Tiessen, Providence & 
l)rayer: !low Does God Work in the World? (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 2000), 83-84. 
16 I lasker. 128. Open theists could argue, as argued above, that God is timeless in the sense that he exists 
l)Utside humanity' s und-=rstanding and experience of time. Divine timelessness here and throughout the remainder 
or this argument refers to the traditional understand ing of divine timelessness, that is, God does not experience a 
seq uentia l rea li ty. 
'
17 !lasker, 128-9. 
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For the sake of argument, however, what if, as an ontological reality , God is timeless in 
the trad itional sense (experiencing reality in an eternal now)? What value is there in ascribing 
such a state to God being as such an expression of "reality" is meaningless to time-bound 
humanity? r low can those who arc time-bound begin to comprehend what it means to be outside 
of time? Perhaps God does not experience reality sequentially, but such an understanding of 
reali ty is beyond the grasp of those who do. This is demonstrated even in the way proponents of 
divine timelessness describe the doctrine. Words and phrases such as simultaneous experience, 
eternal now, and all moments demonstrate the human inability to understand reality apart from a 
temporal understanding, since they are all temporal words. Proponents of divine timelessness 
arc unable to describe divine timelessness apart from temporal vocabulary, rendering the 
tenabil ity of divine timelessness at the very least suspect. Ilow can human beings even attempt 
to grasp what the experience of static reality, apart from sequential experiences, entails? How 
can human beings begin to understand what characterizes a non-sequential reality? "We can say 
that God is temporal because we can only speak of him as he exists in relation to us. Whatever 
eternity means, it cannot contradict the truth that God is temporarily related to us as creatures."48 
Through Scripture, God has revealed himself to humanity through a dimini shed, finite 
manifestation of himself, which can only be assumed to be as true to hi s infinite, undiminished 
self as humanity can possible comprehend. God is, by nature, unknowable. He allows man to 
know him, however, by accommodating to his finitude and condescending to hi s level. Efforts 
to ascend to God's level in an effort to attain a knowledge ofreality mankind cannot possibly 
grasp is counterproductive to theological pursuits. " If anyone finds your simultaneity beyond his 
understanding. it is not fo r me to explain it. Let him be content to say ' What is this?' (Exod. 
18 Ticsscn. 82. 
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16: 15). So too let him rejoice and delight in finding you who are beyond discovery rather than 
l~tilto find you by supposing you to be discovcrable."49 
Divine Sovereignty 
(i) General Sovereignty 
Opponents of open theism often argue that the open model of God undermines God's 
sovereignty. They argue that in order for God to be able to guarantee the achievement of his 
goals, everything that happens must be under his control. Open theists counter that these 
objectors "limit God by asserting that God cannot decide which sort of sovereignty to 
. ,50 pract1cc. 
Open theists do in fact affirm God's absolute sovereignty over creation. Once again, 
however, they must redefine the term. They argue that there are two kinds of sovereignty: 
speci fie and general. Specific sovereignty "maintains that there arc absolutely no limitations, 
hindrances or insurmountable obstacles for God to achieve his wiiJ in every specific 
circumstance of the created order. God has exhaustive control over each situation."51 John 
Calvin argued that that there is no such thing as chance. Seemingly arbitrary events, such as one 
person's escaping shipwreck while another drowns, or one mother's ability to feed her child and 
another's inability to do so, arc all meticulously planned by God. Every detail of every event 
transpires according to God's preordained plan. "For proponents of specific sovereignty there is 
no such thing as an accident or a genuine tragedy."52 




1 A ugust inc, Confessions 1.1 0. 
·
10 Sanders. Cod Who Risks, 208 . 
I I (bid., 2 [[, 
5~ Ibid .. 2 12. Sec Calvin 's Institutes, 1.16.2-3 . 
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resorting to plan B (Ex 4:14). responding to the actions ofhis people (Jer 18:6-10), experiencing 
surprise (Jcr 3:7: 32:35), and being dependent on prayer (las 4:2), however. pose a serious threat 
to the Scriptural viability of specific sovereignty. John Sanders writes, 
ITihcse sorts ofthings make no sense within the framework of specific 
sovereignty. If God always gets precisely what he desires in each and every 
situation, then it is incoherent to speak of God 's being grieved about or 
responding to the human situation. I low can God be grieved if precisely what 
God wanted to happened did happen? lf specific sovereignty is true, then it is 
incorrect to speak of God 's getting upset with human sin because any sin is 
specifically what God wanted to come about. It is inconsistent to affirm 
exhaustive sovereignty and also claim that God wants to give us something but 
docs not give it because we fail to ask him in prayer. Specific sovereignty claims 
that if God wants to give us something then God can ensure that someone will ask 
lor it. God's will is never thwarted in any respect. But this docs not comport 
with my reading of Scripture or my understanding of prayer. 53 
Ironically. even Augustine to some extent recognized this point when he wrote, "Alas for the sins 
or humanity! (!sa. I :4) Man it is who says this and you have pity on him, because you made 
him and did not make sin in him."5'1 Furthermore, the reality of this world stands in direct 
contradit:tion to Christ's prayer for Christian unity and mutual love. If reality corresponds to the 
v. ill or God. then Christ seems to be at odds with the Father, undermining Christ as the full 
rcn~lation or God. 55 
The other main view of sovereignty, general sovereignty, ''maintains that God has 
sovereignly established a type of world in which God sets up general structures of an overall 
f"ramcwork for meaning and allows the creatures significant input into exactly how things will 
turn out.''50 In this model , affirmed by open thei sts, God macromanages hi s overall plan for 
51 Ibid., 213. 
' 'Augustine, Confessions 1.7. 
'' Sanders. God Who Risks, 213. 
)() Ibid. 
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creation. While he maintains the freedom to micromanage events should he see fit, that is not his 
genera l method of operating. Consequently, there arc events that transpire on account of culture, 
human decisions, and chance that arc not preordained by God. 57 This is not to say that God is 
incapable of practicing specific sovereignty, only that he chooses not to do so. God's restraining 
his omnipotence docs not imply that he docs not posses it. 58 "Omnipotence is limited by love; 
but there is no imperfection about that. The ultimate fact remains that God, the ground of 
omnipotent love, cannot be destroyed or corrupted, but it is essential to his being love that he can 
be changed and affected by what hi s own power permits to be."59 
To the open theist, the difference between specific and general sovereignty is the 
difference between a Clod who reduces the divine-human relationship to an impersonal level 
through manipulation and coercion and a personal God who allows for genuine give and take in 
his relationship with humanity. " It requires tremendous wisdom, patience, love, faithfulness and 
resourcefulness to work with a world of independent beings. i\ God of sheer omnipotence can 
run a world of exhaustivel y controlled beings. But what is magnificent about that?"60 God's 
sovereignty ensures that he is never caught off guard or at a loss in new situations, but he has to 
respond to events as they happen and deal with new realities as they come into existence without 
knowing with absolute certainty what would happen bcforchand.61 The open model may seem to 
diminish God's sovereignty, but " the sovereignty that reigns unchallenged is not as absolute as 
57 Ibid., 213-4 
5x Ticsscn, 75 . 
''> Ward. 151. quoted in Tiesscn, 80. 
60 Sanders, God Who Risks, 215. 
61 Ticsscn, 85. 
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the sovereignty that accepts risk."62 
In the risk model of providence God docs not control everything that happens but 
docs control many things. The word control has a wide range of meaning, from 
coercion to accountability. A ventriloquist controls her dummy in one way; a 
teacher controls his students in another. The ventriloquist guarantees what the 
dummy says, whereas the teacher does not make such guarantees. If the dummy 
says something indecent, the ventriloquist is responsible. If the students begin 
throwing things around the room, the teacher is accountable. In most of our 
human relationships, such as government, family and church, we use the word 
control in the sense of accountability rather than manipulation. In our impersonal 
relations we use the word control in a coercive sense. According to general 
sovereignty God is in control in the sense of being accountable for creating this 
sort of world and carrying out the project in the way God has. But God is not 
controlling everything that happens .... God is, however, in control in the sense 
that God and God alone is responsible for initiating the divine project and for 
establishing the rules under which the game operates.63 
God has created a world that allows other factors, besides himself, to contribute to the transpiring 
of events, including the decisions of free agents, circumstances, and chance. lie can, by his 
wisdom and sheer omnipotence, guarantee that his overarching plans for creation will ultimately 
b\: fulfilled ... Cod has not given everything over to us. God is the one who established the 
conditions, and his ovcrarching purposes cannot be thwarted. Whatever ability we have to 
thwart Cod ' s individual purposes is given us by God."64 
Cod's not knowing what cannot be known, namely, the future decisions of self-
determining beings, docs not detract from God's maximal knowledge or cause 
him to be either ignorant or misled. God's control, even of the unforeseen future, 
is not limited by his lack of knowledge. It is guaranteed by his omnipotence, and 
this is not threatened by the nonexistence of the future. 65 
In reality, a God who is able to bring about his purposes without controlling every detail 
62 /\!bert C. Outler, Who l'ntsls in Cod: Musings on the Meaning of Providence (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1968). 96 , quoted in Sanders, Cod Who Risks, 215. 
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of reality seems more powerful and more truly sovereign than a God who must meticulously 
control every detai l of every event, as demonstrated by one proponent of specific sovereignty 
v. ho "'rotc. '·Ir there is one single molecule in this universe running around loose, totally free of 
God's sovereignty, then we have no guarantee that a single promise of God wil l ever be 
l"ul lillcd ... Maybe that one molecule wi ll be the thing that prevents Christ from returning."66 
l lov\ secure is God's sovereignty if one loose molecule could threaten the whole thing? Though 
open theists would affirm that God is omnipotent, and therefore all creating beings have power 
onl) '' ithin the boundaries he has set up. those boundaries arc wide and that power is real. This 
guarantees the eventual achievement of God's goals and the genuine freedom of created beings. 
CJod is able to direct genuinely free beings toward his goal for creation, which enhances, rather 
than undermines, divine sovereignty. 
( i i) Predestination 
ln light of this understanding of divine sovereignty, open theology holds to a 
nontraditional understanding of predestination. 1 Peter 1:2 speaks of those "who have been 
chosen according to the foreknowledge of God the Father." Ephesians 1:4-5 reaffirms God's 
predest ination. 'Tor he chose us in him before the creation of the world to be holy and blameless 
in his sight. ln love he predestined us to be adopted as his sons through Jesus Christ, in 
accordance with his pleasure and will." as docs Romans 8:29, .. For those God foreknew he also 
predestined to be conformed to the likeness of his Son, that he might be the firstborn among 
many brothers." 
!'he previous chapter presented an open theist 's understanding of these Scriptures, and so 
there is no need to rehash the issue. These passages refer to the predestination of a corporate 
6
" R. C. Sproul. Chosen by God (Wheaton, Illinois: Tyndale, 1986), 26-7, quoted in Sanders, God Who 
!?ish. 234. 
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group, not individuals. God has predestined the existence of a church, but he did not predestine 
individuals to attain or refrain from membership in that church. 67 The matter of predestination is 
not therefore a mat1er of foreknowing or determining the salvation of the individual, but rather 
the predestination of the existence of a corporate body known as the people of God. Whether or 
not the individual joins that corporate body is a matter of free will, not divine ordination. 
(iii) Metasovereignty 
In response to the attacks of classical theists, openness proponents emphasize the 
metasovercignty ofGod,68 that is, God's sovereignty over his sovereignty. Open theists along 
with tradition theologians affirm that God is omnipotent. Therefore, as mentioned earlier, God 
could ha,·e chosen to create a world in which he exercised specific sovereignty, predetermining 
every event beforehand and knowing exactly what wou ld happen an eternity before it happened. 
Cod could have created a universe in which even the "free" acts of human beings were 
predetermined by him. lle could have created a world that allowed him to remain immutable, 
impassible, and in possession of exhaustive foreknowledge of future events. Open theists 
adamantly affirm God's ability to accompli sh all ofthis. 
Through his mctasovereignty, however, God has not chosen to create such a world, but 
rather a world in which he is engaged in a genuine give-and-take relationship with his creation, 
thereby allowing for events that happen outside or in contradiction of his will. Ile has chosen to 
create a world where he can genuinely be affected by his creation and in which free agents can 
disobey and shun him. lie has chosen to create a world in which he does not exercise all the 
power. a world in which he must share the responsibility of forming future events, a world in 
67 Richard Rice, '·Biblical Support for a New Position," in The Openness ofGod(Downers Grove, Illinois: 
lnterVa rsity Press. 1994),56-7. 
68 I am indebted to Will Darr for suggesting this term. 
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which he may suffer. The world is as it is, because God sovereignly decided to create such a 
world. Open theology is the clearest exhibition, and not degradation, of the supremacy of divine 
sovereignty. 
Practical Implications 
Open theology has far-reaching implications beyond the realm of abstract theological and 
philosophical thought. The practical difference that such a concept of God makes in the lives of 
individual believers is immense. The Christian ascribing to open theology views prayer, 
providence, and the evil in the world much differently than the Christian who docs not. By 
affi rming this doctrine, the evangelical can accomplish one of the primary goals ofthe 
evangelical school of thought: cu lti vating a personal relationship with God. 
Prayer 
··christians do not pray as passionately as they could because they don't see how it could 
make any significant difference. They pray, but they often do so out of sheer obedience and 
without the sense of urgency that Scripture consistently attaches to prayer."69 This is a tragedy. 
The trad itional view of God facing an exhaustively settle future dilutes the biblical teachings of 
the urgency of prayer. Consequently, many Christians have such a distorted view of divine 
sovereignty that they fai l to sec any real purpose in prayer. 'The common saying that 'prayer 
changes us. not God' simply doesn't rcOcct the purpose or the urgency that Scripture gives to 
petitionary praycr. '.70 Rather, prayer "is an activity that brings new possibilities into existence 
fo r God and us. " 7 1 While prayer can never change God's final purpose for creation, it can alter 
6
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Goers plans for specific events along the way. 72 Indeed, the biblical testimony points to prayer 
as a determining factor in the formulation of the future. 
God has sovereignly ordained that prayer be one of our central means of 
influencing what transpires in history. It is our means of influencing God's 
decisions about the future--sometimes, Scriptures indicates, to the point that he 
reverses his own plans ... God binds himself to this arrangement, even abandoning 
plans he ' d rather carry out because people didn't pray ... The Lord docs not play 
with words when he teaches and illustrates throughout Scripture that much of 
what will happen in the future depends on praycr. 73 
There is a giant gulf between popular, modern-day understandings of prayer within 
mainstream evangelicalism and the methods of prayer demonstrated by those in the biblica l 
stot'). The resignation to the inevitability of·'God's wi ll" has led many to abandon a biblically 
minded vie\1\ or prayer. 
In our efforts to pray it is easy for us to be defeated right at the outset because we 
have been taught that everything in the universe is already set, and so things 
cannot be changed. And if things cannot be changed, why pray? We may 
gloomily feel this way, but the Bible docs not teach that. The Bible pray-ers 
prayed as if their prayers could and would make an objective difference .... lt is 
Stoicism that demands a closed universe not the Bible.74 
Prayer demonstrates God's desire for genuine relationships with his creation. ·'God 
~'ul fills our needs and desires without our asking, but if he did this all the time, our relationship 
with him ''ould not be personal .... Our peti tions create the conditions necessary for God to be 
able to give us as persons what we need or dcsirc."75 God wants to draw his people into his 
work to share in it. God wants personal, dynamic relationships with his people. Prayer is a 
conversation, a demonstration of give-and-take relations between God and man. 
7
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Prorhlence 
Prayer encourages dialogue. not monologue. By speaking up, Moses made an 
impact on God. God chooses not to leave the future solely in our hands, but 
neither docs he decide that we should simply leave it in God's hands. God 
sovereignly decides that the routes into the future will involve a genuine divine-
human partnership. Balentine comments that "prayer is a constitutive act of faith 
that creates the potential for newness in both God and humanity. Neither partner 
remains unaffected or unchanged after the discourse of prayer ... In rthc] Ilebraic 
understanding God is open and receptive to change ... [grounded in l God's 
unrelenting commitment to be in a relationship with humani ty."' 76 
Open theism presents a view of providence quite different from that of traditional 
thcolog). Greg Boyd writes, 
l believe that in a subtle way the doctrine that the future is eternally settled in the 
mind of God sometimes contributes to a harmful picture of God. Because thi s 
picture holds that God experiences no possibilities, it indirectly suggest that 
possibilities arc not real, for God's knowledge, not ours, reflects reality as it 
really is. lf we believe that possibilities arc not real, we will be more inclined to 
accept things that we could, and should, revolt against. 77 
Those adhering to the traditional model of God often believe that they can do nothing to 
change the condition of the world, because all things happen according to the will of God 
anyway. Consequently, many Christians do not truly grasp how destructive and terrible sin truly 
is. both in their own personal li ves and in the world around them. They adopt a fatalistic view of 
the world . doing nothing to improve the situation.78 
J\ popular teaching today instructs us to praise God for the various difficulties that 
come into our lives, asserting that there is great transforming power in thus 
praising Clod. In its best form such teaching is a way of encouraging us to look up 
the road a bit through the eye of faith and sec what will be. It affirms in our 
hearts the joyful assurance that God takes all things and works them for the good 
of those who love him. In its worst form this teaching denies the vileness of evil 
and bapti;;es the most horrible tragedies as the will of God. Scripture commands 
'(> Sanders, God Who Risks, 66. Sec Samuel E. Balentine, Prayer in the 1/ebrew Bible: The Drama of 
Dil·ine /Iuman Dialogue. Ovctturcs to Biblical Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993), 268-9. 
-, Boyd, God of'the Possible, 93. 
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us to live in a spirit of thanksgiving in the midst of all situations; it docs not 
command us to celebrate the presence of evil.79 
Open theology better equips believers to understand the immense amount of power for 
good they can exercise in the world around them. The future is not a predetermined inevitability, 
but rather an ever-forming reality over which both God and human beings have immense 
influence. ·'Knowing that what transpires in the future is not a foregone conclusion but is 
significantly up to us to decide, we will be more inclined to assume responsibility for our 
futurc:·so 
This reality is pmiicularly demonstrated through Old Testament narrative describing 
Yahweh· s work and behavior. God is not interested in forcing his will upon preprogrammed 
robots . Indeed, many conceptions of divine providence seem to correlate more to a child playing 
with her doll s than to genuine relationship. 
The picture of God presented to us throughout the Old Testament is that of a God 
who has chosen to work with, rather than just upon human beings, so that 
humans ... are given the chance, if they will accept the responsibility, to contribute 
to a future that will be different from what it would have been, had they remained 
. 81 paSSIVe. 
/\ s discussed in the previous chapter, through the incarnation the New Testament reconfirms 
implicitly what the Old Testament explicitly teaches. 
lheodicy 
I low Christians and non-Christians alike understand the problem of evil in the world has 
a tremendous impact on their view of God. According to traditional theology, God is all good, 
and so everything that happens, good or evil, must be a part of a greater good that we are unable 
7
'
1 l·' ostcr, Celebration of Discipline, 194. 
so Boyd. Cod of the Poss ible, 94. 
~ 1 Gowan, 231-2. 
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to understand because of our limited perspective. After all, "The will of God is the necessity of 
things."x2 Christians arc told, ' 'Receive the accidents that befall to thee as good, knowing that 
nothing happens without God" (Didache 3:1 0). Even the most pious Christians, however, can 
st ruggle with how the Holocaust or the tragedy of September 11,2001 could fit into this greater 
good . 
If, however, Christians understand the world according to this dynamic relationship view 
between God and free agents, it is easy to see how creation's misuse of free will could result in 
evi l contrary to, not consistent with, the will of God. Sin, and not God, is responsible for the 
suffering in the world. Just as God and his people are engaged in dynamic relationships of 
mutual inlluencc, so also are God and his enemies, both sinners and the spiritual forces of evil, 
engaged in dynamic relationships of mutual influence. Therefore, Christians should understand 
God as their helper, not their tormentor, in times of trouble. God allows the sin of free agents to 
run its course, though he is constantly working to redeem the evil sin creates. Ile is not the 
author of evil, and evil events do not find their source in the God of Scripture. 
Although God may sometimes bring about, or may deliver from, a particular 
misfortune, there is not a divine reason for each and every misfortune. Genuine 
accidents or unintended events, both good and bad, do happen, for that is the sort 
of world God established. Does this mean that the world is out of God's control? 
Again, it depends on what is meant by control. God is not in control in the sense 
that absolutely nothing happens that God does not specifically want to happen. 
After all, God is fundamentally opposed to sin, yet there is sin. God is in control 
in the sense that he shoulders the responsibility for creating this type of world. 
Clod is the potter seeking to shape the clay into the sort of vessel he intends. 
llowever, the relation between God and humanity goes beyond the potter's 
relation to the clay. In the book ofllosea God is pictured as Israel 's husband. In 
Israelite society the husband held complete authority over the wife. Yet despite 
such power Gomer left Ilosea and prostituted herself. Yahweh's authority over 
Israel was absolute, but this did not prevent the people from committing apostasy. 
Yahweh simply did not "control" his wife in a manipulative sense. 83 
------
xz I lasker, 141 quoting Augustine. 
x; Sanders, Cod Who Risks, 216. 
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\either will he manipulate people today. God's giving free will necessitates that he must allow 
the consequences of those free acts. Yet Christians should understand evil, not as the product of 
the di\·ine will. but as the result of a war raging between God and sin, a war he has already won 
and wi ll eventually end.M4 ·'In the present structure it is not possible for God to allocate reward 
and punishment with strict fairness."85 Such, however, will not always be the case. 
Conclusion 
J\ careful study of the philosophical and systematic theological implications of the open 
model or God in comparison to the philosophical and theological thought driving traditional 
models reveals the real nature of the discomfort of traditional theologians. Open theism does not 
pn.:scnt any real threat to or stand in contradiction of evangelical theology. Openness is able to 
clearly and consistently affirm its own position and the distinguishing positions of 
evangelical ism. It docs, however, challenge the theological assumptions traditionally 
systematized by evangelicals. This is easy to understand considering the formative role the 
Reformed tradition played in evangelical theology.86 Openness does not challenge the 
evangelical view of Scripture. It docs, however, challenge many traditional points of systematic 
thcolog) common in evangelical circles. This does not, however, place it outside the evangelical 
fralllC\\Ork. 
Open theists stress the relational aspect of God in Scripture. This puts open theism in 
tension with phi losophical and systematic understandings of the nature of God but not with the 
biblical witness. The God of open theism and the God of Scripture is a God of relationship, a 
x 
1 For a more in depth look at this subject, sec Greg Boyd's God A I War and Satan and /he Problem of Evil. 
M> l'icsscn. 95. 
~· G rcnz. 80-1 . 
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God '' ho relates, a God who risks. 
In his dealings with us, God is not a cosmic stuffed shirt, who is always thinking 
of himself. Rather he is open to the world and responsive to developments in 
history. I le remembers the past, savors the present and anticipates the future. I Ic 
is open to new experiences, has a capacity for novelty and is open to reality, 
which itself is open to change. God interacts with us in our narrated, storied lives 
in a real reciprocal rel ationship. Not only arc we persons affected by God, he is 
a (Tcctcd by us, or to put it another way, God is unchangeable with respect to his 
character but always changing in relation to us .87 
M
7 Pinnock, Afos/ ,\loved Mover, 41. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 
Compatible Schools ofThought? 
··we affirm the divine inspiration, truthfulness and authority of both Old and New 
Testament Scriptures in their entirety as the only v,rrittcn Word of God, without error in all that it 
aflirms, and the only infallible rule of faith and practice." This statement from the Lausanne 
Covenant poignantly sums up the evangelical position. Open theology, neither explicitly through 
its adherents or implicitly through logical contradiction, denies the validity of this statement. 
Adherents of open theism argue their position on strong exegetical grounds. Charges by critics 
that open theism is incompatible with evangelical theology are simply unfounded and 
unsubstantiated. Open theology is indeed compatible with and, in fact, driven by evangelical 
theological presuppositions. At no point docs it conflict with the evangelical understanding of 
either the nature, purpose, or authority of Scripture as outlined in chapter 1. Why then the 
controversy? 
Open theists have faced such an intense battle for acceptance within evangelical circles, 
not because their position contradicts evangelical theology, but because it contradicts theological 
presuppositions common within evangelical circles. The question, however, is not whether open 
theo logy is compatible with determinism, Molinism, or simple foreknowledge. Clearly, it is not. 
The question is whether or not open theology is compatible with the distinguishing marks of 
evangelical theology, or rather the evangelical presuppositions that drive differing branches of 
theological schools of thought within evangelicalism. Often opponents of open theology find 
themselves unable to make the distinction and assume that, since open theology contradicts their 




The real issue here is a dogmatism that has developed around systematic theology. 
i>roponents of both sides would be wise to recognize the difference between revelation and the 
organization of that revelation into systematic theology. According to evangelical theology, the 
fo rmer is J]·om God and without error, while the latter is open to human misunderstanding and 
l~ll libi l it y. "Theology is nothing more than man's effort to rationalize God's biblical revelation," 
and both sides would do well to remember this.' N. T. Wright demonstrates how the authority of 
Scripture can often unconsciously be usurped by the authority of a particular school of 
theological thought. 
IE lvangelicals often use the phrase "authority of scripture" when they mean the 
authority of evangelical , or Protestant, theology, since the assumption is made that 
we (evangelicals, or Protestants) arc the ones who know and believe what the 
Bi blc is saying. And, though there is more than a grain of truth in such claims, 
they arc by no means the whole truth, and to imagine that they arc is to move 
from theology to idcology _2 
.v1any opponents of open thei sm within evangelicali sm have corre lated the authority of Scripture 
with the authority of their interpretation of Scripture. Consequently, when open theology 
challenges their interpretation of Scripture, they are unable to see how the authority of Scripture 
itself is not being challenged. 
The real issue is the clashing of systematical theologies. The most ardent claim by 
opponents of open theology is that it limits God. This, however, is an unfounded claim. Besides 
the \'ari ous counters to this charge presented elsewhere in this thesis, this debate begs the 
question, can systematic tbcology adequately describe God at all? Doesn ' t systematizing the 
nature of Cod according to human terms itself limit God? Systematic theology should not be 
1 llcrschclll. llobbs, Fundamentals of Our Faith (Nashville, Broadman & Holman, 1960), 16. 
2 N. T. Wright, ''The Laing Lecture 1989 and the Griffith Thomas Lecture 1989." 
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held on the same level as revelation. Unfortunately, however, it often is, whether consciously or 
not. Systematic theology is simply the Christian's, particularly the evangelical's, best attempt to 
explain biblical revelation and to systematize it. God is infinite and man is finite. In order to 
reveal himself in a way man can comprehend, he must, by logical necessity, limit himself, since 
reve lation of an infinite God to finite man requires a finite manifestation of the infinite, which, of 
course. can never do justice to the fullness of divine glory. Therefore, every attempt made to 
explain God limits him, because man can only explain God in terms of his finite--and thus 
diminished--revelation of himself. 
Indeed, just speaking of God limits him, because it confines his description to human 
v, ords. To reach beyond this revelation is to reach into the infinite, which the finite mind cannot 
poss ibly grasp. Indeed, God in his wisdom is perfectly capable of understanding what parts of 
hi mself man can understand and what parts of himself arc beyond the grasp of a finite mind. 
God is a God who reveals himself in relationship and cannot be known outside his relationship 
with humanity. 
In a sense, the relational description of God--speaking of the divine reality in 
terms of God's relationship to creation--is inevitable. We have no other vantage 
point from which to view God than his gracious condescending to us in what we 
call "revelation." Ilowever, God's primary concern in revelation is not simply 
that we be able to formulate propositions concerning his eternal being. God's 
intent is that we understand who he is as the eternally relational, triune God and 
who he is in relationship to the world he has made, in order, that we may enter 
into fellowship with him. Revelation, therefore, is the self-disclosure of God-in-
relation.3 
Consequently, proponents of open theology who claim their system of theological 
thought describes God as he actually is, the ontological reality of his nature, fall into the same 
trap as the die-hard Calvinists. God as he actually is is beyond the grasp of mankind, and the 
3 Grenz, 81. 
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very phrase ··ontological reality of his nature" implies the circumvention of divine revelation. 
Whether or not open theism corresponds to God's actual nature is not man's to know, for his 
actual nature cannot be known. To describe one system of theology proper as an ontological 
m.:cessity is absurd. Open theism docs, however, provide a most coherent and clear explanation 
of revelation while maintaining the evangelical understandings of the authority and source of that 
revelation, and so it must be considered legitimate, if not worthy of acceptance. 
Stanley .J. Cirenz, in his book Theology.for the Community ofGod, recognizes this danger 
of correlating systematics and the revelation it seeks to systematize. 
1\s Christian theologians we arc likewise faced with the temptation toward 
dogmatism. \Ve run the risk of confusing one specific model of reality with 
reality itself or one theological system with truth itself, thereby 'canonizing ' a 
particular theological construct or a specific theologian. Because all systems are 
models of reality. we must maintain a stance of openness to other models, aware 
of the tentativeness and incompleteness of all systems. In the final analysis, 
theo logy is a human enterprise, helpful for the task of the church, to be sure, but a 
human construct neverthelcss.-1 
The debate over the legitimacy of open theology within the evangelical camp represents a 
mo\'c toward dogmatism within evangelical theology with traditionalists in a sense affirming 
their ov. n branch of evangelical school of thought as the only legitimate evangelical position. 
This is clearly a mistaken approach to such a broad theology that is evangelicalism. Open 
theology at no points threatens evangelical theology, but rather fits perfectly into the 
presuppositions of that branch of Christian thought. The controversy is not the result of open 
thcolog), but of a group of evangelicals unable to distinguish their systematic interpretation of 
their ~ourccs or authority from the authority itself. 
Conclusion 
Whether or not open theology is deserving of acceptance or offers the most biblically 
1 Ibid., 13. 
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consistent presentation of the nature of God is a matter of debate. Its compatibility with 
evangelical theology as evangelical theology has commonly been defined and understood is 
~crtain. J\t no point docs open theology contradict the basic tenets of evangelical theology, and 
so attempts to demonize open theists as not evangelically minded, particularly in the case of the 
!:\·angelical Theological Society's attempt to expel open theists John Sanders and Clark Pinnock, 
arc unjustified and incoherent. The evangelical community as a whole is not compelled to accept 
op~n theism, but lor the sake of theological coherence and consistency, it must accept open 
theists as its own. 
Furthermore. the immense amount of effort poured into proving that open thei sts arc not 
evangelicals distracts from the real purpose of evangelicalism: evangelism. This debate presents 
an unnecessary and foolish distraction from the evangelical 's real purpose. 
There is ... an urgency about the way we go about our work. We resent 
unnecessary distractions; we resist unbiblical diversions. Can anyone believe that 
all other activities should be suspended until all Evangelicals agree on precise 
doctrinal statements? We certainly cannot. Hundreds of missionaries are looking 
to us to he lp them get the gospel to those vtho have never heard it. Scores of 
pastors count on us to analyze the mission of their congregations so that their 
growth will be encouraged. And, thousands of students look to us each year to 
equip them for ministry in churches, in cross-cultural overseas missions and in 
counseling clinics. To be truly Evangelical surely means more than debating 
about what Evangelicals arc and who deserves the name. It means getting on with 
the Evangel ical task. We arc not a lodge carefully screening its members and 
brie1ing them with secret information. We Evangelicals are part of the church, 
grateful for our salvation and obedient to Christ's calling.5 
5 
"Fuller Theological Seminary: What We Believe and Teach." 
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